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Chapter I. 
The Regency of Bairam Khan. 
Accession of Akbar: Sheikh Abul Faz^.1, the 
Bairam Khan becomes 
R e g e n t . brother of Sheikh Faizi, has 
described all the great and 
small actions of that king of exalted dignity in Akbar-
nama which comprises about one lakh and a thousand 
lines. Mohammad Kasim Ferishta, the author of these 
pages, being anxious for brevity, has given a summary 
of that in his book. He states that at the time when 
Nasir-ud-Din Mohammad Humayun Badshah on account of his 
1 
fall from the roof, was rendered extremely weak, the 
2 
nobles and grandees sent Sheikh Juli, one of the 
officers of the court, post-haste to the Punjab, with 
the object of conveying information of that event. 
1. See Akbarnama (Beveridge) Vol.1t p.657. It 
seems that Humayun probably fractured his skull. 
See page of text. 
2. His full name was Sheikh Nazr Juli. Probably 
Nazr being his name and Juli a title. Akbar made him 
Mir Adl later on. A (B) T.I, p.657,N. 
1 
2 
l 
Meeting the Shahzada at Kalanaur he reported the unfor-
tunate occurrence to him. And after that, when news 
of the death was received, the amirs performed the 
2 
Jrites of condolence. By common consent on the 2nd of 
Rabi-us-Sani of the year 963, Shahzada Jalal-ud-Din 
Mohammad Akbar who was then 13 years and 9 months of 
age was placed on the throne at Kalanaur, 
Quatrain:-
The bud of hopes flowered and the wind of desire 
blew; 
The desire of God's creatures was granted whatever 
it was; 
The world had peace from the calamities of the 
time; 
fhen the king of the world ascended the throne. 
Bairam Khan Turkoman who besides being the sipah-
V^h *^3 salar and the italiq (tutor) hadjbe^ome the Vakil, now 
became head of the civil and revenue administration. 
Proclamations about the happy tidings of accession were 
issued in every direction to encourage the soldiers and 
1* The town which now comprises about five 
thousand inhabitants and is situated fifteen miles 
west from Qurdaspur town, was then probably an impor-
tant town, I.G.I, p. 
2, Abul Fazfel also gives the same date, 
A (B) II. p.5. I 
^ V\ i 
e^J^
 v^ subjects. The stamp tax, transit duties, presents and 
njr » % capitation tax of all the territories were remitted. 
j$r
 t 
At the outset, he (Bairam Khan) determined to capture 
2 
and execute Shah Abul Moali who was suspected of rebel-
<;* ^J>^ u A lion, but when His Majesty whose name henceforth will 
be mentioned as Arsh-i-Ashiani and at places as Khakan-
i-Akbar, did not, out of mercy, agree to it, the Syed 
was made a prisoner, and sent to Pehlwan Gulgir, the 
Kotwal of Lahore. After a few days Shah Abul Moali 
escaped from prison and Pehlwan GSulgir committed sui-
cide out of humiliation, fardi Beg Khan forwarded 
from Delhi to the 'victorious army1 all the parapher-
nalia of royalty in custody of Abul Kasim Mirza, the 
son of Eamran Mirza. Ali Quli Khan Siestani the hakim 
of Sambhal, Sikander Khan Uzbeg, the hakim 
/of Agra, Bahadur Khan, the hakim of Depalpur, Munim 
Khan, the italiq. and Mohammad Hakim Mirza, sent their 
letters expressing loyalty and submission. Following 
the victorious army with the intention of destroying 
Sikander Shah, went to the foot of the Shivalik hills. 
After a battle Sikander Shah fled into the Shivalik 
hills. Dehram Chander, the Raja of Nagarkote, 
1. for Stamp tax see p. 
2. See A (B) II. p.27, and the pages following 
for a detailed account of the incident. 
Mr» Blochman points out that Abul fazal has 
not entered the name of Shah Abul Moali in the list of 
grandees. Ain.(Bl) I, p.366.N. 
4 
presenting himself at the court received many favours. 
His hereditary territories were assigned to him for 
fief. Owing to excessive rains iursh-i-Ashiani returned 
to Jullundur and stayed there for some time# During 
1 
this time Sulaiman Mirza quickly started from Badak-
S 
shan with the intention of conquering Kabul, On his 
arrival, Munim Khan who was an experienced general, 
retiring inside the fort, upreared the standard of 
opposition to him. Khakan~i-Akbar on learning this 
sent Mohammad Quli Birlas, Khan-i-Azim Shamasud-Din 
Mohammad Khan Atka, and Khizar Ihan, to help Munim 
Shan. Some of them entered the fort, but most of them 
remained outside and for a period of four months day 
and night, they harassed the army of Badakshan putting 
them to great trouble. Sulaiman Mirza sent a message 
to Munim Khan, "If you include my name in the khutba, 
in — 
I will retire." Munim Khan as was expedient at the 
time agreed to it and Sulaiman Mirza went to Badakshar 
Heau Captures Delhi At this time Hemu Bakal 
and Agra. 
the Wazir of Mohammad Shah 
Aftix Adli with thirty thousand cavalry and infantry a 
two thousand elephants most of whom were ,mast' turn? 
1. For Sulaiman Mirza see 
2. A (B) II. p.39-44. 
5 
towards Agra* Sikander Khan Uzbeg not being strong 
enough to oppose him went to Delhi, Shadi Khan Afghan 
who also was one of the prominent amirs of Adli oame to 
the banks of the river Rahat. Ali Quli Khan Siestani 
who at that time had received the title of Khan Zaman 
with the auxiliary amirs like Karim Khan, Mohammad Amin 
Dewana, Baba Saeed Kibchaki and three thousand sowars, 
from Iraq and Khorasan, crossing the river Rahat fought 
with Shadi Khan and sustained a defeat. Some of his 
soldiers were killed on the field of battle and many 
went down whilst crossing the river, so that out of 
three thousand men not more than two hundred or three 
hundred escaped. As Hemu Bakal having taken possession 
of Agra, turned towards Delhi, Tardi Beg Ihan sent fast 
runners in every direction and summoned the amirs. 
Abdullah Khan, Lai Sultan Sultan Badakhshi, Ali Quli 
Khan Andrabi and Mirak Jan Kolabi and others came to 
Delhi without delay. Ali Quli Khan Siestani the Khan-i-
2 
Zaman and his helpers had not yet reached Delhi when 
1. Mr. Beveridge points out that it is perhaps 
the Rahap of Babur's Memoirs. It is spelt Rahap in 
the Turki and also in the Bombay edition of the Persian. 
It is also spelt Rahat. It cannot be the Rapti, as 
Irskine supposes, and is apparently the Ram Ganga. 
A (B) II. p.46.N. 
2. Son of Haider Sultan and brother of Bahadur 
Khan. For his biographical sketch see Ain.(Bl) I,p.319. 
6 
Tardi Beg Khan made haste, and fought with Hemu Bakal, 
Heau Bakal who was a brave infidel, separating himself 
from the centre with three or four thousand selected 
sowars and huge elephants, first of all fell upon Tardi 
Beg Khan who was fighting opposite him and defeating 
him turned to others. Having defeated them too he 
took possession of Delhi. Tardi Beg Khan and other 
amirs thought they could have combined with Ali Quli 
Khan Siestani, the Khan-i-Zaman and other amirs and 
sardars, and made up for their defeat; or they could 
have encamped near Delhi and asked the king for help 
did neither of these things and rushed to Jowshehra. 
Evacuating the country they left it undefended to the 
enemy. When Ali Quli Khan heard of this in Meerut, as 
he could not singly hold out in that territory, he was 
forced to fly to Nowshehra. Akbar on being informed 
of these events in Jullundur became anxious, as with 
the exception of the Punjab all the territories had 
passed under the Afghans* As owing to his tender age 
he could not administer the affairs of government, he 
gave the title of Khan Baba to Bairam Khan Turkoman 
1« Abul Fazal observes that •it was the custom 
for young monarohs to call old men Baba (father), 
ft Akbar used to call Bairam Khan as Khan Baba. 
A (B) II. p.140. 
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and said, nI entrust you with all the affairs, civil 
and revenue, of the country. Whatever you think for 
the good of the state, act upon it, and do not reserve 
it for my orders.ff In this connection he took an oath 
by the soul of Humayun Badshah and his own persfen and 
further said, "DonH be afraid of anybody*s enmity,* 
and recited this hemistich - If a friend be a friend 
indeed, let the two worlds be your enemy. 
Second Battle At that time, he called 
of Panipat. 
a meeting of all the amirs 
and held a consultation. As the army of the enemy 
were said to exceed a lakh and the strength of the 
royal army was not above twenty thousand, all of them 
were inclined to return to Kabul. But Bairam Khan 
Turkoman preferred to fight with the enemy, and Akbar 
also, in spite of his young age, favoured this cam-
paign. Without hesitation he made Khizar Khawaja who 
belonged to the family of the Mughal kings and was 
married to Gulbadan Begam, the daughter of Baber Bad-
shah, the hakim of Lahore and appointed him to beat 
off Sikander Shah. Personally he resolved upon the 
*\ ^ suppression of Hemu Bakal, and at Nowshehm- the run-
^ a T O y « * . ^ited upon M » . « « , « « sunned 
r
ny Tardi Beg to his residence on account of his crimes 
at a time when the king had gone out for hunting and 
8 
without saying a word had him beheaded in his presence. 
The king heard this news on the hunting field, fhen he 
returned Bairam Khan submitted, "Because I knew with 
certainty that Your Majesty, owing to your great kind-
ness, will hesitate in ordering his execution in spite 
of his great crime aiid forgiving such a crime at a time 
when the army of the enemy has arrived near and our 
adversaries like the Afghans are governing the country 
of India, was not advisable. Therefore without getting 
your definite orders in this respect, I ventured to 
have him executed.1* Akbar expressed his approval and 
accepted the apology. It has been heard from reliable 
persons that, nIf Bairam Khan had not killed Tardi Beg, 
the Chugtai people could not have been kejat in hand, 
and the story of Sher Shah would have repeated itself .^ 
After that the Mughal amirs, everyone of whom thought 
himself to be a Kekabad or a Kaikaoos, became afraid 
of Bairam Khan, turned out feeling of refractoriness 
from their heads and cast aside their disunity. As the 
1. According to Abul Fazal, Tardi Beg was a rival 
of Bairam Khan. Each aimed at the overthrow of the 
other. Bairam Khan's action served a double purpose: 
Firstly it cleared the field of a dangerous rival and 
secondly it curbed the feelings of other officers and 
men by serving as an example. A (B) II p.51-52. 
See Smiths comment p. 
9 
'Tictorious Standards1 started for Delhi, Sikander Khan 
Uzbeg, Abdullah Khan, Ali Quli Khan Andrabi, Mohammad 
Khan Jalaaeri Badakhshi, Majnun Khan Kashkal and other 
amirs under the leadership of Ali Quli Khan Siestani, 
the Khan-i-Zaman, who had become the Amir-ul-Omra, 
started off aa an advance guard. Some of the body 
guard of Bairam Khan also such as Husain Quli Beg, 
Mohammad Sadiq. Khan Perwanehi, Shah Quli Khan Mehram, 
Mir Mohammad Qasim Khan Naishpuri, Syed Mohammad Barheh 
and others went along with the amirs of the advance 
force. Hemu Bakal styling himself Raja Bikarmajit 
in Delhi, played the drums of haughtiness and pride, 
and combining with himself Shadi Khan and other Af^ian 
amirs, eith an army like ants and locusts and the inten-
tions of fighting, came out to meet them. He sent 
aheal the leading Afghan sardars, with a grand artil-
lery against the royal advance guard. Being defeated 
by the Mughal armies they returned in a sorry plight 
and lost the entire artillery. When Hemu Bakal reached 
near Delhi he heard of the approach of the Chughtai 
army* Ee divided amongst the principal sardars the 
elephants upon whom he had great reliance, so that 
mounted on them they should carry out the duties of war. 
On the morning of Friday the End of Muharram, Ali Quli 
Khan Siestani, the Khan-i-Zaman, having placed his 
10 
lines in order prepared for battle* from both sides 
brave men and enthusiastic seekers of battle, galloping 
their Arab horses did justice to the fight* Because 
the Mughals who had witnessed the death of Tardi Beg 
were not shaken in their resolve, at length H e m Bated 
riding an elephant named Bari, with three or four 
thousand skilful sowars separated from the centre of 
the army, and in the twinkling of an eye threw into 
confusion the squadrons in front of him. Without paus-
ing he turned to the centre lines where Ali Quli Khan 
Siestani was stationed. Bairam Khan's brave men who 
were in the army, fought bravely and made no fault with 
the use of arms. In the meantime an arrow struck fiemu 
Bakal in the eye. Although it was not fatal, yet as 
soon as blood came out, the Afghans lost heart and fie 
away* Eemu Bakal even in that condition, pulled out 
the arrow, bandaged his eye with a handkerchief and w 
a handful of men attacked in every direction in a 
bewildered manner* At this time Shah Quli Ihan Hehr; 
coming up to the elephant of Hemu Bakal, ignorant of 
the fact that it was ridden by Hemu Bakal, made for 
elephant driver* The elephant driver IS. Ojd^T to s 
himself, informed him about (the presence of} Heaw 
Bakal. Shah ^uli Kj^ an overjoyed at his good, fortu 
led out of the battle-field the elephant with the 
phant driver and Eemu Bakal and set out towards tl 
11 
emperor, fhe Mughals pursued the Afghans and killed so 
many that it is impossible to guess their number. When 
Shah Quli Khan brought Hemu Bakal before the king, who 
was following them at a distance of two or-thgee-kea, 
Bairam Khan said, "If the king with the intention of 
.> wagingjwar, were to strike this fijgiting infidel, with 
his sword, it would be a Jihad-i-Akbar.,f His Majesty 
touching his neck with his sword secured the title of 
Ghazi, Bairam Khan, with his own hand, struck off his 
head and sent it to Kabul and his body to Delhi, More 
than fifteen hundred elephants fell into the hands of 
the yictorious army. The king entering Delhi sent 
Mulla Pir Mohammad Sherwani who was the Takil of 
2 
Bairam Khan Turkoman, towards Mewat in order to capture 
1, At a time when Humayun had just returned to 
Delhi after defeating Sikander, Akbar was learning 
ainting. He drew the figure of a man with all his 
imbs separated and when one of the courtiers question 
him, Akbar replied that it represented Hemu, Abul faza 
goes on to add that when Bairam Khan asked Akbar to 
strike off the head of Hemu, Akbar replied that he had 
dispatched that haughty one on a former day and had di 
membered him. He then referred to the incident of the 
picture, A (B) II p,67. 
See Smith and and his evidence and his coi 
elusions about the story of Hem^s death, 
3, Mewat is the tract lying south of Delhi,larg< 
inhabited by Meos or Mewat is. Now it extends oyer par 
of the British districts of Muttra, most of the Alwar 
State, and a small portion of Bharatpur, Alwar is its 
capital. A (B) I p.266. 
12 
the family and treasures of Hemu Bakal which were there 
and to kill a number of the Afghans who were at that 
place. 
fhe Suppression of During the interval, 
Sikander Sur. 
the lazilbash army under the 
leadership of Sultan Husain Mirza son of Behram Mirza, 
son of Shah Ismail Safvi, came towards Qandhar under 
the orders of Shah Tehmasp Safvi and laid siege to it. 
After great exertions, they captured the ffcftJE fort 
from Mohammad Shah Qandhari who was one of the retain-
who 
ers of Bairam Khan. Khizar Kwaja Khan too/was fighting 
against Sikander Shah on being defeated fled towards 
Lahore. Akbar according to this hemistich - Sover-
eignty brooks not with delay* - turned towards the 
Punjab to repulse Sikander Shah. Sikander Shah who 
had come to Kalanaur finding himself unable to with-
stand came to the fort of Mankot which Saleem Shah hao' 
built amongst the mountains on a high plateau to keep 
off the Gakhars and shut and entrenched himself in it* 
The king going to that place encamped there for three 
months. During these days, the mother of Akbar and 
the other Begums, the families of the amirs and soldi) 
who had till then, been in Kabul, arrived in the comps 
of the amirs who had gone to help Munim Khan* Mohamraa 
Hakim Mirza, according to orders, remained in Kabul 
along with his mother and sister and the government o 
13 
those territories was entrusted to him* Munim Khan 
was appointed his italiq (tutor). As the peadod of 
the siege of Mankffb fort prolrac¥ea into six months, 
Sikander Shah in helplessness, requested the visit of 
a responsible amir so that after having Hade his sub-
mission he should act according to orders. Khan-i-
Azaia, Shamas-ud~Din Mohajamad Khan Atka went to the fort. 
Sikander Shah said to him, "Owing to my numerous faults, 
I have not the courage to prevent myself before the 
king, but I shall send my son Abdur Rahman to the 
court and go to Bengal and render submission." Khan-i-
Azam Shamas-ud-Din Khan Atka returning, conveyed his 
request (to the king), which having been accepted, 
Sheikh Abdur Rahman came out of the court, presented 
some elephants, and Sikander Shah was permitted to pro-
ceed to Bengal. 
Akbar entrusting the fort to men of the court 
turned towards Lahore. On the way, on account of 
Bairam Khan,s indisposition lie did not undertake the 
journey for some days. One day the king made two well 
i. Abul lazal says that as Bairam Khan owing to 
illness of the appearance of some boils, could not ride 
a horse, travelling was given up for a few days and 
Akbar turned to elephant fights for diversion. 
A (B) II p.91. 
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known elephants fighi. While fighting they went near 
the tent of Bairam Ehan Turkoman, fhe clamour of the 
onlookers rose high. It struck Bairam Khan that this 
incident was due to the instigation of the king* fhere-
}h fore he senj a message through Maham Atka, "What is the 
reason for letting loose furious elephants so near the 
tent of this well-wisher? If some improper words have 
reached the royal ears and have been the cause of this 
displeasure, he (Bairam Khan) should be favoured with 
the information** Maham Atka sent the reply, which was 
the real fact, that the coming of the elephants in that 
vicinity was a mere accident and not by the orders of 
anyone* Bairam Khan was not satisfied with this till 
he came to Lahore and Khan-i-Azam Shamas-ud-Din Atka 
O a * whom Bairam Khan suspected, went to his tent and took 
an oath that in public or private he had not uttered a 
single word that could have caused the estrangement of 
>K/.,^*
V
** royal favour. Akbar on the 15th of S afar ..of J65, set 
out for Delhi and reached there after hunting on the 
way. During the journey, in the town of Jullundur, the 
2 
marriage of Saleoma Sulatan Begum, the daughter of 
i. A (B) II p.94 
2* Humayun had promised Bairam Khan the hand of 
Saleema Sultan Begum when he set out for the conquest 
of India* Bairam Shan now obtained the enforcement of 
the promise from Akbar* A (B) II p*97* 
See Gulbadan Begum Humayun Nama for a short 
biographical note on her* 
i 
15 
Mirza Hur-ud~Din Mohammad, a sister's son of Humayun 
Badshah was celebrated with Bairam Khan "by orders of 
Akbar Badshah. 
In this year, Amir-ul-Gmra Ali Quli Khan Siestani, 
known as Khan Zaman, the governor of Jaunpur and one e£ 
the panj-hazari amirs, committed an impropriety which 
mf> gave offence to His Majesty. It was this that a lad J
"- 1 —-
named Bhaham Beg who was posted amongst the royal 
'Ahadis* and had previously been a favourite of Huaaym 
Badshah on account of his facial charms and well pro-
portioned body was enticed by Ali Quli Khan Siestani, 
the Khan-i-Zamn, (into his own service), on some 
excuse. Ee lived with him like the boon companions 
and dissolutes of Mawrun-Nahir; and showed him such 
honour and respect as is the privilege of kings. !This 
fact became known and Akbar ordered Shaham to be sum-
moned. As there occurred some delay in his being sent 
(to the court) on Mulla Pir Mohammad's suggestion an 
army was sent against him. Becoming apprehensive, he 
sent a trusted servant of his, Farjali by name, to 
render apologies. Farjali came to Delhi and went to 
1. Shaham Beg was the son of a camel-driver, 
but on account of his beauty he was appointed amongst 
the royal bodyguard by Humayun. He joined Akbar at 
JuHundur but was enticed away by Ali Quli Khan along 
with another beautiful»youth, Khushal Beg. 
^ A (B) H p.104-106. 
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lulla Pir Mohammad «s no action was taken without his 
consent • Mulla Pir Mohammad who on account of the 
Shia faith of Khan-i-Zaman and his reviling the com-
panions, was extremely annoyed with him and regarded 
him as one of the friends of Bairam Khan 'Turkoman, gave 
Farjali many kicks, threw him down from the roof and 
killed him, Ali Quli Khan perceived that the affairs 
were in a precarious condition and that his enemies on 
the pretext of Shaham Beg wished to rain him. Accor-
dingly, he gave Shaham Beg leave to depart, Shaham Beg 
proceeded every day from stage to stage till he reached 
1 
the Pargana of Sarurpur, which was the Jagir of a per-
son named Abdu?: Rahman Beg, Ali Quli Khan Siestani had 
2 
a singer, Aram Dil, as a mistress. Owing to their 
„ *us*v-A.S* ••- t- J" \ 
great friendship he summoned her to the same Majlis 
along with Shaham Beg, Due to the similarity of charac-
ter, Shaham Beg and Aram Dil loved each other and Ali 
Quli Khan conferred her upon him, Shaham Beg keeping 
her with him for sometime, gave her to Abdur Rahman Beg 
who was one of his companions. At this time, Abdur 
Rahman Beg out of friendship entertained X B him, so 
that one day when both of them vrere sitting in the 
1, A Pargana in the Faizabad district of Oudh. 
A (B) II p.lS?.N, 
2* She was a prostitute and street-walker whom 
Ali Quli Khan had married and later on made over to 
Shaham Beg out of love for the youth. 
A (B) II p.128. 
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garden 4sr-a drinking pasty* Shaham Beg summoned to hia-
self Aram Dil who was present. Abdur Rahman Beg 
objected to this, Shaham Beg who had become over-
bearing ordered that Abdur Rahman should be tied fimty 
and Aram Dil should ber captured. When Moid Beg, the 
brother of Abdur Rahman Beg became aware of the impri-
sonment of his brother, he came into the garden with 
an armed party and during the fight Shaham Beg was 
1 
struck by an arrow and killed. Ali Quli Khan Siestani 
coming to know of this fact, turned towards Sarurpur 
with the purpose of taking revenge. As Abdur Rahman 
had fled to the king, he carried the bier of Shaham Beg 
2 
with him to Jaunpur. 
3 
Pir Mohammad In the meantime, Musahib 
Shah Gradai. 
aeg, son of Khawaja Kalan Beg, 
thinking of the former privileges of his ancestors, 
# V» did not treat Bairam Khan Turkoman who &ad n, y^fr gf 
1, A (B) II p.128. 
B. Ali Quli Khan buried the body of Shaham Beg 
on the bank of a tank in Jaunpur and erected a lofty 
building over it. A (B) II p.129. 
3. Abul Fazal differs from Ferishta in his accoti 
of this incident. He says that the futile soul of 
Musahib Shan was always crammed with hypocrisy and his 
disposition compact of wickedness, both during the reig 
of Humayun and that of Akbar. Humayun used to call him 
Musahib-i-Munafiq. (the hypocritical companion). Hasir-
ul-Mulk caused the infliction of capital punishment upc 
hia by prevailing upon Bairam Khan to order his execu-
tion. A (B) II p.107-108. 
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thirty thousand sowars, according to his status, fhouji 
he was advised he paid no heed to it. Consequently, 
he was killed in Delhi under orders of Bairam Khan and 
a great excitement arose amongst the Chughtai amirs. 
The king being annoyed went to Agra by way of the 
river, in Moharrum of the year 966. 
The king had not yet forgotten the affair of the 
death of Musahib Beg, when Bairam Khan Turkoman becost-
ing tired of the influence of iaulla Pir Mohammad, 
determined to destroy him. As he J-aid^  claim to the 
king's tutorship and was near to him, the amirs and 
members of the realm who went to his residence were 
often not admitted to his presence. About this time 
1 
Mulla Pir Mohammad fell ill. Bairam Khan went to 
inquire after his health. The slave at the gate com-
ing before Bairam Khan said, "Wait for a moment, so 
that the nms of your arrival may be communicated 
inside and permission for admission be obtained." 
Bairam Khan Turkoman got very angry. Mulla Pir Mohaai 
after receiving information came out and having apolo-
gised took him inside. In spite of that not more thaj 
one person out of the followers of Bairam Khan was pe 
mitted to enter. This affair added to his previous 
resentments and Bairam Khan Turkoman, without the 
1. A (B) II p.131. 
19 
^
J ?
 ' • permission of the Icing Tgaose servant Mulla Pir Mohammad 
had been for forty years, imprisoned him in the fort of 
Biana. After some days he (Bairam Khan) expelled him 
(Pir Mohammad) towards Gujerat and sent him off to 
Mecca in a ship. He ax>pointed Haji Mohammad Khan Sies-
tani as Vakil in place of Mulla Pir Mohammad. Sheikh 
2 * 
Gadai, the son of Sheikh Jimali of Delhi, who was a 
poet and had rendered valuable services to Bairam Khan 
in Gujerate, during the troublous days of Sher Shah, 
became an amir and was appointed the Sadr. 
Grwalior, Jaunpur fhe affair of Mulla Pir 
and Benares. 
Mohammad became a still greater 
(^ cause of the king's resentment for it- opened the ques-
tion of the conquest of Gwalior fort, i'hus he kept him 
*busy for some time. As Saleem Shah had made the fort of 
1. Abul Pazal points out that though Haji Mohammad 
Elxan was the nominal holder of the office, the real 
Vakil was Sheikh Gadai who was the Sadr. A (B) II p.132. 
2. He was Shia and remained Sadr till 968. He 
cancelled the Madad-i-Maash lands and took away the 
legacies of the Khanzadahs (Afghans) and gave a sayur-
ghal to anyone that would bear uu m t h humiliating 
treatment. (Ain. (Bl) I p.272) 
3. A (B) II p.38 k 113.119. 
Gwalior is a famous fortress and contains stately 
edifices of its former rulers. Its climate is good. 
It has always been noted for its exquisite singers and 
lovely women. Ain (J) II p.181. 
For a detailed account about the history of the 
fort and its importance see p.439-443 I.G.I. Vol.XII. 
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1 
Gwalior his head-quarters, a slave named Saheel Shan 
from amongst the slaves of Saleem Shah had been put in 
charge of the fori; by Mohammad Shah Adli. Being infor-
med of the intentions of Bairam Khan he sent a message 
to Ram Shah iqho belonged to the family of Raja Man 
Singh to the effect, "Your ancestors have been the ruler I 
of this fort. I am powerless to hold this fort against 
such a strong king (Akbar). Compensate me for the fort 
as yon think fit and take possession of it.B Ram Shah 
considered this message to be a God-send and turned 
towards the fort. Iqbal Elian, a Jagirdar in that neigh-
bourhood, receivin instruction from Bairam Khan inter-
cepted Ram Shah and after a stiff struggle made him 
flv toTjards the territories of the Rana and invested 
the fort of Qwalior» Saheel Khan, the slave, sent some 
one to Bairam Khan and offered submission. Bairam Khan 
informed the Emperor, and sent Haji Mohammad Khanjan, 
his own responsibility, towards that place, so that J10 
should take possession of the fort and console and* 
bring Saheel Khan to the court. 2 ^ 4 * 3 ^ K32fi& Siestani 
the Khan-i-Zaman who w&si p,+^. ^^ to appease the a* 
anger of the king, % ered the * irkars of 
1. Abul H gives ->-w m as Bhil Khan i&|*®*f 
of Saheel Kb-A <*) f? ^ ^ At naae *18 Abul *** 
menti^ia by 
0 1 
Jaunpur and Benares, which had been in possession of 
the Afghans since the defeat of Masir-ud-Din Humayun 
Badhshah and annexed them to the empire. On this 
account the king being favourably inclined towards him, 
JV&-* conferred upon both the sardars, robes of honour, 
•drdles, sc mita rs studded with gems and other pre-
sents and tokens of f;ood-will. Towards the end of 
2 
Rajab of that year Sheikh Mohamiad Gaus, brohter of 
3 4-ri -4'\,i^  
Sheikh Bahlol, who had clairns on the services of the 
illustrious house and during the svjay of the Afghans 
had gone to Gtijrat, came to the court with his sons and 
.-• j discioles. As he did rot receive any favour from Bairam 
..••' * 4 
Khan, he again went to Gwalior, which was his old 
residence. Akbar once more became extremely annoyed 
1* Ali Quli Khan captured Jaunpur from Ibrahim 
SUP who had come there after the death of Mubaraz Khan 
and the defeat of Kentu. A (B) II p.126. 
2. He died at Agra in 970 A.H. and was buried 
at Gwalior. His son Sheikh ^Abdullah entered Akbar's 
service and rose to the dignity of a commander of three 
thousand, Ain (Bl) I p.457,458. 
3. He was put to death by Mirza Hindal, Abul 
Fazal raves e great deal against the two brothers and 
says that they put saintship to sale and acquired lands 
and villages oy fraud, A (B) II p.135. One can, 
however, understand the reason of Abul Nazal's animosi-
ty. 
4. A (B) II p.135. 
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with Bairam Khan on this aooount. 
Terse :- "Verily the king of beloved is jealous; 
Partnership in the realm of his lore is diffli 
Bairam Khan in order to keep the king occupied, summoned 
Bahadur Khan, the younger brother of Ali Quli Khan Siestani 
.ho . . . . pffiJk.»ri «dr fro. D.p.lpor. « d , o - i . . i o M d hU 
with a large army for the o on quest of Malwa whioh was under 
the rule of Baz Bahadur, 
At the time, it so happened that the badshah had an 
impulse for hunting and left Bairam Khan Turkman at Agra 
to look after the affairs of the kingdom* Whilst hunting, 
when he reached Sikamdarabad in the 
Akbar mores to Delhi: neighbourhood of Delhi, Maham Atka 
letter to Bairam Khan: 
,
 % aad Adham Khan, who were the (3) 
greatest enemies of Bairam Khan, requested; "Tour Majesty's 
mother, is in Delhi, and has fallen ill. If your Majesty 
goes to inquire after her health it will he a source of 
pleasure to Marryyam Mikani." Hence the king turned towards 
Delhi. Shahab-ud-Din Ahmad Khan Heshapuri, one of the panjhaza: 
amirs
 9 and a kinsman of Adham Khan who also held Government 
of Delhi, oame out to weleome the king and offered him many 
along with 
presents* But one dayxAdham Khan he submitted " Bairam 
Khan Turkman will consider the coming of the king to this 
side to hare been at our request; and will put us to death, 
like jfusahib Beg* If we are permitted to depart for Mecca, 
and the holy places, we will stay there and oontinue 
preying for Tour Majesty". The badshah though affooted a 
L1. i Baz Bahadur son of Sujawal Khan succeeded s father as governor of Malwa d u r i n g 
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lot by these words, yet in riew of the erident services 
of Bairam Khan, did not wish to depose and disgrace 
him suddenly* He restrained himself and wrote to Bairam 
Khan, "I oame in this direction in order to Yisit 
Marryyam Hikani of my own aocord. As Shahab-ud-Din 
Ahmad Khan, and Adham Khan Atka had no hand in my coming 
to this side, therefore if you send them a letter of 
foregiTeness, in your own hand, it will he s source 
of satisfaction to them". When Shahab-ud-Din Ahmad Khan*a 
words had this muoh influence he started to raise his 
Toioe in the royal majlis and uttered words implying 
antagonism to Bairam Khan which at once alienated the 
royal mind (from Bairam Khan). 
Terse:- n No doubt he has his eyes on the enemy 
X say that the words too hare effect". 
Bairam Khan was bewildered on receiving the king's 
letter and wrote a petition to the effect: "God forbid*, 
that towards a group who work for the good of and show 
derotion to this court, 
Bairam Khan's projects: 
there should be any aril 
starts for Haj: 
intention in the mind of this 
well-wisher", and sent it with laji Muhammad Khan 
Siestani and Tarsun Beg to Delhi• But as the matter 
during the reign of Mohammad Khan Adie. The compaiga 
for its conquest, however, was deferred till a later date 
as in the meanwhile Bairam Khan fell fram grace. A (B) II, 
p. 136. For a biographical sketch of Baz Bahadur, see 
Ain (Bl) I, p. 428. 
(£) , Akbar left Agra for hunting in the rieinity of 
tod (Aligarh). A IB) II, p. 141. 
(3) Abul Fazal says that they were in indigent 
circumstances owing to Bairam Khan. A (B) II, p. 141. 
(1) A (B) II, p. 145, 
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had gone out of his hand, ao one gars ear to their 
words and both of them were Bade prisoners. This 
news beooming current, groups after groups of aairs 
aad flaasabdars, deserted Bairam Khan and took the road 
to Delhi • Shah Abul Hoali, who had fled froa prison 
in Lahore, had goae to Kernel Khan G a^khar, instigated 
him to eonquet Kashmir, As Ksmal Khan weat to Kashmir 
at his suggestion aad suffered defeat after a hard 
battle, he separated (Shah Abul Moali) from himself. 
Shah Abul Moali weat to Depalpur, intending to aet 
treacherously towards Bahadur Khan. Bahadur Khan 
Seistaai captured him aad banished MB towards Sind. 
Shah Abul Moali weat to Gujrat from that side, committed 
a murder there aad weat to Ali Qali Khan Seistaai known 
as Khan-i-Zaaaa, at Jaunpur. Ali Quli Khan seat MB t< 
Agra under instructions from Bairam Khan Turkman when 
the king was at DelM. Bairam Khan imprisoned them 
in the fort of Biaaa. As he (Bairam Khan) saw that 
*• » » w of a. ^ .»Ma.d .u M i , .t «,.t 
thought of going to Malwa in order to conquer that 
country, aad raise the standard of rerolt. With this 
intention he went from Agra to Biana. When he summoned 
before himself, Bahadur Khan aad other of floors who had 
goae towards Malwa, many of the amirs in whom he had ful 
confidence, separated from him aad weat to DelM • Bairn 
Khan Turkman seeing the thorns of mis-fortune breaking ii 
the foot of his fortune felt sorry for baring goae to 
Malwa. Setting free Shah Abul Moali from prison, 
he thought of going to Jaunpur, so that la concurrence 
with Ali Quli Khan Siestani, the Khan - i - Zaman, who 
(1) A(B) II, p. X4T. (2) A(B) II, p. H 7 . 
was a protege of his he may subdue the Afghans of Bengal <w « 
and take possession of that country* But after he had gefee 
a few stages in the direction, he regretted of that also, and 
set out for a pilgrimage by way of tfagpur. Sane of the emirs 
like Bahadur Khan and Iqbal Khan,etc. who had not departed 
(1) from Mm t i l l then were giTen leave to depart for the eouri. 
When he reached the vicinity of Nagiur, on the instigate 
of some of evil-minded persons, he gave up the intention of 
going to Mecca, and occupied himself in 
Bairam Khan's 
rebellion, the collection of troops and ea.ulpaent 
(2) 
so as to proceed to the Punjab and live 
there* The Badshah coming to know of this fact, sent Mir 
Abdul tatlf $azvini who had been his teacher after Mulla Mir 
Muhammad, to Bairam Khan with the messages "Up to the time 
that our noble mind was entirely engaged in the pleasure 
of travel and chase, i t was our auspieious wish that the Khan 
Baba should menage all the affairs of State; but now as i t Is 
out intention that we ourselves should personally look to the 
publie affairs, i t behoves that, royal person, to withdraw 
from worldly affairs and proceed on a Pilgrimage 
(1). A (ft) II. p. 14V.— {£). A(Bl II. p. 148. 
(3). Mir Abdul Latif was a son of Mir Tahya belonging to the 
Saifi Sayeds of %usvini who were known in Iran for their 
Sunni tendencies.He came to India at the Invitation of 
Humayun and arrived at Court just after Akbar had aseende< 
the throne. Bairam Khan appointed him Akbar's tutor and h< 
was the man from whom Akbar learned his principles of 
Suleh Kul. Abul Fazal says that the Shi as considered him i 
Sunni and the Sunnis a Shia. The Mir was a man of great 
eloquence and excellent disposition and moderatfcea ia his 
religious sentiments. He died at Sikri on the 5th Rajab 
981 and was buried at Ajmer. 
Ain (Bl)I,p. 447, 448. A(B) II, p, 35. 
(4) A (B) II, p. 158, 
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Hlgrimage. la future (he) should not have any concern 
with worldly affairs". Balram Khan according to this 
Yerses * Head ought to bend and neck obey 
Whatever a just ruler does is laudable"* 
preferred obedience, sent the flags, drums, elephants and 
(1) 
other paraphernalia of royalty to the court with Hussain 
Quli Beg Zul Qadar. He himself once more turned 
to Nagjjar in order to go to Mecca by way of Gujrat. 
Behrooni Beg Zul . adar and Ismail Khan who were related 
to Balram Khan and Shah Qull Khan Mehram, Hussain 
Khan Taklu, Sheikh Gadai, Khawaja Muzaffar All Timasl 
who was the head of his Dewan, and others upon whoa he hat 
reliance accompanied him. The rest, who had been brought 
up by him, had lived with him for years, and counted them-
selves as his faithful friends, separata from him in Urge 
numbers, off and on, and went to the Bad shah. They carried 
away with them the horses and camels that they cound find in 
the camp. Shah Abul Muali was one of the$e people and 
ultimately, when the Badshah was out riding he came to 
bowed his head (2) 
make obesslence and^whilat on horseback • This behaviour 
did not prove agreeable to the Badshah and he was made a 
prisoner. Balram ICaan Turkman after despatching the equipage 
or royalty, passed through Nagjar and went to Bikaner. 
Staying these for sometime he again changed his mini of 
foing to Mecca and returned to Nagttur. 1) A (B) 11, p, 158. ^ t J
 ilelltStne^^^ 
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Heaping of this, the Badshah went to the pargana 
of Jhajhar, During this time Mulla H r Muhammad, hearing 
of the perturbed state of affairs of Bairam Khan Turkman 
(1) 
came to the court* He received the title of H r Muhammal 
Khan, a necklace, a banner and a drum and was appointed 
against Bairam Khan with a large army. The illustrious 
standards returned to Delhi and firmans for summoning 
Munim Khan were issued to Kabul, Bairam Khan became 
very displeased and angry at the appointment of Mulla 
Fir Muhammad who was given the title of Fir Muhammad Khan, 
insisted on opposition and proceeded to the Punjab, 
the 
Mulla Fir Muhammad did not give un/pursuit. When Bairam 
Khan reached the fort of Bhatinda he left his heavy 
and superfluous luggage in that fort, which was in the 
possession of one of the servants with the name of Sher 
Mohammad Khan and marched onwards, Sher Muhammad Khan 
considering all his (Bairam Khan's) luggage and belongings 
(5) 
as his own property, expelled Bairam Khan's followers 
from the fort with great contempt. Bairam Khan started 
(6) 
towards Dapalpur as the Government of that place was in 
the hands of one of his old followers named Darwesh 
1) . A(B) I I , p. 156. 
i2), A(B)II, p, 157. 
,3). A(B)II, p. 166. 
(4) , Abul Faze! writes i t as Tabarhinda, A(B)II,p,167. (5) . Differing from Ferlshta, Abul Fazal says that out 
of loyalty to Akbar^her Muhammad sent the family 
of Bairam Khan to the court. A(B)II,p. 167. (6) . Mr. Beneridge points out that according to Bayagld'i 
Memoirs, Muzaffar All was kept confined la Darwesh 
Muhammad's house in Delhi and that he was released 
by Akbar on the representation of Afsal Khan and 
Munim Khaa* A(B) II , p* 167. 
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Muhammad Uzbag. Coming neap to that town, he sent his 
Bewan Khawaja Muaaffar Ali to stamen him. Barwesh 
Muhammad Uzbeg behaved contrary to expectation and did net 
came himself* He imprisoned one dewan, Khwaja Muzaff&r 
Ali and sent him to the court, Bairaa Khan who had ereat 
(i) 
expectations of help and support from him, went to 3ullua« 
der surprised and perplexed* Akbar auamonet before 
himself Mulla Pip Muhammad, known as Hr Muhammad Khan an (2) 
nominated Khan-in-Azam Shamas-ud-Din Muhammad Khan Atka 
with his sons, brothers and some other amirs for the 
re-conquest of the Punjab and the suppression of the 
revolt ot B air am Khan Turkman. Khan-iiAzam Shamas-ud-Din 
Muhaamad Khan Atka came upon Bairam Khan Turkman outside (3) * TO 
the fort of Machhiwara and fought a battle. The brave-
men on both sides fought against each other like the war 
of the black sea and did full justice to bravery and 
valour as long as they had the strength left in them, 
Wall Beg Zul Qadar Ismail Quli Khan and his son Hussein 
Khan and Shah Quli Khan Men ram displayed the signs of br 
and manliness and dispersed most of the ranks of Khan*i-
Shamaa*ud-Dln Muhammad Khan Atka. Ultimately ungrabbed n 
(1). A (B.) I I , p. 167. (2). A(B) II , p. 168. 
(3). The place which Ferishta writes as Machhiwara. Mr, 
Beneridge points out that Badauw writes as fhillat 
Jarret as Grangot and Khafi Khan as Mahi Bejwara. 
A (B) II , p. 170. 
Mr. Blockman supplementing a note 3 , p, 317 on p. 
says that the correct name of the place where Bail 
was defeated is Gunaehur ( jjf ) which l ies a out! 
east of Jullunder, 
Ain (B) I , w* 619. 
(4), ACS) I l / p . 170, 171, 172. 
punished and Khan-i-Asam Shtmas-ud-Eln Muhemaed Khan 
attacked the eautre of Bairam Khan, Pali Beg Zul Qadar 
and other/ trusted men were killed. Bairam Khan Turkman 
fled away- towards the Siwalik mountains. 
After this victory, Akbar honoured Abdul Majeed 
(1) 
Karwi with the t i t le of *Asaf Khan", conferred upon him 
the Government of Jelhi and proceeded towards Lahore, 
As he reached Ludhiana, Munim Khan coming from Kabul 
was awarded the t i t l e of Khan*i-Khanan and the office of 
Vakil. When the royal forces arrived in the neighbourhood 
of the Siwalik h i l l s , some men of the advance guard 
marched fearlessly into the mountains. The zemindars 
of that place, taking a standing in a narrow pass 
(S) 
fought for Bairam Khan
 # As they were overpowered, 
Bairam Khan became helpless, sent to the court his 
(6) 
trusted slave named Jamal Khan and sought forgiveness 
on the strength of his fonaer claims. Akbar sent 
Mulla Abdullah Sultanpuri known as Makhdum-ul-Mulk to 
TT) According to Abdul Fazal, the appointment was made 
before the victory of the battle against Bairam Khaa 
A(B)II. p. 168. 168. 
For a biographical sketch of Abdul Majeed Harwi,see 
Ain (B1)I. p. 366. 
Asaf was the name of the Wazir of Solomon, who like 
his master is proverbial in the East for his wisdon, 
During the reign of Akbarfthree grandees received t) 
title.Jehangir Khan conferred the t i t le of Asaf Xhai 
on Abul Hassan,elder brother of "Nur Jahan.During tfcn 
reign of Shah j ah an when t it les containing the word 
Daula were revived^asaf Khan was changed int© 
Asaf-ud-Daula. Ain (Bl) I , p. 368, 369. 
(2) A(B) II , p. 174. 
(3) Before proceeding to the Siwalik mountains, Akbar 
paid brief visit to Lahore. A{B) II , p. 177. 
(4) A (B) II , p. 178. 
>) ' A (B) I I , p. 178. 
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eoneole him. Batrsm Khta along with Mullah Abdullah 
Sultanpuri l n tht yew? 968 proceeded to wait upon the 
Badshah. As ordered, tha amirs and nobles hastened to 
weleome hSm and "brought him to tha royal court with all 
honour and respect. Bairam Khan putting his turbaa 
round his neck, placed his head at tha feat of his 
(4) 
benefactor and began to weep vehemently. The Badahah 
raised his head with his kind hands, made him sit at 
his old place, and conferring upon him a special rose 
of honour to remove his shame said, "If you have an 
inclination towards tha profession of arms, I will 
bestow upon you the territories of Kalpi and Chanderl. 
If you desire the membership of the royal majlis, 
I will treat you as a companion and keap yeu under 
my personal care. And if yeu want to go on a pilgrimage 
to the holy places, I will send you to Macca in the best 
way possible". Bairam Kham replied *My loyalty and 
devotion (to tha throne) never wavered. All this anxiety 
was for this , that I should present myself before your 
&) Abul Fazal says that Bairam Kham was apprehensive 
of the Chughtai Amirs end requested that Munlm Kfca 
should be sent for his reassurance .Accordingly whe 
Akbar was at Fajipur^'unte. Khan and some other ami 
wart seat to assure Bairam Khan and they brought 
hia baek with them, ACB) II,p. 179. 
(2) Maharrsm, 968. A (B) I I , p. 181. 
(S) Akbarnama does not say "turban at one place. 
Mr. Beneridge says that Bairam Khan flung a handka 
chief around his neck and l i t t l e later he adds 
that Akbar removed the cloth(fauta) frm Bairam & 
neck. A (B) I I , p. 131. 
A (B) II , p. 181* 
Tarsun Muhammad Khan and Haji MuhSBsaad Khan Selsti 
ware appointed to conduct to the confines of tha 
aaraime* ¥h*y returned from the territory of 
H*9«ov A (B) I I , p. 181. 
\i) 
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Tour Majesty ana remove the dust of anger from your 
royal heart. I thank Allah that I have got what X desired, 
How the intention of your well-wisher is that of going to 
the holy pla*est ana busy w$pf myself in praying for the 
enhancement of your power and glory*, the badahah gave 
him 50,000 rupees and granted him leave to depart on a 
pilgrimage. Leaving him he (His Majesty) went to 
Agra hunting via Hissar Ferozah. Bairsm Khan turned 
towards Gujrat, in order to take boat st one of its 
ports sad depart for Mecca, When he reached Batan 
in Oa'vtt, whose Governor on behalf of the king of 
Gujr&t was Musa Khan Lodi he (Bairam Khan) enesmped in its 
suburbs* 
On the 14th night of «Famadi*ul7A»al of th.e said 
( ! ) year, he went to the reservoir of Sefesanyak on a pleasure 
trip with some musicians and singers end enjoyed himself 
in a boat on the surface of the water* *Sehsan* in the 
Indian language means thousand and *Yafe" is a temple 
containing idols* As there were a thousand temples 1*, tfeat 
reservoir, i t had come to be called by this name* 
11) See wepege, footnote $©• {&)* 
h) A (B7H, p» IIS. {$) A (B) II , f* £0©* 
4) Abul Fasal writes hiHas *msa Khan 
•Fuladi' and not 'iLlU (6) Knoro as Sahainafc ^ ? <3ahaslang. The word really 
is Sai*aaratog*i*e* tht thousand lAa^-fca^ias. 
H» lake w&M d^e by SUatbsa Rajah *ai Siagii who 
belongej^o the SoiankM or Chain***jH^tar 
aaa r|£aed fram 10*4*1148 A.B. .• MB)|I#i» m£* 
fha/eonstmction «f the>ltftftofaliafft Wamjjf^ak 
*f/the thauaaad shrines'at Htm * » •f»»MJ* ** 
tfet great SqlanH ruler SiadarsJ Jay**S*Bt> «*••• 
109S -114«)* the raearvair *a»t have beea af 
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Haying fully «njey«d himself B t l m Ehan earn* eat of 
(1) 
the boat in the morning and resumed his journey towards 
his d estination. At that time a Lohani Afghan named 
Mebarak Khan whose father had been killed at the hands 
of the servants of Bairam Khan in the battle with 
Hem*. Bakal, came with the intention of taking revenge 
on the pretext of meeting him. While shaking hands, 
he inflicted a few dagger wounds upon Bairam Khan and 
killed him* 
immense s ize, and derived i t s name from the 
numerous small shrines that onee graced i t s 
banks. The tank was round or rather multilateral 
and In i t s centre was an island on which stood the 
temple of Rudreshvar. Hardly a vestige now 
remains of the Sahasralinga tank, the theme of 
so much legend and song* I ts s i te is s t i l l 
Jointed out to the north-west of modern Pat an. ©mmissiriat, "History of Sujarat"f. 474 - 475 
and lxvi . 
(1) Abul Fazal gives another reason in addition to this 
He says that a daughter of Salim Shah Sur and 
her Kashmiri mother were in the caravan and were 
f oing for pilgrimage Along with Bairam Khan, t had been arranged that Bairam Khan should 
marry Ids son to the daughter, which was 
displeasing to the Afghans. 
A (B) I I , p. 391. 
(2) Mr* Beveridge points out that the ineident 
occurred in the evening and not in the morning* 
because Bairam probably spent the day In visiting 
the lake and i*x±k came back in the evening. 
le therefore follows Badaunl in this respect and 
differs from Ferishta. 
A (B) I I , p. 202, H. 
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Quatrain: 
* Whan Bairam donned the Hlgris^s dress te 
Tisit the Kaaba, 
lis martyr^oa by the way fulfilled his ©bjeei 
in invisible angel uttered this chronogram, 
Shahid shud Muhammad Bairam * t*\ 
(Muhammad Bairam became a martyr,905% 
The Afghans afterwards feel upon and sacked the camp 
of the martyred Khan. Muhammad Ami Dewana with Baba 
Zanboor and other servants of Bairam Khan took his sen 
Abdur Rahim who was born on the 14th of Safer 964 . 
and was 4 years of age at the time, to Ahmadabad Su^rat* 
along with his mother who was a daughter of Jamal Khan and 
the son of Hassan Khan Mewatl*8 paternal uncle* Itmad 
Khan the Hakim of Ahmadabad dujrat sent Mirza Abdur 
Rahim to Akbar* Accordingly, his affairs shall be 
described hereinafter at (suitable) occasions. 
In short, Bairam Khan was one of the great amirs 
connected with this family and his ancestors had been men 
of rank and position in the service of the descendants 
of Amir Temur Sahib Koran* His geneology is like this «— 
Bairam Khan Turkman son of Saif All Beg, the son of 
Tar All Beg the son of Sher All Beg, who was from the 
descendants of All Shakar Turkman Baharlu* At the time 
when Zookan Hasan Sultan took possession of Iraq, Sultan 
Abu Saeet Mlrza being killed, Sher All Beg went from 
(3) For a biographical sketch of Bairam Khan, 
see AIN (Bl% p. SIS and the ¥*£«• following* 
pages 
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that region, to Mirza Sultan Muhammad son of Sultan 
Abu Saeed Mirza in Xhazar and ShaSman, i s the Mirza 
did not show hia any consideration, he erne to the country 
of Kabul and after six months, left for Persia with 
800 serviceable youngmen with, the object of conquering 
Sheraz and the intention of ruling there. On the way 
a number of Turkmans and Siestanles etc. joined him 
and he reached Shir as with a strong following* A. group 
of the amirs of Zoozan Hasan resisted him* Sher i l l 
Beg sustained a defeat, lost his goods and effects and 
proceeded towards Xherasan in a distracted condition* But 
on the wat wherever he went he seized goods, and (thus) 
brought about a re-organization of the troops. The 
amirs of Mirza Sultan Hussain the ruler of Iszts Herat 
coming to know of this , intercepted him on the way, Sher 
All Beg was killed in the battle and his sons and 
servants were dispersed. His eldest son Tar Ali 
Beg went *wbc»rrajrtsx*oixat±xp«isix to Kanduz and took 
service with Khusro Shah* When Babur, as already 
stated, captured the followers of Hassan Shah, Tar AH 
Beg and his son Saif All Beg also passed into his 
service* After the death of Tar Ali Beg, Saif Ali 
Beg was appointed in the place of his father and 
received Qhazni in fief* As he too passed awa y In 
Ghazni, his son Muhammad Bairem Khan who was a ehlBL 
of tender years, went to his relations in Bmlkh. By 
the blessing( of their benign influence) he acquired 
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the necessary knowledge and s t i l l in arts and when he 
reached the age of majority and discernment he came to Kabul 
and was enlisted in the retinue of Shahzada Hasir-ui- Dim 
Muhammad Huraayun. For his upright conduct, agreeable 
manners, good nature and profieimney in the art of musie 
he became a favourite and a courtier of Shahzada Hasir-ud-
Din. In his sixteenth year, he exhibited great courage 
and braYery in one of the battles and acquired great 
renew*, Babar Bad#shah hearing of this , summoned B air am 
Khan before him and honoured him by personally talking 
and conversing with him. As he pereieved signs of ahility 
in him, Babar ordered that he should always attend the 
august majlis with the Shahzada, After this he rose to the 
position he attained* Bairam Shan Turkman was a great well-
wisher of the people and being a pious person always 
associated with men of learning and wisdom* Singers 
and musicians, always removed the rust of sorrows from 
the hearts of those present in his majlis. Young persons 
with well proportioned bodies and tulipeheeks always kept 
his society gay and happy. He also knew the ways and 
manners of kingship well. He striwed (to maintain) 
external pomp which is a necessity for the worldly people* 
He was matchless in poetry and prose. His Dewan in Persian 
and turldsh is well-known. In t&s praize of Immaculate Imams 
*may peace he upon them* he has composed many panegyrics. 
These few verses are from him:- (here follow a few verses 
which have been omitted as having no bearing on the text )• 
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Chapter n . 
CONSOLIDATION OF ROYAL POWUR, 
Rebellions and nonquests. 
d^harn Khan in short, in the end 
defeats Baz 
Bahadur. of this year A^bar nominated 
1 
Adham Khan for the conquest 
of ifalwa with a strong army. Baz Bahadur who 
2 
passed his time in ease and pleasure at sarangpi 
left the company of the dancing women, and reso! 
ved for battle on the outskirts of the town whei 
he was informed that the Foghal army had reache< 
within ten kos. But as the brave chughtais wit] 
their bows and havoc-creating arrows, caite upon 
1- A (B) II p.20S. 
2. A (B) II p.211. 
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him, in the xmj: Tery first onslaught being unabl 
1 
to withstand their attacks, he ran away towards 
Burhanpur with weeping eyes and a broiled heart. 
Adham Khan dividing the territories of Falwa 
among the amirs, took possession of the royal 
paraphernalia of Baz Bahadur and his singing 
2 
slave girls, out of that he sent nothing to 
the court except a few elephants, on account 
of this the king started in that direction. 
As he reached near the fort of oagraun, its 
hakim who was one of the servants of Baz Bahadur 
5 
surrendered the fort. ftkbar ieaying that place 
suddenly early in the night reached the region 
6 
of Sarangpur by the following morning. This 
was the first expedition of iris Majesty. Adham 
Khan who had also by chance started for the 
conquest of oagraun on the same day, had the 
honour of making obessience before His Majesty 
1. A (B) II p.213-
2. A (B) II p.2U. 
5. A (B) II p.213. 
4. in the Rajputana state of jhalawar. 
A (B) II p.213 N-
5. A (B) II p.21*. 
<>• A (B) II p.213. 
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1 
at a distance of three kos from sarangpur. 
Akbar came to Sarangpur and put up at the place 
2 
of A^ -ham Khan. Adham Khan coming to know of 
the motive of wis Majesty's arrival, presented 
all the booty to him and tendered an apology. 
The king pardoned him and resolved to return 
4 
to Agra, in the vicinity of purora, A^bar met 
5 
a very ferocious tiger on the way and killed 
him with his sword. The amirs and mansabdars 
distributed as charities whatever they had at 
the time, and performed the rites of thanks-
giving at the safe escape of the king. 
1. A (B) II p.219. 
2. A (B) II p.219. 
5. A^ night when A^bar slept on the roof 
of A&nam Khan's house, Adham Khan meditated his 
murder and was on the look-out that A^bar should 
glance towards his harem and thus afford Adham 
Khan an excuse, but A*F» says that Akbar did not 
glance in that direction, (A (B) II p.220. 
It was only on the next day when Maham 
Anafea came up from behind and enlightened Adham 
Khan of the intention of A^bar and warned him, 
that Adham Khan made over the booty to Akbar and 
tendered an |pologr. A (B) II p.221. 
4. A (B) II p.221. 
5. it was probably a tigress as it had 
four or five cubs with it also, A (B) II p.222. 
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Khan~i-7araan in these days, sher 
defeats sher 
Khan, son of Khan, son of wohammad Shah 
Adli - j&kbar 
pays him a A<Hi> crossed the r iver 
v i s i t . 
nanges with forty thousand 
Afghan sowars, with the purpose of forcibly 
taking jaunpur. All Q.UH Khan siestani entitled 
Khan-i-zaman, with twelve thousand sowars oppos-
1 
ed him and defeated him in a fierce battle. 
Bahadur Khan, the brother of Ali Quli Khan 
Siestani who did not consider the legend of 
2 
Haftkhwan of ^sfandyar to be authentic, killed 
in that battle with the strokes of spear and 
sword some young Afghans, everyone of whom con-
sidered himself to be equal to a thousand young 
men. Both the brothers, became famous in the 
world for their bravery and for having broken 
5 
the enemy's ranks. Becoming extremely proud 
they did not send to the court any of the wll-
known elephants that fell into their hands in 
that battle. The king did not approve of this 
1. A (B) II p.215,216. 
2. The seven places between Iran and Turan 
where the champion Rustum and Alasp Asfa&dyar 
met with perilous adventure. 
5- A (B) II p.223. 
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1 
act. on the pretext of hunting he started in 
that direction by way of Kalpi. As he reached 
2 
within a kos of Kara ranakpur, both the brothers 
had the honour to wait upon His Majesty and 
offered suitable presents. All tne excellent 
and renowned elephants that had been captured 
in the battle they handed over as royal property 
They were satisfied by royal favours and bene-
ficence. The king started for Agra and at the 
3 
third stage All Quli Khan siestani entitled Khan 
i-Zaman and his brother Bahadur Khan were given 
leavi to depart for their jagirs. 
Akbar's visit A^er Akbar reached 
to Ajmere -
puran Mai - AS^a, Khan-i-Azam shamas-ud-
The conquest 
of peerut. Din Mohammad A^ka, the hakim 
of punjab, and Adham Khan 
5 
Atka, the hakim of Malwa coming to the court 
under orders offered suitable presents. Akbar 
1. A (B) II P.22S. 
2. A (B) II p.229. 
3. A (B) II p.230. 
4. A (B) II p.230. 
5. A (B) II p.235. 
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conferred the government of Malwa on Fulla pir 
1 
Mohammad as pir Fohammad Khan, and bestowed 
upon Khan-i-Azam shamas-ud-Din Mohammad Khan 
2 
Atka the mansab of vakalat. in the year 969, 
he s tar ted for AJm®r °fc a pilgrimage to the 
shrine of Khawaja ¥oin-ud-Din Chisht i ,$ »raay 
<?od sanctify his grave ' , when he reached the 
town of sanbhar, Raja puranmal, a leading 
1. A (B) II p.235. 
2. T is marks the time of the start of the 
decline in the power of Maham A&aga and her cliqi 
This appointment was against her wishes as point-
ed out by ib\il Fazal and also against the desire 
of Munim Khan who was the nominal vakil. 
A (B) II p.230. 
$ . Ahvil Fazal says that once whilst huntini 
in the v ic in i ty of S ikr i , A^bar heard some mins-
t r e l s singing d i t t i e s about the glories and v i r -
tues of the great Khawaja and he conceived a 
strong inc l ina t ion for v i s i t i n g Aj or and set 
out for i t with a few a t tendants . 
A (B) I I p.257,240. 
4 . Apparently Ferishta has made an error 
here . The name of the person according to Ahul 
Fazal i s Raja Bihari Kal and not puranmal. Thoug] 
the former had an elder brother of the name of 
puranmal, yet i t was Bihari ?/al who gave his 
daughter in marriage to A^bar and whose son 
Bhagiran or Bhagwant Bass was. Raja Behari Mai 
was the head of the. Kaewaha clan, a distinguishec 
t r ibe of Rajputs. \ 
A (B) I I p.240,241,242,2435. 
Ain. (BL) I p.523,329. 
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Zamindar of the place, gave his daughter to the 
1 
king and entered his service, ''is son Bbagwan 
Das also joined the (royal) service and was 
appointed amongst the leading amirs. A S the 
'eminent procession' reached g ymere, the king 
2 
performed the rites of pilgrimage and appointed 
¥irza sharaf-ud-Diri Husain the hakim of Ajmere 
3 
to conquer the fort of ?3£rut which was in the 
territories of the Raja 6/ Faldeo. pe himself 
in three nights and days covering one hundred 
and thirty kos with five or six men arrived at 
4 
Agra. A.s *<firza gharaf-ud-i)in nusain came near 
Feerut jagmal and D©*an Das who were from the 
amirs of the Raja j / ( Faldeo, retiring inside 
the fort, prepared to resist. The rirza laid 
1. Raja p.hagwas Das, son of Raja TUhari 
Fal later on achieved great distinction in A^bar 
service, in the twenty third regnal year he was 
appointed governor of the punjab. in the twenty 
ninth year his daughter was married to prince 
Saleem of which marriage prince K^urram was the 
offspring, in the thirtieth year Bbagwan ©as was 
appointed a commander of five thousand. Re died 
in the besdnnin, of 99& at Lahore and had the 
title of amir-ulrrraara. A in (Bl) p.333. 
2. A (B) II p.243. 
3. A (B) II p.243. This place is &erta and 
not Meerut. This is probably an error of the 
copyist. The incident is also described by Tod 
in the Annals of Rajasthan. see vol u p.?5o of 
the edition edited by crooke. S«e also smith 
Akbar, p.590. 
4. A (B) II p.244. 
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seim to the fort and busied himself in the 
1 
construction of mines, one day filling one of 
the mines which had reached under the tower with 
gun-powder, they applied fire. That tower being 
destroyed a breach appeared in the fortification 
The Mughal braTes concentrated upon the breach 
2 
and the Rajputs stood up to repel them. During 
the night a very stiff battle took place, AS 
nothing could be achieved (the ,sughals) withdrei 
and the "Rajputs finding an opportunity closed 
3 
the breach. Finally, being reduced to straits 
owing to the long duration of the seige, they 
sought peace, rirza sbaraf-ud-Din rasain grants 
them quarter on the condition that they would 
take away nothing except horses and riding whipa 
4 
and moved off from the way. jagmal abandoning 
1.
 A (B) II p.243. 
2. A (B) II p.249. 
3. The main fighting took place during the 
day and not during the night as Ferishta says. 
Abul pazal points out that when the Teil of nigh 
intervened, everyone went back to his battery an 
during the night the enemy repaired the breachh 
A (B) II p.249. 
4. Abul Fazal does not mention the riding 
whips, ve merely says that it was agreed that 
they should come out after leaving behind all 
their property, A (B) II p.249. 
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his luggage and property, went out with his men 
according to the conditions, but anger and self-
i 
• r j 
respect took hold of B®**J3 Bas and he burnt all 
his belongings and came out with five hundred 
rajput sowards. The |*irza coming to know of 
this intercepted his way and came to grips with 
1 
him. &n extremely fierce battle resulted and 
two hundred and fifty men of the Rajputs were 
slain. B«^ft& Bas was wounded and as he did nnot 
have the strength to ride, they severed his head 
2 
and carried it away from the battle-field. A/ter 
a few femur* years a person in the garb of a men-
dicant claimed that he was Bewaa Bas. Some be-
lieved him whilst others did not until he too 
was killed in one of the engagements. Mirza 
Sharaf-ud-Bin taking possession of thefort, for-
warded the bulletin of victory to the court. 
1. some Rajputs who were with the royal 
army had a grudge against the garrison, said to 
the virza that thsse men had broken the compact 
by burning their property and advised him to 
attack thera which he accordingly did.j;x$g$xxxx3B. 
k (B) II p.249. 
2. A (B) II p.250. 
5. A (B) II P.250. 
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pir Mohammad Mulla pir Mohammad 
in Malwa -
Wis death. known as pir Mohammad K^an, 
who was an ambitious sard ar, 
1 
made Shadiabad (Mandu) his head-quarters and at 
once cleared the territory of Malwa of the thorny 
obstacle of the serTants of Baz Bahadur. Taking 
by force the fort of Bijanagar, one of the im-
pre^nabie forts of Malwa, he put to death all 
the soldiers that were there. On account of the 
fact that Baz Bahadur, with the aid of the hakim 
of t?urhanpur was residing in fthandesh, and 
occasionally molested the territories of Malwa, 
Mulla Pir Mohammad known as pir Mohammad Khan 
marched an army upon the territories of gsfe 
Khandesh and ordered a general massacre in the 
town of Burhanpur. Man of the sy®ds, the lear-
ned, and the sheikhs tasted the syrup of martyr-
dom An that day. Mulla Pir Mohammad known as 
1. Mandu or Mandugarh of the imperial Qazet 
teer. Historic fort in the Dhar state,central 
India, situated 22 21 N and 75 26 %, 22 miles 
from Bhar town on the summit of a flat topped hi 
in the vindhyan range. For further details see 
I.fM. of fol XVII a* p.171-173. 
2. Bijagarh which is now in ruins. 
A (B) II P-256 N. 
3 . A <B) II p.256%257. 
^. k (B) II p.257. 
5. k (B) II p.253. 
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pir jfohammad Khan was yet in Burhanpur, that 
Baz Bahadur and Miran vubarak shah Fariku callir 
Tofail Khan the hkim of Perar to their aid, hur-
ried to fight with him. The soldiers of yulla 
pir Mohammad becoming tired of his harshness and 
bad behaviour took the road to Fandu without 
permission and crossed the river ^arbada. The-
auxiliary amirs also expressed histility and 
withdrew to ono side. Mulla pir Mohammad becom-
ing helpless determined to return. Tufail Khan 
who was a courageous and bold person gave pur-
suit, yulla pir Mohammad in bewilderment, start 
ed on the journey. At the time of crossing the 
river jjarbada which is full of deception, a 
1 
strinc of camels struck against Mulla pir Moham-
mad* s horse which lost its footing. Those near 
2 
him tried to jcsip reach andhelp him, but as 
1. it chanced that a string of mules was 
then crossing rapidly. They came near the horse 
and kicked it on the side. A (B) II p.2-59• But 
in $.1, TOT, Beveridge points ou£ that some of 
the manuscripts have camels instead of mules. 
2. &bul fazal differs from this and says 
that his comrades who were close by, did not in 
their wickedness exert themselves to draw him 
out of that whirlpool of destruction. 
A (B) II p.259. 
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death had taken in its grip the collar of his 
life nothing* resulted and imlla pir Mohammad 
known as pir Mohammad Khan was drowned in the 
sea of annihilation, j^ that time, asthe oppo-
nents came in pursuit, the mighal amirs ran away 
to ghaidabad ^andu. getting no respite even at 
that place from the pursuit of these people, 
1 
they turned towards ^^ra. Baz Bahadur for a 
second time in the year 969 took possession of 
2 
Malwa. ?ufail jrhan and iriran jnibarak Shah Farooq 
went to their respective places. Akbar appoint® 
Abdullah Khan uzbsg, the hakim of Kalpi, to sup-
press the disturbance of t>az Bahadur, ^ot havin 
the strength to fight with him, Baz Bahadur fled 
to thehills of Komznal Vir • AMullah Khan Ijzbeg 
1. A (B) II p.259. 
2. A (B) II p.259. 
5. A (B) II p.259. 
k* Koomal ??ir is a pass that runs through 
a series of rut-ged ravines in the A^aTalli range 
and defended by afortress. nia (B1) II p.26§. 
See also A (B) II p.260. 
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successfully alighted atghaidabad Mandu. jn 
these days syed seg, son of Masoom seg Safvi 
who was a near relative and a minister pleni-
1 
potentiary to shah Tehmasp, came as his ambassa-
dor and brought many presents and precious 
things. H9 received as a gift nearly two lakhs 
of rupees which are equal to five thousand too-
r-ane of jraq. 
Assassination About this time as 
of ghamas-ud-
Din A"tka. Khan-i-Azam shamasud Din 
Khan £tka had attained great 
authority as a vakil, Adham Khan A^ka becoming 
envious of him, wanted to lower him in the esti-
mation of the kin- like pairam Khan Turkoman. 
As in spite of back- itin and accusations, this 
scheme did not materialise (therefore) on the 
instigation of some amirs in the year 970 he 
killed K^an-i-Azam ghamasud Bin Mohammad Khan 
Atka in the dewan, at a time when he was busy 
2 
recitinr the Quran, on the pretext that he did 
1. A (*) IT p.262. 
2. A^ul pazal says that on a court-day the 
Khan-i-Azam w & s transacting business in the roya 
hall along with Munim Khan and shahabud Din Ahma 
Khan when adham Khan atta ked him with a party o 
desjferadoes. fwo of his servants Khusham Khan an 
Khuda Bardi killed the Khan-i-Azam. A (B) II 
?.269. APP&r«n"kly tjhe Khan-i-Azam was not recit-ng the Quran. 
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not ris« t© show him courtesy. Relying on the 
favour of the kin*? he did not run away and stood 
1 
upon a high roof adjoining the royal harem, owin 
to this turmoil, the king who was sleeping insid 
2 
the harem woke up and asked the reason of that 
tumult, coding to know of this incident he came 
to the side of the roof in the condition in 
which he wasy, wearing his sleeping clothes• £s 
bis eyes fell on the assassinated Khan-i-^zam 
Shamasud Din. Khan fctka, anger took possession of 
T 
him. fith his own sword he made for the roof 
where Adham Khan |tka was standing and asked 
him why had he killed the Khan-i-&zam. Adham 
Khan ru.min^ forward took hold of both the hands 
of the king and started weeping. The king 
became even more angry at this rudeness and 
freeing his hands, struck him on the cheek so 
1. He tried to enter the royal apartment 
but was prevented bv a eunuch from doina- so. 
A (B) II p.270. 
2. x (B) II p.270. 
3. &kbar did not pick up the scimitar but 
a servant gafce it into his hands. A (B) II p.271 
^. k (B) II p.271. 
5(i 
sererely with his fist that he fell down sense-
1 
less. Then according to royal orders he was 
thrown from the top of the roof which was twelTe 
2 
yeards high, AS he had some life left, he was 
carried up and thrown down for a second time so 
that he died, mhim A^ka sent the body of her 
son to Delhi so that it might be buried there. 
She herself passed away after forty days owing 
to sorrow and grief. A^ka with a dotted ( vi» ) 
means the husband of the wet nurse, and her near 
relations, while inks, with a (VJ) means the wet-
nurse, and a foster brother is called Kok&« 
1. Akbar tried to take away A<lham Khan* s 
sword but 4dbam Khan placed his hand over it, at 
which Akbar struck him senseless with a blow. 
A (B) II p.272. 
2. A (V) II p.272. 
3. He was not thrown properly the first 
time and escaped fatal injuries but the second 
time h8 was flunc headlong and his brains were 
dashed out. A (-5) IT p.272. 
4. Akbar sent both the bodies to Delhi for 
nurial and not Faham Ana Fa. pe did not eren 
allow her to see the dead bodies as she was in 
a failing health, A (V) n p.274. 
5- A (B) IT p.275. 
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i/junim Kfc&a who had been an ins t iga tor of Adham 
Khan fled away towards Kabul, the hakim of whicjt 
place was the son of his paternal uncle. Mir 
Funshi, the jagi rdar of the paragna of surat , 
1 
taking him prisoner , sent him to the court . The 
king pardoned and honoured him. conferring the 
t i t l e and raansab ii fctka Khani on his eldest 
son wirza Aziz Koka, he raised his posi t ion and 
d ign i ty . 
Kemal gakhar. jt is said that as the 
tribe of oakhars always 
rendered obedience to the pease of Taimur, s&er 
2 
Shah several tiiaes during his reign, sent armies 
to the territories of these people, and inflict* 
much harm (on them), when they did not submit 
he personally marched against that trite abd 
imprisoning their chief Sarang K^an by some 
artifice killed him. HO carried away with him 
his son KQ^a Khan and imprisoned iiim in the 
fort of rrwalior. After that, sultan Adam Gakhar 
the brother of garang K^an gakhar, becoming the 
hakim of his people also continued the oppositic 
to the Afgnans. fhen kingship devolved on salee 
Shah, he also took an army to that region. The 
Gakhars harried the Afghans in different waya 
1. A (B) II p.278,279. 
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so that the men could leave their camp but 
rarely. Th® Gakhars caught anyone who came 
out of the camp and sent him to Ka^har, K&kul 
or -padakhshan, and sold him there (as a slave). 
At times when they showed compassion, they sold 
them to the men of their own (Afghan) army for 
a good price. Saleem shah taking an aversion to 
this, despoiled their country by pillage and 
plunder, and appointing the amirs of the Punjab 
for their extermination, he returned to the 
1 
capital of nwalior. He ordered that all the 
-^akhar captives should be collected in a house 
and the foundations of the house be filled with 
gun-powder and fired making them fly up (in the 
air), accordingly they were all killed in this 
manner except J^ eiaal Khan aakhar who owing to 
a decree of 'the Teat creator*, remained in a 
corner of the house and did not receive the 
slightest injury. galeem shah receiving this 
2 
news, exacted an oath from Ka^al. Khan Qakhar wit 
regard to obedience and gave him leave to depart 
1. A (B) II P-29S. 
2. A (B) II p.29*. 
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for the punjab. Kamal Khan with the aid of 
the punjab amirs was trying to subjugate the 
country of the ^akhars when saleem shah died. 
At the time when numayun Badshah entered the 
territory of Punjab he (Ke^ ial Khan) waited upon 
him and rendered appreciable services. During 
the reign of A^bar padahah he received a Jagir 
in the Sarkar of Kara and i/anakpur and showed 
sisns of bravery in Khan zaman's battle with 
1 
the Afghans. i?or this reason orders were issutd 
that the amirs of panab should repel Sultan 
Adam oakhar who had not joined immayun T^adhshah 
and replace him with Y_ema,l Khan, in the said 
year, the amirs of punjab in alliance with Jfemfc] 
Khan r?akhar took possession of the oakhar terri-
tory. They captured .quitan Adam alive and made 
Ifemal Khan (kkhar the hakim of that rebellious 
tribe . 
1. The Akbarnama says that he held fieffi 
in the girkar of Lucknow and parganas nanswah 
and Fathpur. ??r. peveridge quoting Jarret is?X 
erives their location in the Allahabad province. 
k (?) II p.297. 
2. A (B) TI p.299,230. 
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Sharafud Bin in this year, 
Husain - intrigues 1 
of Shah Ahul Moali- Khawaja j/oin, the father 
An attempt on 
Akbar's life. of Firza sharafud Din 
Husain who was from 
th descendants of Khawaja Masirud £in Abdullah 
2 
came from Turkistan to Lahore. J'irza sharafud 
rin husain went to Lahore as ordered and return-
3 
ed to &gra with his father. The king rode out 
4 
to receive him aid brought him to A,°ra. In the 
meantime virza Sharafud rjin irusain entertaining 
suspicions fled to A-hmere . AS trouble arose 
from his o^ina- in that direction pusain Quli 
vhan zulqadar, the son of T^ airara Khan Turkoman's 
6 
sister was appointed to the gOTernment of Nagaur. 
The Kirza assigiinp: A.j^ ere to one of his trusted 
7 8 
men, went to jalwar which is (situated) on the 
1. por an accoun . of his antecedents see 
A (B) II p.500-J02. 
2. A (B) II P.302. 
3. A (?) II p.302,303. 
4. A (?) II P-303-
5. 4bul pazal points out that the Firza had 
his jagirs in &jmere" find ^ agaur. A (B) II p»303. 
6. A (B) II p.304. 
7. "Pe assigned it to Tarkhan Dewana. 
A (B) IT p.304. 
8. A (B) IT p.304. 
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frontiers of oujrat. vusain Quli Khan zulqadar 
1 
poing to ijmere took it peacefully, shah ^DU1 
Moali who had escaped from royal captivity and 
i-one to the holy $.r ecca returned at this time 
2 
and joined Firza sh&rafud Din wusain. in the 
year 971 he came to Hamaul and plundered it 
at his suggestion, frusain QUli Khan zulqadar 
sent Ahmad Beg and yusuf 30g who were his ser-
vants, in pursuit of shah Abul j/oali, and him-
self hurried to repel the f irza. Shah &bul 
!/oali lay in ambush on the (route of their) 
march and as Ah»aad T>G^
 and yusuf Beg were pro-
ceeding heedlessly, he fell upon and killed both 
of theai. flien Akbar who was busy in hunting 
at ranoharpur heard of this, he appointed some 
of the a.iiirs against hire. shah A.bul Moali went 
to the pun lab and from there hastened to ^ rohamma< 
T-Takim rirza at Kabul and recited this versej 
1. A (*) II p.305. 
2. k (B) II p.305. 
j5. Fe first wenx. to rajipur and then 
Narnaul. A (B) II p.?05. 
4. A (B) II p.510,511. 
5. A (B) II P.211 • 
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*fe hare not come to this door in search 
of honour and glory; 
"We're come here for protection 'gainst 
the hand of pat©." ® 
Mohammad Hakim irirza divine bis sister in 
1 
marriage to hix, made him a person of rank. 
Shah ibul Foali with the idea of becoming king 
of Kabul, first of all, brought the mother of 
his wife who was a woman of authority in the 
country into his harem by force and violence, 
2 
and killed her. Than he took into hishands the 
reins of the vakalat cf the virza who was a 
3 
minor in o&er to gradually supplant him also. 
8ulai:iian vitza. coming tc Kabul imprisoned shah 
Abul roali after a battle and killed him. jn 
short, when ,rirza sharafud Din rmsain came to 
know cf the ilirht cf $bah &bul I'oali kxmxM 
he ran away fron; jalaur and went to ^hmadabad 
mjrat. ravin•.:• done v;ith hunt in;-, fc^hen the king 
entered Delhi and reached chaharsur, Qatlak Fooil 
1. A (B) II p.317,31*. 
2. A (B) II p.319. 
3. A (B) IT p.319-
*• A(B) II p.320,321. 
5. A (B) II P-3H. 
1 
a slave of ^irza sharafuddin rusain resolved to 
assassinate him. in the midst of the crowd near 
the madrisah of Faham ana^a he put an arrow to 
2 
the fcow-strinrc and raising his hand pulled it. 
The people t hour-lit that he intended to kill a 
bird, but he lowered his hand and shot at the 
3 
kinr who was riding an elephant. (The arrow) 
faultlessly struck at the shoulder of tyis 
T-'ajesty and penetrated one •wajab' deep into 
the flesh. Mbe arrot; was vet in the shoulder 
when thgy cut qa^lah ^oclad into pieces, ykxa 
Then they tcck out the arrow and dressed (Akbar) 
in a cloak padded with cotton. The king showed 
absolutely ^o perturbation and rode to the 
palace in the same condition. Trakim Ain-^1-Mulk 
?ildani performed a miracle in curinr the wound 
and in one week the sif-ns of healing appeared. 
1. He was a slave of r:rza gharafud Din 
Husain'£ father, A (B) II P-314. 
2. JL (n) II P.3H. 
3. A»?»B8-ys that ^kbar was riding a horse 
and in soite of the wound he remained as before 
on the horse and proceeded to the palace. 
h (B) II p.313. 
4. A (B) II p.313-
5. A (B) II p.313. 
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Rebellion of Afterwards the king 
the uzk®Ss -
(a) A t d u l iah going to Agra sent Asaf Khar 
Khan uzbeg. 
Farwi to the government of 
Kara *Tanakpur and then went on an elephant hunt 
towards the fort of ftarora where he evolved new 
"~~ 1 
methods and ways of capturing elephants, from 
2 
there he started alone on a campaign to ?>randev 
in the rainy season, because Abdullah Khan uzbe/ 
the hakim of "alwa having acquired many ele-
phants had not sent any to court. Mohammad 
Qasim Khan neshapuri the jaeirdar of sarangpur 
3 
came to wait upon A^har. when the king reached 
Ujjain, Ak&ullah Khan tjzbeg getting suspicious, 
started for dujrat with his family and belong-
ings. The king marched twenty-five kos in his 
pursuit and the royal vanguard came upon Abdul-
lah Khan, fhen hard pressed, he turned back, 
fought, obtained a victory and proceeded leisur 
4 
ly to rmjrat. The king going to Mandev visited 
1. A (B) IT p.341-544. 
2. A (B) II p.344,345. 
3. A (B) II p.345. 
4. fhen Abdullah Khan engaged the advance 
guard, Akbar received the news and pressed for-
ward and defeated him. A (B) II p.347,343. 
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the buildings of the Khilji kings. ?/iran 
Fubarak shah ?arooqi, the ruler of Burhanpur, 
submitted and gave his daughter to the king. 
^t that time the government of Fande^. was made 
2 
over to Kara Bahadur Khan, and the magnificent 
3 
banners turned towards the capital of Agra. 
On the way, near the town of s®®**i Kalarus was 
seen a herd of elephants amongst whom was a 
huge 'mast1 elephant. The soldiers according 
to the firman drove them into the fort of seeri 
Kalarus. The elephant who was •mast' broke the 
5 
wall of the fort, and took the way to the jungls 
4t the time when one of the royal elephants was 
led across his way the wild elephant stood up 
6 
to fight and was captured, in the year 972 
Khawaja Moazam, the uterine brother of juli 
Begum, who was an uncle of the king was imprisoa 
1. A (B) II p.351,352. 
2. A (B) II p.352. 
3. A (B) II p.352. 
4. A (B) II p.354. 
5. A (B) II p.356. 
6. A (B) II p.356. 
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1 
for misconduct and died in confinement, in the 
same year, the fort of Agra which was of burnt 
bricks was dismantled and its foundations were 
2 
laid with red stone. it was completed in four 
years. After the. affair of Abdullah Khan Tjzbeg, 
it was generally talked of that the king had 
become angry with the Tjzbegs and wanted to titer 
minate them all. for thisreason sikander Khan 
Tjzbeg and Ibrahim Khan nzbeg etc, who had fiefs 
towards Bihar and jaunpur, turned their heads 
from submission. Ali Quli Khan siestani, 
entitled Khan-i-zaman, and pahadur Khan sisstani 
3 
also allied themselves with the uzbegs and 
became the leaders of the rebels because their 
ancestors were from the lizbeg stock and they had 
1. He was guilty of having murdered his 
wife. First of all he was flung into the river 
but as he did not die he was sent as a prisoner 
to the Qwalior fort where he died of melancholij 
whilst in confinement. 
A (B) II p.355-537. 
2. A (B) II p.372,373. 
3. A (B) II p.376. 
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become apprehensive on account of their former 
misconduct even though their mother was of 
Isfahan and they themselves were born in iran.r 
Asaf Khan Tiarvi who had his fief in their 
neighbourhood also joined them owing to i*he 
trouble over the treasures, nearly thirty 
thousand sowars raised the standard of opposi-
tion all at once and took possession of as much 
territories as they could. Akbar who was never 
precipitate in his campaigns, did not utter a 
word in this respect, oa the excuse of hunting 
he departed towards tfaroor oarh in the said 
year, busying himself in the chase he sent 
Ashraf Khan Funshi to gikander Khan Tjzbeg in 
order to reassure and bring him to the court. 
Lashkar Khan B&khshi was sent to Asaf Khan 
Harvi to bring articles worthy of the king from 
2 
all the treasures and booties. 
The history of the treasures is like this, 
that when Asaf Khan f?arvi became £i^ve_bh£uiaMti 
amirs, he received the territories of Kara and 
1. A (B) II p.3^2,5^5. 
2. A (B) II p.369. 
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1 
Manakpur as jagir, and as in the vicinity of 
the territory lay narha which had never been 
conquered by any Muslim king so far, determined 
2 
upon its conquest, A woman named "Rani Burgawatj 
who fully possessed the beauty of form and dis-
position, was the ruler of that country. Asaf 
Khan mrvi sent armies to that region several 
3 
times and spared no effort to lay it waste. 
finally he went himself with five or six thous-
and sowars and a large number of infantry to 
the territory of Oarha. The Rani met him with 
fifteen hundred elephants and eight thousand 
cavalry and infantry, in these circumstances 
4 
a fierce battle took place, A& arrow struck th« 
eye of the above-mentioned Rani and she gave up 
fighting. ]?rom excessive self-respect, lest 
she may be captured and despairing of life she 
took a dagger from the elephant driver and 
1. k (B) II P-324. 
2. for her antecedents and short history 
of her family see A (B) II p .324-327. 
3. A (B) II p.327. 
4. A (B) II p.325>,330. 
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1 
killed herself. The bride of government that 
every day goes to the side of one husband and 
every night marries another, now embraced Asaf 
2 
Khan, and he went to the fort of chaura l&rh 
which was the residence of the Rani. The Rani's 
young son who was in the fort, died by being 
trampled under the feet of the people in the 
3 
crowd. Leaving aside the jewels, images of gold 
studded with gems, and preoious wares, which had 
been in the treasury of her ancestors, a hundred 
and one large copper cauldrons called 'Kinkal' 
in Indian terminology, full of real red Alai 
k 
Ashrafies came into the possession of Asaf Khan 
1. TWO arrows struck her, the first in hei 
right temple, the second in her neck, she took 
the arrows but swooned out of pain, she asked 
her elephant driver, ftdhar, to kill her, but he 
did not have the heart to do so. Thereat she 
killed herself. A (B) II p.330. 
2. A (B) II p.331. 
3. Ahul Fazal says that the Rani's son 
died fighting bravely against the royal array 
when it entered the fort, A (B) II p-331. 
k. A^ul Fazal mentions hundred cauldrons 
or jars only. These Alai Ashrafies were probab-
ly the small round dinars of Alaud pin. 
A (B) II p.332. Ain (Bl) I p.UT. 
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Out of a total of fifteen hundred ftsaf K^an 
sent only three hundred mediocre elephants for 
the king and did not refer to any other thing. 
[ ) first rebel- whilst hunting, when 
lion of Khan-i-
Zaman. Akbar reached the terri-
tory of Garha, he fell UJ 
owinp- to the heatev4~&ir and inclement winds, 
2 
and returned towards Ac*&. As the words of 
^shraf Khan yunahi and Lashkar Khan Bakhshi 
did net have any effect upon the disobedient 
pe ople > Shaham Khan jalayer, shah Bedagh Khan, 
and Mohammad A mi r Khan pewana etc, who were 
from the jagirdars of that side, set out under 
the orders of the kinpr to repel sikander Khan 
tjzbeg, and Ibrahim Khan uzbeg. it the time of 
fighting as Bahadur Khan Siestani had come to 
the aid of the opponents Shaham Khan jalayer 
was defeated and Mohammad &min Dow&na and Shah 
1. o^t of a total of one thousand Asaf 
Khan sent only two hundred elephants to the 
court and retained all other reasures as well 
A (B) II p.332. 
2. A (B) II p.571. 
5. A (B) II p.576. 
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1 
•Redagh Khan were captured. Akbar coming to 
know of the trjjyajfapts, dispatched 'mnim Khan, 
the Khan-i-xxMH(hanan, with a large awmy by 
2 
way of an advance-puard and in the month of 
Shival 973 himself also proceeded in that direc-
tion. Reaching Kanauj, he separated himself 
from the main camp and suddenly marched upon 
Sikandar Khan uzbeg who was in the fort of 
3 
Lucknowty. sikander Khan Ijzbeg receiving intel-
ligence of this, ran away to Ali Quli Khan 
Siestani, entitled Khan-i-Zaman. fcli Quli 
Khan and Bahadur Khan siestani went to the 
ford of Tarhan and crossed the river nanges. 
The kin§ came to Jaunpur (where) &saf Khan 
warvi made submission and coming to the court 
along with Fajnu Khan Kakshal, the hakim of 
Kara Fanakpur, received favours, f^ter a few 
days, s^af Khan siestani who had five thousand 
sowars as his body ,uard, was appointed along 
1. A (B) II P-377. 
2. A (*) II P-573. 
3. A 00 II P-373,379. 
*• A 00 II P«379. 
5. A (B) II p.379. 
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1 
with some of the leading amirs to repel the enem 
/ 
Asaf Kh£n went to the ford of R E farhan and 
encamped opposite the army of &li Qu^i Khan, 
entitled Khan-i-gaman. Having come to an under-
standing with him, he passed the time in pro-
crastinations. The kinr coming to know of this 
state of affairs changed his jagir. one mid-
night /\saf Khan along with his brother fazir 
Khan left the camp for ^arha. Akbar sent yunim 
Khan, the Khan-i-Khan, to lead that army instead 
5 
of Asaf Khan "tfarvi. Ali Quli Khan entitled K^ar 
i-Zaman, sent sikander Khan irzbeg aifid Bahadur 
Khan Siestani to the centre of the Doab, so that 
attacking A^ra, they should create trouble in 
4 
that region. T»he kin;: dispatched Shah ^edagh 
Khan, his son watlab Khan, iqbal %ha.n Lung, 
wusain Khan, saeed Khan, ftaja Todar ml, wohamma 
Amin D®wana, Mohammad Khan Afghan Sur, Mohammad 
foasoom Kban, and lashkar Khan Bakhshi, under 
1. A (P) II p.3*0. 
2. A (B) II p.5^2,535. 
5. A (B) II p.^3. 
4. A (B) II p.5^4. 
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the command of jrir Fuiz-ul-*fulk, who was from 
the leading Syeds of cashed j/ukadis and Tools, 
to intercept the progress of Pahadur Khan 
Siestani. During this time Ali Quli Khan entitl 
ed Khan-i-zaman, makiiv: Funim Khan, the Khan-i-
Khanan, the intercessor for his faults, sent 
his mother and Ibrahim idian uzbeg whom he con-
sidered in the place of his paternal uncle, with 
2 
well-known elephants to the court. Akbar for-
gave them and restored to them their jagir in 
-z. 
J 
jaunpur. rmt 'ir **uiz-ul-?'ulk had gone to 
Bahadur Khan $iesta,;i and gikander Khan uzbeg 
and was preparing for fighting when Bahadur Khan 
sent the massage, "?*y brother $\\ quli Khan, 
entitled Khan-i-zaman, has sent our mother to 
the court and has sought forgiveness for our 
crimes, fait until an answer is received.* 
I*ir Muiz-ul-!,mlk refusing to accept these words 
made preparations for battle and routed gikander 
1. K (") IT p.334. 
2. A (*) IT p.3^7,3^. 
5- A (B) II p.3S3. 
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Khan uzbeg who was (acting as an) advance-guard, 
1 
and killed many of his soldiers. Bahadur Khan 
Siestani who till then bad been standing aside 
with his armies delivered an attack and routed 
the royal armies, **ir miz-ul-wulk fled away to 
Kanauj and a lar^e booty came into the hands of 
2 
the soldiers of Bahadur Khan Siestani. 
As peace was made, A.kbar leaving jaunpur 
with the mother of ^li quli Khan siestani, 
entitled Kh&n-i-zaman, started with the inten-
3 
tion of visiting the forts of rjhunar and Benares 
At that time ^li ouli Khan, the Khan-i-zaman, 
at the incitement of sikander Khan nzbeg crossed 
the river ranges and took possession of nhazipur 
and many other paragnas. ^he king addressed and 
reproved Ali Quli Khan, the Khan~i-zaman» and 
ordered that Ashraf Khan should go to jaunpur 
and take the mother of ^li quli K^an, the Khan-i-
1. A (B) II p.339-391. 
2. we was in ambush and attacked the royal 
array when sikaMer Khan»s forces had been routed 
A (B) II p-391. 
3. k (B) II p.393. 
4. A (B) II p.394. 
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Zaman prisoner. v@ himself went on an expedi-
1 
tion to ^hazipur . ^li ouli Khan, the Khan-i-
Canaan, ran away to the foot of the mountains -
hating forest? full of trees. Bahadur Khan with 
the connivance of sik&n<l9r Khan uzbeg and jbrahii 
Khan Tjzbeg hurried secretly at night to jaunpur, 
and placing a ladder, climbed over the fort, and 
2 
released the mother. Making Ashraf Khan a pri-
soner he hurried towards Benares. Akbar on hear 
5 
ing this news came to jaunpur and issued firmans 
for the collection of the army and soldiers of 
the conquered territories. Khan-i-zaman becomin, 
afraid expressed humility and repentance for a 
second time. we wrote this verses in his peti-
tions 
"With these hopes raised high 
"Tour benevolence made ISQ arrogant." 
because the kin had been calling Bahadur Khan 
Siestani, a brother, from his early days and 
considered |^1± Ouli Khan a friend f»r his former 
1. A (B) II p.W,395. 
2 . A (B) II p>396,397. 
5 . A (5) I I p.397,59S. 
*• A (B) I I p-593. 
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service, he did not like to exterminate these 
people altogether, H© forgave their faults for 
a second time, and confirmed them in their 
1 
jagirs. 
in short, one of the kings of old used to 
say that if the people knew the pleasure I 
derive from forgiving sins, they would resort 
to no other means for approaching me except sins 
in fact, "forgiveness has a pleasure which 
revenge lacks." k$t>*r granting him pardon, 
Akbar ordered hispresence at court. Khan-i-
Zaman making his excessive shame the excuse for 
his not coming personally, said, "After your 
Majesty departs with fortune and blessing, i 
along with my brother, shall humbly come and 
kiss (the royal) threshold." tris majesty accept-
ing his excuse, exacted an oath from him and 
undertook to return to Agra. After reaching 
there, he dispatched j/ehdi Kasim Khan with four 
thousand sowars for driving away A^af Khan Harvi 
1. A (B) II p.39*,399. 
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1 
and (taking over) the government of oarah. Ali 
quli Khan, entitled Khan-i-zaman, who still had 
an hostile intention in his heart, attracted 
2 
^saf Khan Farvi towards himself at jaunpur. 
netting tired of the haughtiness and pride of 
Ali Quli Khan, ^ saf Khan ran away towards Garah, 
after six months, along with his brother fazir 
3 
Khan. Bahadur Khan sisstani having yxxxKX&x 
pursuid Asaf Khan Rarvi, fought with him and 
4 
after defeating him made him a prisoner, fazir 
Khan, finding an opportunity, fell upon Bahadur 
Khan with his armies, defeated him and freed his 
5 
half-dead brother. Both of them went together 
6 
to (}arah and stayed there. 
Firza Hakim driven During these event 
from Kabul tries to 7 
seize Lahore. messengers of Mohammad 
1- A (B) II p.404. 
2. A (B) II p. 404. 
3. A (B) II p. 413. 
4. A (B) II p. 41S. 
5. A (B) II p. 419. 
6. A (B) II p. W-
7. A (B) II p.40?. 
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Hakim Mirza came and petitioned, "After the 
death of shah Abul Moali, sulaiman Mirza had 
the Knutba of Kabul (read) in his name, and 
leavins a person named Mirza sultan in Kabul on 
his behalf, had himself gone to Badakhshan. AS 
Mohammad Hakim Mirza had turned out Mirza sultan 
from Kabul, now sulaiman Mirza collecting an 
army desires to come to Kabul and take possessio 
(of it), jf at this time aid were sent (to him) 
it will be patronizing an humble being.* Tbe 
king issued firmans in the names of the amirs ef 
1 
the punjab and Mohammad Quli Khan, the hakim of 
Multan, that the moment sulaiman Mirza made for 
the conquest of Kabul, they should go to that 
place and repel his attack, pareedoon Kban Kabu] 
who was a royal amirs and a maternal uncle of 
Mohammad Hakim Mirza received permission to go 
to Mohammad Hakim Mirza and become his supporter 
2 
and helper. But before the firmans could reach, 
Sulaiman Mirza coming to Kabul, had laid seige 
to the fort. A S Mohammad Hakim Mirza was not 
1. A (B) II p.MO. 
2. A (B) II p.W. 
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strong enough to offer resistance, he fled and 
came to the Indus, pareedoon Khan waited on 
Mohammad Hakim Mirza on thebanks of the riTer 
1 
Indus and impressed upon hira, "The king is busy 
in the dispute with Ali Quli Khan siestani, 
entitled Khan-i-zaman, and the uzbegs. He has 
not the leisure to come to Lahore. Hence it is 
advisable that we should proceed to Lahore and 
take possession of it. allying with us the 
amirs of the Punjab we should drive away the 
evil of sulaiman Mirza, in the best way." on 
account of this Mohammad Hakim ??irza being 
2 
deceived started for Lahore, qutbuddin Mohammad 
Khan A^ka, Mir Mohammad Khan and other amirs 
fortified themselves in Lahore and prepared to 
resist. Mohammad Hakim Mirza staying in the 
garden of Mehdi Kasim Khan, made efforts to win 
over the amirs of the punjab, but nothing 
4 
materialised. The king suspending the campaign 
1. A (B) II p.410. 
2. A (B) II p.410. 
3. A (B) II p.410,411. 
4. A (B) II p.410. 
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against jtli Quli Khan, the Khan-i-zaman, and 
1 
assigning Agra to mmnim Khan, Khan-i-Khanan, 
set out for Lahore in all haste on the night of 
the fourteenth of jamadi-ul-awal of the year 
nine hundred and seventy four. He had not passed 
Sirhind as yet when this news reached Lahore. 
Th« troops in garrison at once started beating 
drums in happiness. The Firza who was asleep, 
got up and asked, "fhat is the occasion for the 
beating of kettle-drums?" "A8 the king has 
approached by forced marches,* they replied, 
"they are beating the kettle-drums in their joy." 
The Mirza thought that the king had reached with-
in a kos of Lahore, took to horse without delay 
2 
and did not look back till he reached Kabul. 
As the winter season set in, sulaiman Firza went 
from Kabul to Badakhshan. He resigned himself t< 
the government of that place, thinking (even) 
this to be a piece of c-ood fortune. The king 
3 ~ 4 
came to Lahore and enjoyed a Qamar-gah hunt. 
1. A (B) II p.411. 
2. A (B) II p.411. 
3. A (B) II p.416. 
4. The hunting ring formed to encircle the 
game in the grand royal chase - similar to the 
Charagh hunt of the Mongols and the Persians. 
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fazir Khan coming to the hunting ground offered 
excuses for the faults of Asaf ^han Harvi. 
Akbar passed over his misdeeds, and made fazir 
Khan a panj-hazari amir and ordered, "Asaf Khan 
Tiaryi along with i/ajnu Khan Kakshal should stay 
1 
in Kara Manakpur and guard those regions.* 
Descendants of &t the time when 
Mohammad sultan 
!/irza - Driven the 'eminent banners* 
to the precincts 
of Falwa. turned towards the 
Punjab, the family and 
descendants of j/ohammad sultan I'irza, were 
2 
guilty cf undersirable acts and created troublts 
The descent of Mohammad sultan Mirza on the 
male side from Ajriir Timur fjorkan, has been des-
cribed in the account of zahiruddin Mohammad 
Babur Badshah, and his mother was the daughter 
of sultan masain j/jlrza. Fe had been guilty of 
gross disloyalty durin; the reign of ^asiruddin 
3 
Mohammad Tmmayun and had been forgiven, uligh 
1. A (B) II p.413,419. 
2. A (B) II p.413. 
3. A (B) II p.414. 
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yirza, his eldest son, was killed at Kabul, in 
1 
the battle of imzara. wis younger son, shah 
I'irza, died a f a natural death. But there were 
left two sons of ftJligh *'irza, one sikander 
2 
Sultan and the other vahmud sultan. ,Tasiruddin 
yohanimad pumayun Padshah .cave sikander sultan 
the name of Tjli:h ?'irza and yxkxxm *rahmud Sultan 
that of shah rirza, and strove to ;lve them a 
rood training. "oharn^ ad .sultan ;irza with the 
rest of his family bad a;:ain coii.e to India at 
the ti'-e of ikbar's accession, and received the 
parp:ana of Adampur in the Sarkar of sambhal as 
4 
madad-i-moash. in that old a>ve, he had four 
sons in that pargana - 5/ohammad imsain yirza, 
Ibrahim "irza, ,rasud rusain ,rirza, and A^il Mirsc 
,T1hey were still younr. when the king promoted 
them and made them amirs. After the campaign of 
jaunpur they took leave and went to their jagirs 
1. K (3) II p.414. 
2. a (p) ii p.414. 
3- A (n>) II p.414. 
4. \ (B) II p.414. 
5. A (S) II p.414. 
6. A (B) II p.414. 
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1 
in sarabhal. At the time when pis Majesty had 
gone to the punjab $o wuppress the revolt of 
Tfohammad Hakim Firza, they allied themselves 
with the sons of their paternal uncles - sikande; 
Sultan and j/ahmud saltan, known by the names 
of tjliph Firza and shah virsa respectively, and 
2 
created disturbance. Bringing together some 
ignoble ruffians they raised the standard of 
5 
revolt. The jagirdars of the vicinity over-
powered them and made them fly towards ^ alwa. 
4s there was no leader of any substance in that 
territory it came into their possession. Munim 
Khan, entitled Khan-i-Khanan, made 1/ohammad 
Sultan Mirza a prisoner in the Sarkar of sambb 
and confined him in the fort of Biana, where 
he died. 
1- A (B) II p.414. 
2. A (B) II p.414. 
3. A (B) II p.414. 
^. A (B) II p.415. 
5. A (B) II p.415-
T£3 
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) second rebel- in like manner, 
ion of Khan-i-
Zaman - fnd of l^i quli Khan siestani, 
the struggle. 
entitled Khan-i-zaman, 
Sikander Khan uzbeg, and other amirs "becoming 
aware of Mohammad Hakim rirza's arrival at 
1 
Lahore, broke faith and went to their sarkars. 
Taking possession of Kanauj, Oudh, and other 
territories and parafmas they acquired great 
2 
strength, TO repulse them A^har came from 
Lahore to ASra with great expedition, issuing 
firmans for the collection of troops, with two 
thousand elephants and soldiers beyond calcula-
4 
tion he set out towards jaunpur. Khan-i-zaman 
who was beteigin^ syed yusuf Feshhadi in the 
fort of Aseergarh he$rd this news, AS he had i 
expected the king to return so soon, he recitec 
this Terse: 
The fleet steed in this respect has outdo] 
the sun, 
That in one ni^ht it went from last to fe 
1. They turned their heads from obedience 
and recited the Khutba in the name of Firza 
Hakim, A (B) II p.420. 
2. A (B) II p.425. 
3. A (B) II p.422. 
4. A (B) II p.426. 
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P6 withdrew from that fort and went to Bahadur 
Khan sisstani who was besti^ins: Hajnun Khan 
1 
Kakshal ix£ in the fort of Kara Manakpur. 
Akbar turned in that direction in his pursuit. 
2 
When he reached the pargana of Rai ^arrielly 
he heard that All Quli Khan siestani, entitled 
Khan-i-zaman, having crossed the river Ganges, 
had an intention of goin?* to Falwa, so that 
allying himself with the descendants of j;ohamma 
gultan Firza he might take possession of that 
region, if the forces reached him there, he 
would seek protection of the rulers of the 
3 
Deccan. Akbar came to the ford of Kara Fanakpu 
at night, AS there were no boats available, 
riding a swift elephant named sundar, and placi 
his trust in ?rod, A^bar entered the furious 
waters of the '"ranges, in spite of the remons-
trance of the amirs, perchance, by his good 
luck, he reached shallow waters and the elephan 
4 
felt no need of swimming. The king with some 
1. k (B) II p.427. 
2. A (B) II p.427. 
3. A (B) II p.423. 
4. A (B) II p.423. 
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of the well-known elephants and one hundred 
1 
sowars crossed the river and early in the morn-
ing, without hesitation, reached the outposts 
of the camp of A H quli Khan giestani, entitled 
Fhan-i-zaman. £t that time &saf Khan Harvi and 
Fainun Khan joined the kin; with an ^ ppaww$4a]ait 
foroa. A H quli Khan and Pahadur Khan who did 
not suspect that the kin.£ would cross the river 
with a small following in the nisht, were busy 
2~ 
with drinking wine and the dancing girls all 
through the night, till one of the royal men 
on reaching their camp cried out, *o careless 
people'. The king has crossed the river In your 
pursuit and has reached here.* Thinking these 
words to be subterfuge of ^aaf Khan T-rarvi and 
Majnun Khan, they paid no heed, until suddenly 
the sound of the royal tymbals and big drums 
reached the ears of these ill-destined people. 
Dispersing the majlis in panic, they busied in 
arraying their forces* A^ the time of ^hasht' 
1. Abul pazal says that there were only 
eleven men with ^kbar when the cortege crossed 
the river but a little later Ambar was joined b; 
Asaf Khan and Fajnun Khan, A (B) II p.420,42?. 
2. A (B) II p.450. 
3. A (B) II p.*50. 
4. The hour between sunrise and midday. 
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on Monday the f i r s t of z i l naj» nine hundred and 
seventy four, the ba t t l e took place . Baba Khan 
Kakshal who was in the royal advance guard, dro-
a body of the enemy who had come against him 
back to the army of ^ l i nuli Khan, in the very 
1 
f i r s t onslaught. Bahadur Khan s i t s t a n i f e l l 
upon paba Khan Kakshal at th is time and forced 
2 
him back to the l ines of ifajnun Khan, xskutix 
l^Bxg±udnu±x£Kii Bahadur Khan in spite of th 
fact that his army had lost i t s formation in t 
s t ruggle , launched an attack upon Majnun Khan 
and broke through hisranksin the twinkling of 
an eye. m wanted to attack the royal bodygui 
a l s o . £t that time some of the leading men w 
were in front of the royal body-guard, stood 
to r e s i s t him. The king who was r iding an el 
phant and hadmade Khan~i-/t$am Ifirza Aziz Koke 
r ide with him, came down from the elephant a* 
3 
precaution and mounted a horse. But the 
1. k (B) IT p.431. 
2. A (B) II p.431. 
3. ADUI fazal says that as the elephant 
were slow in movinn about owing to warmth,il 
Rot down from the elephant and mounted a hoj 
k (B) II p.431. 
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misfortune due to ungratefulness did its work, 
and Bahadur Khan's horse fell down from an &mm 
wound and he was forced to fight on foot. This 
news had not reached the king yet when pis 
majesty personally turned towards the battle anc 
the elephants in a body, xx trampled the army 
of ftli ouli Khan siestani. First of all, one 
of the royal elephants having the name of frira-
* > nand sprang upon the army of ^li Quli Khan, and 
^ P dashed against an elephant named Hoodiana who 
had come to meet him from the opposite side wi 
(such force) that it fell down upon the ground 
instantaneously. At that young men from both 
the sides taking in their hands the weapons of 
war engaged in fighting. BY chance, an arrow 
struck 4H quli Khan and he was just going to 
take it out when another arrow struck his hori 
and enfeebled it so much that uli quli Khan h 
to dismount, one of his followers brought hi 
another horse and he was going to ride it, wfc 
1 
suddenly an elephant named Parsing came up ar 
1. »i?ain $ukh' in Akbarnama. 
k (B) II p.453. 
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1 
trampled him under foot. TTIB army took to 
flight, in the meantime a person named wazar 
•Rahadur captured Bahadur Khan alive and brought 
2 
him before the king. The king said, *fhat haxm 
have I done to you that you have drawn your 
3word against me?" Bahadur Khan owing to great 
shame gave no answer, and said only this much, 
"praise be to nod, thaL at the end of my life 
it has been my pood fortune that j have seen 
the face of Your majesty, which obliterates all 
3 
faults." <?he king out of excessive kindness 
gave an order for his safety, but because the 
death of &li Quli Khan, the Khan-i-zaman, had 
not yet been confirmed, the well-wishers seeing 1. Th  episode ,,o# slightly different as 
given in ^ktarnama. An arrow struck j,li Quli fth 
and when he wai taking it out driver solatia 
drove his elephant Main sukh over him and tram-
pled him underfoot in spite of the former's 
assertion that he was the leader and that he 
should be taken to the king, someone severed hi 
head for getting the prize of an ashrafi and a 
slave named *rhalib took it from him and brought 
it before the king. There is no mention of an 
arrow strikin; Ali ^ uli Khan's horse. 
A (B) II p.433-
2. A (B) II p.432. 
3. A (B) II p.432. 
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no r^ood in suffering him to exist killed him 
1 
without permission from iris vajesty. roreover 
from these two verses which were copposed by 
Kasim ^rsillan, it is established that the Khan-
i-gaman died of a musket wound. 
ferses. 
As the Khan-i-gaman became a rebel and an 
enemy, 
towards shah £kbar like whom there is 
none other 
Struck by a musket he departed from the 
world 
emboldened by the words of his brother. 
X searched for the date of the Shah's 
victory, 
And wisdom said, ""abarak Fatah A^bar, 
Akbar sent the heads ol Ali Quli Khan, the Khan-
i-Zaman and Bahadur Khan to the Punjab and 
2 
Kabul. Akbar also captured jan fii T?zbeg, yar 
All ^eg» Virza P6£, Khushal ^e^, -irza shah 
P,adakhsbi, and A H Shah Badakhshi, etc, who 
were from the dependents of Khan-i-Zanian and 
1. Abul pazal says that A&bar did not want 
to have him killed but some of the officers pre 
Tailed upon him audhe ordered shahbaz Khan and 
Bansi 7)as jfamba to behead him. A (B) II p.435. 
2. A (3) II p.454. 
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went to jaunpur. At that place, in order to 
set an example toothers, these people were 
trampled under the feet of ferocious elephants 
1 
"by way of capital punishment. T?e conferred on 
Funim K^an, entitled Khan-i-vhanan, the -overn-
2 
ment of that city, s^ sikander K^an nzbeg who 
was lying entrenched in the fort of oudh, fled 
3 
away to forakhpur by boat, in vuharram, nine 
hundred and seventy five, Akbar came to AS**a 
4 
victorious and triumphant. 
1. A (B) II p.436. 
2. A (B) II p.436. 
3. A (B) II p.^37-59. 
*• A (B) II p.437. 
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Chapter m . 
Rajputana, ^ujrat and bengal. 
Chittor. because till then 
Raja fldham Singh had not 
submitted, Akbar, in spite 
f^ of incessant expeditions, started at this time 
in that direction, when he reached the fort of 
1. 4khar in reality was marching against 
the sons of "ohsmmad rvaltan >*irza who had stirr* 
strife in..mU|§,. Raja tjdai sin£h»s son s&kat 
Singh was wit fin im and in joking j^ kbar remarked 
that as the Rana had not come to pay his resped 
r as yet, he proposed to march against hiru. ^ t thj 
n the R&na*s son took these words seriously and 
I changed Akbar's jest into earnest resolve. 
M * ) I! p.442-443. 
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Shltpur the hakim of that plaoe left the fort 
and went to his master, surjan, the *taja of 
1 
Kanthambhor. The kin;? assigned the fort to the 
serTants of the court and turned his attention 
to the fort of jcakroon, which lay on the fron-
2 
tier of falwa. The children of sultan ifohaima& 
"irza who were in possession of the fort of 
vandev were perturbed on hearing this news, 
AS at that time tfli^ h ^irza had died, t e rest 
of the *?irzas fled towards ^ujrat with ail speei 
Akbar assigning ?'alwa to shahabuddin Ahmad Khan 
of Meshapur, left the fort of Kakroon to subdue 
4 
the iiana. The nana loading well-tried Rajputs a 
ample proTisions in the fort of chittor which i 
situated on the top of a hill, went to an 
inaccessible place with his family and children 
The kin/- determined to capture the fort of chit 
6 
tor and besolved it. tfive thousand carpenters, 
1. A (*) IT p.443,444. 
2. A (B) TI p.444. 
5. A (B) TT p.462,4^5. 
4. A (B) II p.462. 
5. k (?>) II p.4^4. 
6\ A (B) II p«465. 
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stone-cutters, blacksmiths, miners, masons and 
diggers, were appointed to construct a sabat 
(a coYered passage connecting two places) whieh 
is peculiar to India. They strired their utmost 
in constructing the Sabat and digging the mines* 
$y S&b&t are meant two walls which are construe* 
ted at a distance of one musket shot from each 
other, under oorer of planks and baskets made 
of cow-hide those walls are extended to the for 
Firemen and miners reach the foundation of the 
fort with ease through the wide space (between 
the walls and complete the work of digging the 
mines, fhen the mines are filled with gunpewd 
and a breach is made in the fortification, thi 
soldiers march through the same Sabat and ent< 
the fort, in short, when two sabata were res 
and two mines had reached under the towers, \ 
were filled with gunpowder and were fired 
2 
together, perchance, one of them caught fir 
earlier and (consequently) that tower blew u 
into the air and a great breach appeared, i 
1» A (B) IT p . ^ « 
2. h (*) II p.#©X 
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thousand armed men who were waiting, thinking 
that both the mines had done their work and mad 
breaches in the fort, rushed immediately toward 
them through the S&bats. one thousand men 
reached that opening and started fighting with 
the Rajputs, while the other thousand reached 
the second tower, AS they did not find any 
breach, a small number of them by some trick 
came out. The beseiged offered resistance to 
these people. in the thick of battle the mine 
of this tower also caught fire suddenly and 
blew up. Tbe dismembered limbs of friends and 
1 
foes fell in every direction, fifteen of the 
royal amirs such as $ye& jamaluddin ^arah, 
n/ardan null shah etc, perished along with five 
2 
hundred picked troops, prom the garrison of 
the fort also, a large number died, AS ^ e 
affairs took this turn the soldiers did not dare 
to enter through that breach and the fort could 
not be taken that day. A?^er this incident, 
another sabat was constructed, one day the king 
1. A (B) II ?.U8,*69. 
2 . Afcal fazal gives the number to be two 
hundred, A (B) I I p . W * 
3- A (B) I I p.470. 
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sitting at a place which had been arranged in 
that sabat was seeing the battle, jaimal Rajput 
the chief of the beseiged people and a relation 
of the Rana who had been moTinr about in the for 
all through the day making arrangements came In 
front of the entrenchment of the royal body-guari 
at the time of the * isha prayer' (the prayer 
before soing to sleep at night), and was recog-
1 
nised in the light of the torch, The king level 
ling his special musket, which he had in his 
hand, took an aim near the light and fired, owin 
to a happy chance the musket ball struck the 
forehead of jaimal and he died, when the people 
of the fort saw their leader dead, they withdrew 
from fighting; and first of all burned his body 
and went to their houses and performed the cere-
mony of jauhar. They burned to ashes All their 
belongings and goods as well as their families 
and children, when from the light of the fire i 
2 
was known that they were performing jauhar, the 
1. it was not known who the person was but 
his hazar raikhi (thousand nails) cuirass indicai 
that he was a chieftain. Akbar aimed and fired B 
him. ultimately it transpired that he had happ« 
ned to kill Jaimal. (A (B) II p.472. 
2. 1(B) II p.472. 
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Muslim soldiers set out for the fort the same 
night, and as no opposition was offered, they 
entered it. The kinp also riding an elephant 
entered the fort next morning with all the amir 
and the sons of amirs who were in fort. s°me ° 
the fierce infidels who had entrenched themselv 
in their houses and idol temples, fought to suo 
an extent that by midday ten thousand men of al 
2 
sorts, were slain, prom the victorious army no 
but Nusrat All Towachi (the commander) attained 
5 
martyrdom, fitter three days, hand inn over the 
froTernmentof that place to Asaf Khan T?arvi, ^k\ 
4 
triumphant and successful, resolved to return. 
On the way a ferocious tiger came out from undi 
the trees and as ordered by Tris majesty, no one 
5 
stopped it. Fis Majesty shot an arrow at him. 
1. ADUI fazal reports a good deal of f igir 
even after the jauhar in which the various ele-
phants were deployed. The Kajpurs fought the e.' 
phants bravely. &s the -JMinJUrs too had fough' 
side by side with the soldiers'^kbar ordered a 
general massacre, A (B) II P»475-475• 
2. A (B) II P.475. 
5. Zarb All Tawachi according to A^ul paz 
A (B) II p.47©\ 
4. A (B) II p.476. 
5. A (B) II p.432. 
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The tiger was wounded and went away and stood 
under a hillock. The king fired at him for a 
second time, but as the tiger was not wounded 
effectively it turned upon *?is majesty, it 
1 
this moment a person named 4.dil reached the fcigi 
and fell upon him like a true devotee, it this 
2 
time other men also arrived and killed the tig«3 
They performed the rites of thanksgiving at the 
safety of the king, fhen vis Majesty came to 
3 
Agra, he took rest. 
Ranthambhor. A^er sometime, news 
was received that Ibrahim 
Husain Mirza and i/ohammad 
Husain f/irza deserting rjhanghiz Khan 'nijrati, 
had again come to Malum and were then beseiging 
Ujjain. The king- appointed Qulij Khan Andijani 
and Khawaja ohiasuddin fakhshi Kazwini to repel 
1. TTe shot an arrow at the tiger, missed 
and was mauled by it. we also received a sword 
wound in the melee that followed. Four months 
later he succumbed to his injuries in &&&• 
k (B) IT p.433. 
2. A (B) II p.4^3. 
3. A (B) II p.434. 
4. A (B) II p.484. 
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1 
these people. The Flrzas fled towards the rirer 
Marbada and crossing the river in bewilderment, 
2 
they proceeded towards mijrat. in the month of 
Rajab, nine hundred and seventy-six, jtkbar with 
the object of conquering the fort of Ranthambhor 
moved from the capital and hunting on the way 
reached Ranthambhor. Raja sur^an who had pur-
chased that from from Hejaz Khan a slave of sleei 
Shah, fortified himself and offered resistance. 
The royal soldiers surrounded the fort and block* 
4 
the ways of ingress and egress. £s ordered by tl 
1
 king a Sarkol was constructed on the mountain 
named Madan which was near the fort, and some 
cannon and li^it artillary were carried to its 
top, which none of the kinf-s had done (so far) 
owing to its height. T^ very time a cannon was 
7 
fired some of the houses inside were damaged. 
1' A (B) II p.435. 
2. A (B) II P - W . 
3- A (B) II p.W.W. 
4. A (B) II p.491. 
5- A (B) II p.493. 
6. 'Ran' according to ftbul Fazal.A(B)II p»4 
7. A (B) II p.494. 
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Raja surjan became helpless, sought peace and 
left the fort with his dependants and children. 
The fort with its stores and treasures came ini< 
1 
the possession of the king. 
2 
At that time His l/ajesty hastening to AJm»2 
visited (the tomb of) K^awaja Moinuddin chishti, 
'Fay his grave be hallowed', and then returned 
to Agra* H® went to the town of gikri to see 
Kazrat sheikh sleemuddin ohishti, 'May his grave 
be hallowed'. AS several times, sons had been 
born to wis majesty, but had not survived, the 
Sheikh made him happy, by giving the joyous news 
of the birth of sons with long lives, A^ destin 
in the meanwhile signs of pregnancy appeared and 
on Wednesday the seventeenth of Babiul-Awal, nin 
hundred and seventy-eight, the star of the birth 
if sultan sieem appeared on the horizon of 
splendour and majesty under the influence of 
twenty-fourth degree of Fizan in the house of 
1. A (B) II p.W. 
2. A (B) II pA96. 
3* A (B) II p.W. 
4. A (B) II p.503. 
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Sheikh sleem ehishti 'hallowed be his grave*, 
1 
at sikri. Akbar liberated all the prisoners as 
2 
thanksgiving for the blessing. Khawaja T-iusain 
Sanai composed a Qasida, the first hemistich of 
which gave the date of the accession of jalaluddi 
Akbar padshah and the second hemistich the date 
of the birth of the shahzada of high dignity. 
The following is the verse* 
nod be praised for the glory of the king, 
A splendid pearl came ashore from the ocean 
of justice. ® 
Akbar for the fulfilment of a vow that he had 
made for a son, hurried to AJm®r9 on foot. 
After visiting the shrine of Khawaja ?foinuddin 
Chishti, he distributed freely gifts and favours 
with his gold-scattering hands. ire returned 
6 
through Delhi, hunting on the way. A*t that time 
1. general suspicion referred the loss of 
skbarU children to local circumstances, and 
expressed itself in various stories. Akbar wante< 
to place the seal of silence on their gossip by 
the change of locality, A (B)II p.503.^ 
2. A (B) II P.505. 
3. A (B) II p.507. 
4. Abul Fazal gives the sixteen stages
 at 
which Akbar halted on the way whilst proceeding 
to AJniere on foot. A (B) II p.510,511. 
5- A (B) II P-511. 
6. A (B) II p.511-513. 
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"Raja Ram chand, the master of the fort of Kalinj 
in the desire of which $her shah was burnt and 
which, after gleem ghah, had again passed into 
the possession of the infidels, was frightened t 
the incident of the fort of chittor and presente 
the fort (of Ranthambhor) to the king without 
1 
fighting. On the third of Moharram nine hundred 
and seventy eight again a star appeared in the 
bouse of s&eikh sle®m» &nd was given the name of 
Furad and the title of Rehari. This year the 
kin;? for a second time went on a pilgrimage to 
Ajmere. paving laid the foundation of fortifier 
tions around the city with plaster and stone, he 
hurried to wagaur. Chander sen, son of ?<aldev, 
and Rai Kalian "al, the Raja of Rikaner, came to 
visit him and offered many presents. The king 
1. Recording to Akbar«s orders fajnun Khan 
Kakshal beseiged the fort; the garrison was reduc 
ed to straits and hearing the fall of Ranthambhor 
and ohittor, surrendered the fort. 
A (R) II p.W & A 9 9 . 
2. A (R) IT p.514. 
3. y Rehari was his nickname according to 
Rlockmann. ^in (Rl) I p.509. 
4. A (R) II p.516,517. 
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1 
accepted the daughter of Raj a Kalian ?ral and 
from that place huntinr on the way, he proceeded 
towards the town of Ajudhan. Re visited (the 
2 
shrine of) sheikh pareed shukar rmnj, 'hallowed 
be his grave', and came to Tjepalpur. Mirza AEii 
Koka, the jagirdar of that place, gave a feast 
and offered suitable presents. A S he reached 
Lahore, tmsain quli Khan, the hakim of that citj 
also, like "irza Aziz K°ka brought handsome gifl 
On the first of Safar, nine hundred and seventy 
5 
nine, soinp- on a visit to pissar Ferozah, he 
6 
again returned to y'mere. Having duly visited 
(the tomb of) the holy saint he proceeded to 
t 
Agra. At tha t time, sikander Khan rjzbeg who wa* 
wandering aimlessly in the .jungles of Bengal was 
brought to kiss the royal feet by ?mnim Khan, 
en t i t l ed Khan~i-Khanan, who interceded for his 
past offences, in that year, as Sikri had prove( 
1. Tt was not the r a j a ' s own daughter but 
the daughter of his brother Kalian, according ti 
Abul Fazal. A (P) II p .5 lS . 
2 . h (B) II p.519. 
3 . A (B) I I p.523,529. 
4 . A (B) II p.529. 
5. A (B) II p.529. 
6 . A (B) II p.550. 
7. A (B) II p.550. 
3 . A (B) I I p .555. 
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auspicious for T-TIB majesty, foundations of a 
magnificent city were laid there and because 
about the same time ^ujrat had been conquered, 
1 
it was named patehpur. 
First invasion ASgr©at confusion 
of oujrat. 
and disturbance prevail 
in oujrat, the king 
2 
resolved to conquer it in Safar, nine hundred 
and eighty. AS he passed through Ajmere, jjt 
visited (the shrine) and asked help from the 
blessed soul of Tfhawajs syed prasan Khang sowar, 
who was one of the descendants of jrnam Hama Z«nu 
3 
Abideen,(peace be upon his ancestors)and his 
descendants). He sent Kalan Khan with many of 
4 
the amirs as an advance-guard in that direction. 
Appointing Rai Singh to the government of jodhpuJ 
5 
the home of fialdeo, he himself also started for 
^ujrat. At two stages from wagaur news arrived 
that during the night of Wednesday the second 
1. A (B) II P-530,531. 
2. A (B) II p.537,533. 
3. A (B) II P.539,5^0. 
4. A (B) II p.540. 
5- A (B) III p.*. 
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of jamadiul-^wal of the afore-mentioned year, 
Shahzada Danyal »of good nature* was born in thi 
house of sheikh Danyal 'hallowed be his grave*. 
pis majesty having fulf i l led the requis i tes of 
1 
happiness, named the new born child Danyal. 
kB p i tan 'lujrat became the place of royal eneam 
ment, gher Khan pooladi who was one of the lead 
inp- amirs of Tujrat, escaped with great difficu 
2 
ty. j^ fter one week syed Ahmad Khan Rareh being 
appointed to the government of patan, the *subl 
banners* turned towards &hmadabad. They had no 
yet covered two stages when sultan rnazaffar of 
qujrat along with ?*irza Abuturab who was of 
Sherazi extraction, and whose forefathers had 
acquired great prestige in ^ ujrat, came before 
&kbar and had the honour of kissing the royal 
1. A (B) II P.542,H3. 
2. h (B) III p.*. 
J. were &kbar ajuestioned j/irza Khan, son i 
Bairaaa Khan about the death of his father and i 
that he would make over patan to him but as at 
that time he had not the r<eans of looking afte: 
it on account of the Firza* s youth as pointed 
by pr. severidge in the notes, syed Ahmad Khan 
would be appointed to take care of it. 
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1 
carpet, yha next day, itmad Khan, syed chand 
Khan Bokhari, ikhtiarul jmlk, Malik ftsfraf, 
fajeehul i?ulk, kl&f Khan Habshi, nejaz K^an 
Habshi, and other sardars had the honour of kis-
sing the royal threahhold with full pomp and 
2 
show. As "the imprint of hostility was seen on 
the visages of the Akyssini&ns* & H were impri-
soned. The city of Ahrnadabad to which the sacn 
verse $ "From all the cities of the world there 
has been none founded in its like,* is applicab] 
was won without fighting, as has been described 
in the account of the kings of rnijrat. Because 
Ibrahim 'rusain i..rirza was in the neighbourhood of 
Behroj and Mohammad mtsain irirza was in the 
vicinity of surat, Akbar resolved to drive them 
1. A (B) III p.?-
2. A (B) III p.10. 
5. Akbar demanded security for honourable c 
duct from the fiujrat officers. They offered seco 
rity for each other but none vouched for the ftby 
sinians; so Akbar enrolled them among his own 
slaves and made them over to officers of the com 
A (B) III p.11. 
Elliot points out that as Akbar's officers 
suspected the A^yssinians of hostility and repor 
ted to Akbar who ordered that iiumt their headma 
should be made over to servants of the court. 
Ujlliot Y p.343. 
4. A (B) III p.11,12. 
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1 
away. As in ^ne meanwhile, ikhtiarul Mulk, a 
leading amir of ^ujrat had run away towards the 
river jumna, all the amirs of nujrat were made 
2 
prisoners, like the A^yssi^ians. A^er the shad 
of the 'heaven-like canopy' had fallen upon the 
port of Khambait, Khan-i-rAzam jdrza Aziz Koka wa 
5 
appointed the hakim of Ahmadabad oujrat. 
Ibrahim nusain Ibrahim nusain 
M i r z a. 
jfirza coming to know of 
the approach of the kir 
killed -Rustum Khan "Rumi, lest he may join His 
Fajesty. pe wished that he should go to the 
Punjab, passing at a distanceof forty kos from 
the victorious army, and create trouble there. 
One watch of the night had passed, when A^kar 
heard this news. Leaving the cntrol of the camp 
to Khawaja jahan and qulich Khan under shahzada 
Sleem, he undertook a punitive expedition with a 
small force in order to chastise Ibrahim nusain 
1. A (B) III p.15. 
2. A (B) III p . U . 
5. A (B) III p.13,15. 
4. A (B) III p.16. 
5. Sig^ kos according to Abul pazal. 
A (B) III p.1^. 
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1 
Mirza. The next day with forty sowars, he reachei 
the river Fehndri w^ich flows past the town of 
Satarpal. As Ibrahim Fusain j'irza had one thousi 
sowars, he did not fly hut held to his post. The 
king halted for a while. in the meantime syed 
j/ahmud Khan Sarah, ftaja Phagwan Das, Man Singh, 
Shah quli Khan Mehram, surjan, the Raja of Banthj 
bhor and other amirs who had been dispatched to 
Surat, turned back from the way as ordered and 
3 
joined the kinp with seventy sowars, in spite oj 
the fact that if the king had waited for some tin 
a large army would have rallied (round his stan-
dard), he made haste, and with a party not exceed 
3 
ing one hundred and fifty turned to fight with 
Ibrahim fusain *'irza. Fan Singh formed the van 
guard, crossed the river and outside the town 
gave battle to the enemy who had one thousand 
sowars. Ibrahim rmeain -irza attacked and scat-
tered the archers, owing -to the small number of 
1. A (B) III P.1^. 
2>& ?• A.bul Fazal agrees with Ferishta when 
he says that the king had only forty men with him 
in the beginning but does not agree with the lat-
ter statement of only seventy men joining the kin, 
He says that when the king went to fight 'he had 
about two hundred men with him. Therefore, about 
one hundred and forty men must have come with the 
auxiliary armies, A (B) III p.19. 
4. A (B) III p.1?,20. 
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troops as the kinjaj stood at a place having rows 
of oaetus trees on bpth sides with the Rajputs, 
/ 
/ 
and not more than tijiree sowars could pass through 
i t abreas t . &t th&i time, three sowars from th t 
enea^Mldvanced in a\ l ine in an audacious manner 
\ . , 2 
to the place where vti'A majesty was standing. 
"Raja B^agiran Das who was standing Vear wis Fajestj 
overpowered onfc of them, a t t a c k ^ another of them 
with a spear and overthrew ^im and tui?>sd to the 
t h i r d . The king who standing under coTer of th* 
cactus was shooting arrows, made his horse jump 
in order to help R«/h- Bhagwan Das. The sowar 
being unable to withstand the onslaught of wis 
Majesty took to f.^ignt with his other companion. 
The brother of RaJ& ^hagwan Das f e l l upon the 
enemy and having kilJled someof them, a l l alone 
was s la in himsel'J *4us making the people forget 
the legend of t>e krajveyy of Rustum and Asfandyar. 
At this tiro- t h 9 k i n c (coming forward from behind 
the ructus troes with ferchers and the Rajputs 
1. A (B) I I I P.2VV 
2 . i b id . 
5 . Ib id . 
*• A (B) H I p .20 . 
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attacked Ibrahim nusain Kirza. Akbar's fortune 
came to his aid and Ibrahim pusain ¥irza without 
1 
be in; hard-pressed fled away. From the day of 
creation to the ore sent time it is not known 
if any of the kings has ever done this, i.e. 
leaving behind a multitudinous army and soldiers 
attacked such
 a strong enemy with so small a 
force; and consequently placed himself in an 
extremely precarious position. 
Fall of surat> After this event, 
P a t a n. 
^kbar joined the main 
army and turned to the 
2 
conquest of the fort of s^rat. ml Rukh Begwra 
the daughter of Kamran ^irza who was the wife of 
Ibrahim nusain uirza, entrusted the fort to 
brave men and went to the Deccan with her son 
named Kuzaffar Mirza. The 'exalted banners' 
reached the fort and the entrenchments were dis-
4 
tributed. The idrzas collected in the vicinity 
1. A (B) III p.21. 
2. A (B) III p.22. 
3. ibid. 
4. A (B) III p.25,26. 
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of Pa tan, and held consultations. The unanimous opinio. 
w%s that Ibrahim Husaln Mlrza with his younger "brother 
Masud Husaln Mlrza should go to the Punjab and create 
trouble, and that Mohammad Husaln Mlrza and shah ulrza 
should join hands with Sher Khan Fooladi and proceed 
against pa tan, so that on account of the trouble, per-
chance the selge of the fort of Surat might be raised. 
After that, when Ibrahim nusaln Mlrza reached Nagaur, 
Bal Singh, the hakim of jodhpur, pursued and came upon 
2 
him In the evening, AS the only water available In 
the locality was In the possession of rbrahim Husaln 
f Mlrza, Bal Singh got confounded and fought on the same 
night. large numbers were killed on both sides, when 
Ibrahim Husaln Mlrza *s men saw his horse falling from 
an arrow wound, they fled from the field. Ibrahim 
Husain Mlrza, covered a part of the way on foot, and 
when he reached one of his servants, he mounted his 
horse and went away. Beaching Delhi, he stayed there 
1. A discussion arose among the brothers about 
Ibrahim's sfe defeat at Sarnal. From criticism they came 
to violent language, and from that to a auarrel. Ibrahii 
Husaln Mlrza was displeased with his brothers, separatee 
from them and foolishly resolved to make an attack on 
the capital. A (B) III 9.27. 
2. A (B) III p.49,50. 
3. A (B) III P.50. 
4. A (B) III P.50. 
5. A (B) III P.50. 
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for a few days and collected horsemen and equipage. He 
1 
abandoned his undertaking to Lahore and came to Sambhal. 
Mohammad Husain Hirza, shah Hirza and Sher Khan Fooladi, 
with eight thousand sowars heseiged syed Ahmad Khan 
2 
Baran in the for t of Fatan. when Khan-i-Azam Hirza 
Aziz Koka who had set out for Fatan from Ahmadabad to 
repel these people reached within five kos of Fatan. thf 
enemy met hia and gave b a t t l e . Ah extremely s t i f f tattle 
took place, and the l e f t and r ight wings of Khan-i-Azam 
Hirza Aziz Koka»s army were dispersed, "but the Khan-i-
4 
Azam remained firm, in $he meantime Bust urn Khan and 
Matlib Khan recovered themselves and attacked a second 
time. They routed the followers of Mohammad Husain 
Mirza and the other enemies and compelled them to f ly 
5 ?p 
to the Deocan. Because a Sakob was constructed for the 
for t of Surat, the fceseiged garrison sought peace and 
surrendered the fort to the servants of the court. The 
king being successful s tar ted for Ahmadabad (jujrat. In 
7 
these days Raja Bharjiu, the Baja of Bhuklana who was 
1. A (B) H I p .51 . 
2. A (B) n i P.32. 
3 . A (B) I I I p.33,34. 
4. A (B) I I I p.34. 
5. A (B) I I I p.35,36. 
6. A (B) I I I p.40. 
7. "It is a country one hundred kos long and thirty 
kos broad, it has two thousand horse and sixteen thousac 
infantry, its revenue is 6$ or ore dams, whoever is the 
ruler is called Baharjl. it has two forts and two large 
cities."A (B) III »,43. 
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one of the leading rajas of the Deooan £E on t i e r , was 
imprisoned and brought "before His Majesty, sharafuddin 
1 
Husain Miraa, who had fled from Nagaur to the Deooan 
ten years ea r l i e r , and "being unable to stay there on 
account of i t s good government, was contemplating to 
go to Mohammad Husain Mirza through the h i l l y country 
of Baharjiu. After "being whipped and disgraced cons Ida 
2 
ably he was imprisoned in the for t of owalior where he 
died, ohanghiz Khan's mother coming on the way in the 
course of the Journey, complained against Hejaz Khan th< 
Abyssinian who was the murderer of her son, and charged 
3 
, him with murder. The king who was ^ ^ h e jLO-oJcout^foj 
i an excuse threw Hejaa Khan, the Ablssinian, under the 
* ' — — 5 
feet of an elephant and thus gave retribution* Because 
all the territories of oujrat belonged to the tribe and 
relations of Mirza Aziz Koka, they were distributed 
6 
amongst them, and the king oame to the capital of the 
empire on the second of Safar, nine hundred and eighty 
7 
one, by way of Ajmere. 
1. A (B) IIIp.41. 
2. The Baja did not bring the prisoner to the oour 
of his own accord, but according to orders from the oouu 
communicated through Mir Khan Tasawal. The Miraa had be< 
arrested while on his way to the Deooan after the dlssej 
sions among the Miraa confederacy. A (B) IU p.42. 
3. A (B) III P.46. 
4. Akbar had the affair investigated by wise and 
impartial men. AS the guilt of the aooused was establisJ 
ed he was awarded capital punishment, A (B) III p.46. 
5. A (B) III p. 46. 
6. A (B) III p.46,47. 
7. A (B) III p.54,55. 
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The end of On reaching saabhal, 
Ibrahim 
M i r 2 a. Ibrahim Husain Mir-a heard that 
the amirs of the Punjab coming 
along with Husain ouli Khan to the moutainous region 
1 
of the Punjab had beseiged the fort of Nagarkot. con-
sequently, he turned towards the Punjab, as it was 
unprotected at the time and he wanted to plunder it and 
2 
again return to his brothers oy way of sind. Husain Quli 
Khan abandoning the seige of the fort of Nagarkot hurrie 
in his pursuit along with Syed xsc ?usuf Khan, Muhib 
Ali Khan eto, and reached near his army in the neighbour 
3 
hood of Thatta. when they received intelligence that 
the Miraa had gone for hunting, they fell upon his camp. 
Masud Husain Mirza rode out to meet them and sent word 
4 
to his brother. But before the arrival of his "brother, 
he fought a battle and was captured, many of his men 
5 
being killed. When on his return from the chase, ibrahJ 
1. A (B) III p.51. 
2. A (B) III P.51. 
3. Opinion was divided, says Abul Fazal, over the 
matter of abandoning the seige. Khan jahan insisted thai 
as they had reduced the garrison to straits it would be 
inadvisable to raise the seige at that stage and before 
patching up a peace with the beseived he took a writing 
from those who held the opposite view, in order to save 
his skin, if later on Akbar objected to the procedure. 
They gave him a writing assuming all responsibility for 
the measure and peace was concluded. The royal officers 
came upon the Firza in the neighbourhood of Talamba. 
A (B) III p.52. " 
4. A (B) III p.53. 
5. Abul Fazal is not explicit on the point whether 
Hasud Husain Mirza engaged in battle before the return < 
hia brother from hunting. A (B) ill p. S3. 
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Husain Mirza saw this state of affairs, he resolved to 
fight unto death. Being defeated after a stiff battle, 
he started towards Multan. The Baluohis intercepted 
1 
his way and wounded hi*. The Mirza "becoming helpless 
2 3 
took refuge with one of the Baluohis. Makhsus Khan, the 
hakim of Multan, took hia from the Baluoh and having 
4 5 
beheaded hia oame to Agra along with Husain quli Khan. 
Both the sardars presented to the king whatever they 
had. The head was suspended at the gate of Agra fort 
and Masud Husain Mirza was imprisoned in the fort of 
6 
Gwalior, where he passed away. 
Second invasion in the month of RaMul-
of (jojrat. 
awal of the aforementioned yeai 
a petition was received from 
Khan-i-Azam Mirza Aziz Koka that Ikhtiarul Mulk (jojrati 
and Mohammad Husain tfirza, combining their forces had 
taken possession of most of the territories of Gujrati 
1. A (B) i n p .53. 
2 . A (B) I I I P.53. 
3 . A*bul Fazal gives h is name as Saeed Khan. 
A (B) I I I p .53. 
r. 4. The reason of h is death i s not specifically ( mentioned "by Ahul Fazal. He enumerates three or four 
"\ plausible reasons of the death of the Mirza, that of 
^execution toeing one of them. A (B) I I I p.54. 
5. A (B) III P.56. 
6. Mr. Beveridge points out that Abul Fazal does 
not mention the full details of the event. 
A (B) III P.56,5. 
1U) 
and were then oeseiging the olty of Ahmadalsad with a 
1 
large following and a numerous army. If the king were 
to give his personal attention the matters would "be set 
2 
right. As It was the rainy season and a large army could 
not march rapidly, Akbar selected two thousand sowars 
with light kit and sent them ahead, as an advance-guard. 
He himself with three thousand men most of whom were 
famous amirs and mansaMars riding on q.uick and swift 
footed dromedaries and placing the horses on the lead 
3 
started on his journey. Traversing four stages at a time 
he reached Pa tan Gujrat with the advance guard of the 
4 
army. After that three thousand sowars assembling under 
the shadow of the victorious standards, were arranged ii 
D at tie array, intrusting the centre to Mlrza Abdur RahJ 
son of Balram Khan, entitled the Khan-1-Khanan, Attbar 
5 
arranged the left wing, the right wing and the van-guard 
then separated(from the main force)and proceeded to 
Ahmadabad with a hundred sowars. Moreover a person from 
the advance guard was sent In order to give the news of 
6 
arrival and summon the troops of Gujrat. AS they reaohec 
1. A (B) I I I p.60,61. 
2. A (B) I I I P. 61. 
3. Akbar travelled on oamel-oack In the early part 
of the journey, "but when overcome with fatigue he rode 
a chariot and s t i l l l a t e r , a horse, A (B) I I I p.6S,63. 
4. Akbar oame up with the advance-guard at Jalaur. 
A (B) H I P.65. 
But a t a distance of five kos from patan he was joined oy the contingent that had been appointed there 
as a precautionary measure 'before the outbreak of commo-
t ion . A (B) I I I p.66. 
5. A (B) H I p . 66. 
6. X (B) I I I p.66,67. 
I l l 
within two kos of Ahmadabad, tyabals and large drums 
1 
were beaten. Mohammad lusain Mirza and Ikhtiarul Hulk 
who had no infermation of the king's arrival "became con-
founded "by the sound of the royal tymbals and began to 
make arrangements for fighting. Thereat Mohammad Husain 
Mirza with two or three thousand sowars came to the 
hanks of the Ahmadabad river in order to inquire into 
the matter and asked a person named Subhan quli Khan 
who also had reached the river from the royal side; 
"What army is this and who is its commander?» Subhan 
quli Khan replied, "These are the forces of His Majesty 
and this is the royal ensign." "Today is the fourteenth 
day that my spies came after seeing His Majesty in Agra, 
said lohaoaad Husain Mirza, "even if "by chance these he 
forces of the royal "body-guard, where are the elephants, 
that are never separated from His Majesty's stirrups?" 
subhan quli Khan said, "Today is the ninth day that U s 
Majesty placed his foot in the stirrup and in these cir-
cumstances it is evident that the elephants could not 
keep up with him." Mohammad Husain Mirza became anxious 
and arranged his ranks. He left ikhtiarul srulk behind 
with five thousand sowars to guard the gates of Ahmadaba 
and himself with Bher Khan Fooladi and seven thousand 
Mughal, Bajput, aujratl and Abyssinian sowars marched 
1. A (B) III P.74. 
2. A (B) III p.74,75. 
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i 
against the king. His Majesty remained at the river-silt 
awaiting the arrival of the Gujrat army for a long time 
A3 the gates were in the hands of the enemy,these peopli 
2 
did not have the opportunity of coming outside. The 
king crossed the river and came into the field. Mohanmuu 
Husain Mirza with a thousand and five hundred devoted 
Mughals who had exhibited courage and "bravery in many 
previous encounters, fell upon the royal van-guard. 
Shah Mlrza attacked the left wing, while the Abyssinian* 
and the oujratis attacked the right wing, simultaneous].; 
4 
and intense fighting ensued. At the time when "both the 
parties were coming to grips with each other, the king 
like a fierce tiger came out from one side set with 
a hundred sowars and launched an attack upon Mohammad 
5 
Husain Mirza. Qn merely hearing .he royal name Mohammad 
Husain Mlrza lost all hope and took to flight, on seeii 
Mohammad Husain Mlrza defeated, the amirs of the left 
and right wing thought it safe for themselves to run 
6 
away* Mohammad Husain Mlrza who had a wound on the cheel 
1. A (B) I I I p.76. 
2. Asaf Kuan came and told Akbar that M.Koka did nc 
believe that His Majesty had come to Ahmadabad. Being 
convinced of the t ru th he was on the point of coming out 
A (B) I I I p.76. 
Ferishta seems to he r ight in observing that he 
could not have come out of the for t as the gates were It 
the hand3 of the enemy. 
3. A fB) I I I p.76. 
4. A (B) I I I p.76,77. 
5. A (B) I I I P.78,79. 
6. A (B) I I I p.81,82. 
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and whose horse was also wounded, oame to a cactus feuah, 
whilst running away. He wished to make h is horse jump 
over i t , tout the weakness of the steed and the hindranoe 
of the entangled Dashes did their work and Mohammad 
1 
Husain Mirza was unseated from the saddle. The royal 
men came upon him, made him a prisoner and "brought him 
Tjefore Sis jgajesty. Sveryona claimed to hare captured 
him. The king asked from Xiucn Mohammad Husain Mirza, 
"Who eaptured you?tt£ »uone "but the king's s a l t captured 
2 
me," he replied; and indeed he said the t ru th . 
At th i s time with a small group not exceeding two 
3 
hundred in number, the king was s i t t i ng under a "boulder 
in the v ic in i ty of the "battie-field and was waiting for 
Khan-i-Azam Mlrza Aziz Koka, when a large army appeared. 
AS they were a t a distance from the victorious army, 
anxiety appeared among the men of the king and one of 
4 
them went to look into the matter. He brought informatioj 
that i t was ikht iaru l Mulk Gujrati who having heard of 
5 
the defeat, had come with the intention of fighting. 
The king ordered those two hundred men to force "back 
1. A (B) III jp.84. 
2. Gada All captured him and plaoed him in his fron 
on the horse, on his way to Akbar xkm he was joined "by a 
servant of the Khan-i-Kalan. On coming into the royal 
presence, hoth of them claimed to have captured him. 
A (B) III p.84. 
6. One hundred according to Abul Fazal.A(B)III p.81 
4. A (B) III p.85. 
5. A (B) III P.85. 
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these people "by shooting arrows at them. The drummers 
had "become too t e r r i f i ed to work (properly), and His 
Majesty personally called oat to them, to stop Seating 
1 
the drums, when ikht iarul Mulk heard that the king was 
2 
also among those soldiers , he ran away frightened. 
From the affa i rs of Mohammad nusain }'lrza, Ibrahim 
Husain Mirza, Ali QUli Khan Slestani ent i t led the Khan-1 
Zaman, and Bahadur Khan s i e s t an i , i t (a rumour) gained 
•" currency tha t : "Because the icing has overpowered the 
^ sun, his enemies f ly away* merely on hearing his name," 
and for t h i s reason none dared to r e s i s t him. During 
the time the idLng was busy in repell ing xMhhkaiMr 
Ikhtiarul Hulk, nai Singh k i l led Mohammad Husain Mirza 
3 
without hi3 orders, in the course of hia f l ight Ikhtiar 
ul-Mulk also cane across a growth of cactus trees and 
when trying to make his horse jump over i t he f e l l to 
the ground and was ki l led a t the hands of one of the 
4 
royal men. At that time Khan-i-Azam Mirza Aziz Koka 
came "bef ore 5 
finding an exi t /£nt the king. The same day His Majesty 
entered Ahaada*bad, again entrusted the campaigns of 
Gujrat to Khsn-i-Asam Hrza Aziz Koka and returned to 
1. The drummer was alarmed and did not hear the 
orders of Akbar. He was "brought to his senses "by the 
menace of a spear and oegan to "beat his drum. A(B) I I I p.8 
2 . A (B) H I p.b6. 
f 3. A*bnl pazal says that Akhar himself ordered the 
; exeoutionof Mohammad Husain Mirza at the instance of BmJ 
J Bhagwan Das and Bai Bai Singh, A (B) I I I p . 86. 
4. He was ki l led a t the hands of sohraD Turkoman,a 
royal cavalier , A (B) I I I p.86. 
5. A (B) I I I P.S7. 
6. A (B) I I I P. 88. 
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i 
the capi ta l by way of Ajmere, with expedition, AS he 
approached near, a l l the men who were isith him took 
spears, called Barekhab in Hindi terminology, in their 
2 
hands and entered the c i ty of Agra. 
Conquest of In the same year, Baud sor 
B e n g a l * 
]£stittMx«nxx of nulaiman, a Kirani Afghan 
F a t n a . 
who had possession of Bengal 
turned his head from submi slice 
Munim Khan entitled the Ehan-i-Khanan proceeded against 
3 
him according to orders. After a few engagements peace 
was concluded between them. The king did not ratify thi 
peace, and entrusted Baja Todar Mai with the charge of 
the affairs of Bengal, sent him to Munim Khan so that 
they should either exterminate Dajri., son of salaiman 
4 
Kirani or exact tribute from him. Because Daud Khan 
had a household enemy in the person of an Afghan named 
i Lodhi, he was forced to bow his head in submission and 
homage. (T^en) by means of good treatment he got hold 
of the Afghana named Lo&ni, killed him, acquired power 
1. A (B) I I I p.90,91. 
2. A (B) I I I p .91 . 
3. Akbar thought that Munim Khan was not doing his 
best in the matter and sent Baja TocLar Hal with a firaan 
and ordered officers fco speed up matters. The Baja, how-
eyer, soon returned and reported that the officers and 
men were doing tueirbest . A (B) I I I #.57,58. 
4. when Akbar returned from the second expedition 
to (Hiji"at, he ordered lashkar Khan Mir Bakhshi and M£an 
Mai a re la t ion of Todar Mai to proceed to Bengal with 
WaT^boats. the f lee t and a r t i l l e r y , A (B) I I I p.97. 
A l i t t l e l a t e r Akbar sent Baja Todar Mai to Bengal 
once more with the object of speeding up matters there*. 
A (B) I I I P.98. 
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1 
and "broke his f a i t h , coning to the confluence of the 
r ive r s sone and Ganges, he fought a "battle with Munim 
Shan, the Khan-i-Khanan, on the water. Having los t a 
2 
few "boats he was defeated and went to a far-off plaoe. 
Munia Khan, the Khan-i-Khanan, crossed the r iver Sone 
3 
and "beseiged the for t of Patna. AS Ajgbar iaagw that 
without h is personal at tention the oongjiest of that 
fort, was not possible, he proceeded in that direction 
during the ra ins with a l l the shahzadas and amirs s i t t ing 
in a thousand "boats covered with oloth of various 
4 
colours, some of Uie "boats were caught in a whirlpool 
5 
near the for t of chunar, out came out unharmed. After 
that they reached the local i ty of Benares, when the 
6 
ariaias that had travel led overland arrived, the fortunate 
Shahzadas and the harem were sent to jaunpur and AMfcar 
1. Abul Fazal does not mention the fact of Baud's 
feigned submission out gives the r e s t of the manoeuvre. 
A (B) n i p.97-100. 
2. Baud shut himself up in the fort of Patna. 
A (B) III p.101. 
3. A (B) III p. 101. 
4. Hunim Khan submitted, a report and requested 
AkDar»s presence in the campaign, A (B) I I I p.116,122. 
5. A (B) I I I p.125. 
Eleven of the "boats foundered a l i t t l e ear l ier 
near AhJaadaTaad owing to storms, A (B) I I I p . 124. 
6. A (B) I I I p.125. 
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i 
himself set oat for Pataa. At that time Kasir Khaa 
who had gone to capture the fort of Bhakkar set a d is -
patch announcing i t s conquest. The king took thia to 
2 
he a happy augury and. when he reached the environs of 
patna by way of the r ive r , he cam to know that isa Khan 
jsiazi a leading aardar of the Afghans, coming out of 
tihe for t had been k i l led in the ba t t l e with Munim Khan 
en t i t l ed the Khan-i-Khanan and that the res t of Ah* 
3 
garrison were contemplating ttgkk f l i gh t , The king 
dispatched Khan-i-Alam with three thousand sowars fear 
4 
the conquest of the for t of Hajipur. He went there and 
5 
captured the for t from Fa ten Khan. Baud, son of sulaiman 
Afghan "being frightened "by th i s news sent messengers to 
6 
the court and sought forgiveness. The king replied: 
"lour faul ts wi l l he forgiven when you come before us. 
If you do not ooiae then although we have a thousand ser-
vants l ike you, we shal l he prepared to contest with 
you single-handed and whoever i s victorious shall hare 
7 
the fo r t . " Daud, son of Sulaiman, "became even more frigh-
tened "by th i s reply and embarking a "boat through the 
8 
gate of Garni at night went towards Bengal. Akbar for 
1. A (B) III P.127. 
2. A (B) III p.129. 
3. Akhar was at Ch&usa when he received the news. 
A (B) III p. 131. 
4. A (B) III p. 130,131. 
5. A (B) III p. 137-139. 
6. A (3) III p.136. 
7. A (B) III p.136-137. 
8. A (B) III P. 137,141. 
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the purpose of securing elephants made a pursuit In the 
morning arri. covered, a distance of twenty five koa and 
1 
returned af ter having captured four hundred elephants. 
Handing over the control of Patna and the management of 
af fa i rs to Munim Khan, the Khaii-i-Khanan, Akhar returned 
3 
to the capi ta l exultant and happy. 
Baud pursued Khah-i-Azam Mirza Aziz 
to or issa: A 
t r e a t y . Koka case alone from Gujrat 
and Khan-i-jahan from Lahore, 
4 
to congratulate him and returned to the i r places. At 
th is time the king gave the t i t l e of Muzaffar Khani to 
Khawaja Muzaffar Ali Tirmzi who was one of the servants 
of "airam Khan Turkoman and nominated1 him to Behar for 
5 
the conquest of the fort of Bohtas and the Bengal. Then 
1. Abul Pazal says that Akhar could not cose with 
the enemy and therefore gave up pursuit . The number of 
elephants captured in the "battle as a whole were 265. 
A (B) I I I p. 142. ""'^^-~ 
2. A (3) I I I p . 144. 
5. when A^har came to the third stage from the oapi 
tal he fait the desire to circumambulate the shrines of 
Delhi and Ajmere. A (B) III p. 154. 
4. A (B) I I I p.154,155. 
5. At th i s stage i t was Munim Khan, Khan-i-Kiianaa, 
who was conducting the campaign against Baud. Muzaffar 
Khan was out of grace ah out this time and was sent to 
the ©astern provinces to serve under Munim Khan as a 
punishment, AS the foot-notes that follow will indicate 
wherever in th i s sequence Ferishta writes Muzaffar Khan 
A"bul Faaal gives the name of Munim Khan, A (B) I I I p.lSfi 
I t was in fact Muaaffar Khan's suooess in th i s 
campaign that "brought him "back to favour, A (B) I I I , * , 
p.188 and 303. 
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going to Ajiaere he gave nearly two lakhs Doth in oash 
and kind to the attendants of the shrines of Khawaja " 
Moinuddin ohisht i • hallowed "be h i s grave*, and Syed 
Hasan Khangsowar as well as to tasaa. other deserving 
1 
people arid returned to Agra, when Kh&waja Muzaffar 
Ail ent i t led Muzaffar Khan who had started for Bex^al 
reaohau the fort of oar h i wnich i s the gate of Bengal, 
Baud son oi" Sulaiiaan Afghan unable to oppose hiia fled 
towards oriaaa. "Raja Todar Mai and many of the aairs 
hastened to orissa. junaid, a son of Baud son of 
Sulaiman, defeated toea twice. Ultimately Khawaja 
Muzaffar 41 i ent i t led Muzaffar Khan eaae to orissa and 
fought a "battle with Baud son of Sulaiman. in Afghan 
nauaed Gujar whose "bravery was proverbial and who oom-
inandad the advance guard of Baud son of sulaiman, 
attacioed the advance guard of Muzaffar Ali whioh was 
under the Khan-i-Alam. Ha upset the vanguard and 
Killed Khan-i-Alaca. Some ftroops) who formed a reserve 
"between the centre and the van were also dispersed "by 
h is onslaught and took refuge with the centre thus 
4 
causing a rout in the centre as well . Khawaja Muzaffar 
i l l ent i t led tfuzaf far Khan who with a few men was stand-
ing aside, came against the qujar. 31 oimnoe the qujar 
1. Abul Sfczal mentions AKbar«s generosity in genera 
terms aiid does not give de ta i l s aoout the v i s i t to AJjaer 
A (B) I I I p.155. 
2. A ?B) I I I P»174. 
3. A (3) I I I p . 176. 
4 . A (B) I I I P.17S-177. 
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i 
met and wounded him. Khawaja Muaaffar All went out of 
the thick of tattle while fighting and stood aside. 
When the scattered soldiers assembled around him he 
again turned to the Gujar. In the midst of the fight 
an arrow struck a vital spot of the Gujar and killed 
him. Daud son of Sulaiman lost heart and fled away. 
3 
All the elephants of the enemy were captured. Todar 
Mai and the royal amirs pursued Baud son of Sulaiaan 
4 
and reached the neighbourhood of the river oheen. AS 
he had no way of escape he left the members of his 
family in the fort and wrapping a winding sheet around 
his'neck returned to fight. Raja Todar Mai Drought the 
real state of affairs to the knowledge of Muaaffar Ali 
who 
entitled Muaaffar Khan ssft in spite of his operations 
5 
and wounds went to the place personally. A3 Daud jdnm 
1. It was lunim Khan who was wounded ty the oujar. 
See A (B) III p. 177. 
2.**At the time ;tfion the trave and loyal advanced 
and renewed "battle, an arrow from the q.uiver of fate con 
veyod .he order of annihilation to Gujar.n 
k (B) III p. 178. 
3. A (B) I I I p. 179. 
4. According to Atul razal the place i s cuttaok. 
A (B) I I I p.183. outtack c i ty has a stone fort situated 
a t the "bifurcation of tiie two r ive r s , the Mahanadi held 
in high veneration "by the Hindus ajad the z Qanjuri. Kr. j a r r e t t identif ies the l a t t e r with Katjuri of the I.Q. 
and points o t that i t i s one of the deltaio t r ibutar ies 
of the Eahanadi divided into two tranches, one of which 
re ta ins i t s own name rchile the other takes that of 
Koyakhai and supplies the puri d i s t r i c t . Ain (J) I I , 
p.126 and 127,ml. 
Fer ishta ' s r iver cheen i s prota t ly one of these 
streams. 
6. Munim Khan had himself conveyed there in & 
l i t t e r . A (B) I I I p . 184. 
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son of sulaiman came to meet him he gave him a dagger, 
a scimitar studded with gams and valuable jewels, and 
confirming him in the possession of orissa, Ganges and 
Benares, he returned. 
During the past years from the time of Mohammad 
Bakhtiyar Khilji to that of sher Shah, the city of Guar 
was the capital of the kings of Bengal. But on account 
of the disagreement of its climate to men of other 
countries, the Afghans "built Khawaspur Tanda and made 
it -she set of their officers. K-s-waja Muzaffar Ali 
entitled Muzaffar iJaan contemplating the reconstruction 
of Gaur went to that place. Building that city anew he 
2 
made it his capital. Accordingly, at the same time, 
•ailing ill o..'lng to the effect of the climate he died 
on the nineteenth of Baja, nine hundred and eighty three 
3 
A.H. The king "bestowing upon Huaain ;uli Khan, the title 
4 
of Khan-i-jahan appointed him to the government of Benga 
1. A (B) III p.185. 
^ 2 . Munim Khan Khan-i-Khanan made habitable the ci ty 1
 of Gaur which was formerly the capi ta l for two reasons. 
U F i r s t l y that the 'army misht be near Ghoraghat which was 
\ a fountain of 3ei i t ion and thus might put down oommotion 
there ; and secondly because the place had a noble fort 
" and magnificent buildings which he wanted to res tore . 
A (3) I I I p.226. 
/" 3. This fact completely establishes that i t was 
L. Munim Khan and not Muzaffar Khan as given t)j Ferishta . | According to Abul rasal,Munim Khan died there a t th i s 
' time and Khan jahan wa3 appointed in his plaoe. 
A fB) I I I p.227 and 229. 
Muzaffar ihan died la te r on in Bengal during a 
rebel l ion, of the Afghans. 
4. A (B) I I I P.P.29. 
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Befcellion and At that time sulaiman M r s 
death of Daud. 
the ruler of Badakhshan, left 
his native land owing to the 
opposition of his grandson shahrukh Mirza and came to 
the court, in the olty of Jatehpur Sikri he met the 
1 
king and after some time he took leave to go on a pil-
grimage to Mecca. Having visited the • abode of God* 
he went to Badakhshan "by the same way* Once again 6btali 
2 
lng the government of that place he secured his object. 
About the same time, the selfish people made a represen-
tation that Khan-1-Azam Mirza Aziz KQka was contamplatln* 
opposition; (consequently) a firman for summoning him wai 
issued in his name. Hot suspecting this accusation he 
came to the court without hesitation and had to undergo 
3 
the hardships of imprisonment for a few days, shahbuddln 
Ahmad Khan ueahapurl was posted to the government of 
4 
Gujrat. in that year the king went on a pilgrimage to 
Ajmere and returned under the protection of the "Eternal 
protector". Husaln QUII Khan Turkoman entitled the Khan* 
jahan had not reached his objective yet when Daud son of 
£&&&£&& 
1. The Mirza came with the intention of asking Akbar 
aid for recovering Badakhshan. An army was prepared to 
help the Mirza under the command of Khan-i-jahan. But 
owing to the death of xunim Khan, Akbar was forced to sen 
Khan-i-jahan and the army to Bengal, in order to q,uell th 
commotion that had arisen there. For the various vicissi-
tudes of the affails km see A (B) III p.211-231. 
2. A (B) III p.423-425. 
3. The trouble arose owing to the newly enforced 
branding regulations. He was sent from Fatehpur to Agra 
and kept under surveillance in his own garden. 
A (B) III p.208,209, 
4. He was sent to Malwa. A (B) III p. 241,242. 
5. A (B) III p.233. 
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Sulaiman Afghan aimed at Khawaspur Tanda with the oonoui 
renoe of the Afghans of Bengal and Bihar. The amirs 
not having the strength to withstand him came out of th< 
fort in a "body and Daud son of sulaman Afghan took 
possession of Kh&waspur Tanda and its neighbourhood. 
Nearly fifty thousand Afghans assembled around him. 
Husain ouli Khan Turkoman entitled Khan-i-jahan brought 
2 
together all the royal amirs and turned towards Garni. 
In his very first attack he oonquered that fort and 
killing nearly a thousand and fire hundred Afghans he 
set out towards the plaoe which was the abode of Daud 
3 
son of sulaiman Afghan. Khawaja Mumffar All entitled 
Muzaffar Khan joined him with the armies of Bihar, Xxfc 
T&rhat and Hajipur etc, and on Thursday the fifteenth 
of Bablus 3ani of the afore-mentioned year they made a 
5 
halt to array the troops. Daud son of Sulaiman with 
nearly fifty thousand Afghans who had come to his aid 
from all sidea also put his troops in order And came to 
face them. First of all Kalapahar who was one of the 
amirs of Baud son of sulaiman fell upon the left ik 
wing of Husain qui! Khan Turkoman's army and dispersed 
his men. Khawaja Muzaffar All entitled Muzaffar Khan 
2 
1. A (B) III p.828. 
2. A (B) III p.230. 
3. A (B) III p.230,231. 
4. A (B) III p.238,252. 
5. A (B) III p.263. 
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routed the right wing of Daud son of sulaiiaan Afghan's 
army and drove thai away. In the meanwhile, Khan-i-
jahan attacked the centre of Daud son of Suleiman*s 
1 
forces and a fierce fight took place, when numerous 
men were kil led on both sides, large heaps (of the . 
dead) were seen in the f ie ld and the breeae of victory 
2 
and triumph played upon the royal standards, naMti. 
TrtHMUimaJc Daud son of sulaiman took to f l ight aod some 
crave men pursued and captured him. They brought him 
alive "barore the Khan-i-jahan and put him to death 
3 
according to his orders, junaid son of Daum son of 
Sulaiman who had l e f t the battle-f ield wounded, died 
4 
after three days. Khan-i-jahan took possession of the 
5 
territories xf that were in the control of the Afghans. 
He forwarded to the oourt a l l the elephants, along with 
other booty that came into his hands from the Afghans. 
Bohtas etc . Muzaffar Khan going to 
patna in the year nine hundred 
and eighty four turned his 
attention to the conquest of the fort of nohtas. on 
his way he sent Hohammad uasoom Khan against Husain 
U A (B) III p.253,254. 
2. A (B) III p.254. 
3. A (B) III p.255. 
4. Abul fazal says that Junaid was wounded by a 
cannon ball on the night before the battle and he died. 
A (B) III p. 284. 
§. A (B) III p.256. 
1 AW U 
Khan Afghan who was In the neighbourhood. Mohammad 
Masoom Khan defeated, and bewildered Husain Khan Afghan 
and encamped in the pargana that was his Jaglr. Kala-
pahar with seven or eight hundred sowars who were in 
the vicinity of Bohtas came against Masoom Khan and 
beseiged him. In course of time Masoom Khan breached 
the back wall of the fort and coming out of it engaged 
Kalapahar in battle. Kalapahar's war elephant named 
Ayaz overpowered the horse of Masoom Khan with his 
trunk, and forced Masoom Khanto dismount, in the 
meantime the archers killed the elephant driver with 
aroows. That elephant being without a driver attacked 
its own army by chance and trampled under feet many of 
the Afghans, for this reason the Afghans were defeated 
and Kalapahar was killed. The elephant Ayaz was capture 
Huzaffar Khan went to the fort of Bohtas. In this year 
Shahbaz Khan Kambu took the fort of ^fth a^jQfl which 
belonged to "Raja ahandar Sen the son of Haldeo and 
was posted against the Baja of Ganjuti which is sltuatei 
on the road to Bengal and Bihar, shahbaz Khan crushed 
the Baja in one of the thick forests and captured the 
fort of shergarh which was in the possession of the 
son of the Baja of Ganjuti. AS the conquest of the 
fort of Bohtas was entrusted to him lie proceeded there 
and beseiged it. Huzaffar Khan turned his attention 
towards driving away the Afghans of that neighbourhood. 
In these circumstances, the Afghans mho were inside 
the fort became helpless as the seige protracted, soughi 
126 
y"N* 
£wx peaoe and handed oyer the fort, shahbaz Khan 
Kaabu entrusting the fort to his "brothers went to the 
court, in that year, the king went to Ajmere and 
I L^U "*'""entrusted the reduction of the fort of KQgal Mir, which 
was in the possession of the nana, to shahbaz Khan 
Kaabu. He went to that place and took possession of 
i t , easily. ?roa Ajaore the king came to the mountains 
}-,j H&ndu 
of Banswala and xuftax, and hunting on the way went 
to the frontier of the Dec can. i s Murtlza Nisam shah 
Behri the ruler of Ahmaflnagar had retired into secluaior 
owing to insanity, Akbar resolved to subjugate his 
te r r i tor ies . But some other affairs prevented his. from 
this course and he returned to Fatehpur s ikr i from 
that place. 
In the year nine hundred and eighty five, Akbar 
again set out for Ajmere and as usual walked on foot 
for a distance of one kos to the shrine of the YMxjM 
Khawaja and visited it. At that place Muzaffar Khan 
case to wait on him, received the mansal) of wazarat and 
1 
obtained considerably authority. From there the king 
2 
went to Delhi and proceeded to Kabul, m those days a 
3 
coast appeared in the west, nhen the king reached 
r> JL-tfv-1"' ^J^Jdhan he paid a visit to the tomb of sheikh lareed 
1. A (B) H I p.303. 
2. Akbar marched towards the PunJaD.A(B)ni p.310. 
3. A (B) I I I P.311. 
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I 
ShakarganJ •hallowed he his grave'. He had an inten-
tion of going to Kabul, hut as the time was not oppor-
tune he cancelled (the visit) and canoe hack to latehpu 
2 
Sikri. in that year the juma Masj id of Fatehpur 
Sikri the foundations of which had "been laid in nine 
hundred and eighty om reached completion, in the 
year nine hundred and eighty six, the ruler Sf Khaodea 
made Muzaffar Eusain Mirza son of Ibrahim Hosain Mirza 
usho was with him a prisoner, in accordance with His 
Majesty s orders; and sent him to the court with his 
(Muzaffar Husain Mirzats) mother. The king "being in 
a kind mood gave him his daughter snahzada Knanum in 
3 
marriage. During this year Husain Quli Khan Turkoman 
4 
who wa3 a panj-hazari amir died a natural death in 
Bengal. 
Hakim Invades m the year nine hundred 
the punjao: 
Akbar marches and eighty seven, the royal 
on Kabul. 
furniture room in Fatehpur 
Sikri fwrxffUe caught f i re , tents and curtains of 
velvet, "brocade etc, carpets of the cloth of gold and 1. A (B) III p.335. 
2. Akbar turned back from near Bhara on the hanks 
of the jhelum. Abul Jazal advances mystic reasons for 
his doing so. Akbar had his hair shortened and ordered 
all the animals captured in the recent Qamargah hunt 
to he released, A (B) III p.347,348,351-352. 
3. A (B) III p.379-380. 
4. A (B) III p.381. 
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other house-hold stuff whose pr l oe i s "beyond estima-
1 
t ion , were 'burnt. In the same year Akoar went to Ajmert 
2 
and returned to Fatehpur s i k r i . After the death of 
Husain Quli Khan Turkoman, the Afghans gained power in 
Bengal and t r ied t o create trouble and disturbance. 
Akbar dispatched Knan-i-Azam iraa Aziz Koka with 
3 
leading amirs to that s ide . Mohammad Hakim Mlrza 
seeing an opportunity resolved to conquer Lahore at 
the incitement of Lashkar Khan the KM$x M£j2jadd&juof 
? ^ U i ^ ^ * Fir3t of a l l he sent ahead Bhadman his 
own foster "brother with one thousand sowars as an ad-
vance guard. Kanwar Man Singh Rajput who was an amir 
of the Punjab, met shadman Koka a t the time when he 
crossed the Indus and defeated him after an exchange 
of arms. Most of h is men were ki l led and some of them 
5 
were drowned in the r i ve r . At the time when Mohammad 
Hakim Mirza reached the environs of Hohtas in the 
punjaD, Kanwar nan Singh went to syed yusuf Khan Mesh-
ha&i, the governor of the fort and came to ignore 
after a few days. As Syed Tusuf Khan Meshhadi raised 
the standards of opposition and did not join Mohammad 
1. ADUI yazal does not mention the f i r e and while 
pointing out h i s omission Mr. Bevsridge adds that Khafi 
Khan mentions. A (B) I H p.4Ql H. 
2 . A (B) I I I p.405. 
3 . Akbar in the f i r s t instance appointed tfuzaffar 
Khan to the government of Bengal when Khaa-i-jahan died. 
He was ki l led "by the rehels a l i t t l e l a t e r and Mirza 
Aziz Koka who had oeen in disgrace was given the t i t l e 
of Khan-i-Azam and sent to Bengal.A(B)III p . 386 & 454. 
4 . A TB) I I I p.506. 
6 . A (B) I H P.4»3,494. 
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Hakim Mirza, therefore, the Mirza turned the reins of 
1 
the Mgh-hred horse of resolve towards Lahore. On the 
eleventh of Moharram, nine hundred and eighty nine A.H. 
2 
he oame to Lahore and surrounded it. saeed Khan, Raja 
Bhagwan Das and Kanwar Man Singh shut themselves up 
3 
inside the fort, jtfcbar, in spite of the trouble in 
4 
Bengal and Bihar, turned his attention to Kabul. 
Mohammad Hakim idxza who owing to the proceedings of 
rebellious Afghans did not expect the arrival of His 
Majesty in the Punjab, out-did lightning and wind in 
5 
going to Kabul on merely hearing the news, when the 
king reached near Slrhind he oame to know that Shah 
Mansoor Sherasi had opened correspondence with Mohammad 
6 
Hakim Miraa. on account of this he was hanged. When 
the golden standards turned towards Kabul and reached 
the neighbourhood of Bohtas, eyed Yusuf Khan Mesnhadi 
1. A (3) III p.507. 
2. A (B) III p.507. 
3. A (B) III p.508. 
4. A (B) III p.495. 
§. A (B) III p.508. 
6. shah jfiansur was hanged on the strength of forgi 
letiera..which had "been recovered from shadman Kokar—-— 
Akbar realised his mistake ten days after shah Manaur 
was hanged at got K&chwalu, a village on the road from 
Karnal to Ludhiana. lor details see the note of Mr. 
Beveridge. A (B) III p.504. 
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i 
honoured himself "by kissing the (royal) carpet, AS 
owing to the floods it was not possible to construct 
a "bridge, the king with the shahzadas and the army 
crossed the Indus "by "boat, for this reason the agents 
of Mohammad Hakim Mirza who were in pe aha war and its 
vioinity fled away. As the victorious forces came to 
Jalalabad, sultan si earn, the 'Shahzada of all mankind* 
2 
was left at that place and entrusting to shahzada Murad 
3 
the command of the van-guard, AKbar started for Kabul 
slowly arid jointly (with him). At the time when the 
Shahzada reached shutargarden which is fifteen kos fron 
Kabul, ireedoon Khan with seven hundred "brave young max 
who were in the service of Mohammad Hakim Mirza, fell 
upon the camp of the shahzada and carried away large 
* 5 
booty, on the second of 3afar of the above-mentioned 
year Mohammad Hakim Mirza putting his armies in order 
alighned himself against the shahzada, ' rmwar Man Singh 
and Tatizak Khan Atka placing the elephants in their 
6 
front, attacked the army of the Mirza. The swivel guns 
1. A (B) III p.514. 
2. Aktoar left Sleem in charge of the main camp and 
asked him to follow up in the rear. A (S) III p.529. 
3. Hurad was sent ahead and A&>ar himself followed 
a little later. A (B) III p.518. 
4. sreedooa Khan lay in ambush and fell upon the 
rear of the Mirza'3 force and carried away some of the 
baggage. A (B) III p.533. 
5. Wednesday first of Raj an according to A"bul Faaa 
A (B) IH P536. 
6. A (B) III P.537. 
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wiilch *ere on the "backs of the elephants were fired 
at once, in short, a "bullet struok one of the men who 
were standing near the Mirza and going right through 
him hit three other persons and killed them all. The 
Hirza seeing this condition, turned his "back upon the 
fierce combat. During pursuit, many of his notables 
2 
were killed. The king heard the news of victory at 
3 
the stage of stirkhao and entered Kabul on the seventh 
of the said month. Because Mohammad Hakim Mirza had 
4 
run away to Gaurband the king did not molest anyone. 
jTom there Mohammad Hakim Mirza sending messengers 
5 
sogght pardon. The king forgave his faults and the 
people of sahul henefited oy his gifts and favours. 
6 
On the fourteenth of the same month he returned. When 
he had crossed the river Indus he ordered a fort to "be 
"built with line-plaster and stones in order to control 
7 
those frontiers and named it Attock "because in the 
religion of the infidels it is forbidden to cross the 
Indus. Moreover in the Indian terminology 'attook* 
fc.Some of his soldiers took hold of the Hirzas 
horse and made him retreat, A (B) III p.537. 
2. There was no pursuit, A (B) III p.537. 
3. A (B) III p.540. 
4. A (B) III P.539. 
5. A (B) III P.542. 
6. A (B) III p.542. 
9. According to Ahul Fazal, Akbar ordered the 
"building of the fort on his way to Kabul and not on 
his return. A (B) III p. 520. 
X. 
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means a * check*. Akbar on the nineteenth Bamzan cans 
1 
to Lahore and conferred the government of the place 
upon Raja Bhagwan Das. af ter a few days, Akbar restart 
2 
the Journey and came to Fatehpur Sikr i which, had at 
that time "become the permanent royal abode. 
Shahbaz Khan Kambu, who had been imprisoned for 
some reason was brought out of prison in the month of 
Bamzan nine hundred and ninety and sent to aid the 
3 
Bengal army, in those days Akbar was taken i l l with 
4 
fever and diarrhoea. Because His Majesty, l ike king 
Humayun, had developed the habit of taking opiua, the 
men became anxious. But ultimately having recovered, 
Akbar dis t r ibuted large sums of money in char i t i es . 
in the month of Muharram nine hundred and ninety one, 
Khan-i-Azam ifirza aziz Koka who had been posted to 
5 
Bengal oame to the court . After reporting some impor-
6 
tant matters he again went to that place, in shawal of 
7 
that year, Akbar coming to joosi parag whioh i s situate 
1. A (B) III p. 546. 
2. A (B) III p.548. 
3. A (B) III p.584 and 594. 
4. A IB) III p.583. 
5. A (B| III P.555. 
6* He had come to the capital in connection with 
the New Tear's Day celebrations. 
7. it is the same as Allahabad. Prayaga was its 
name in ancient India, pratishthana, now called jhusi 
was its capital. The fort of Allahabad was built by 
Akbar on the site of an ancient Hindu fort and within 
it is one of the celebrated pillars of ASoka, set up 
there in the third oenture B.C., promulgating the naces 
sity of erecting hospitals and other charitable insti-
tutions and interdicting cruelty to •!•••!lUw animals. 
The Geographical Dictionary of Ancient and 
Mediaeval India. N.L.Day, p. 160. 
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between the Ganges and the jumna ordered the foundatic 
of a fort and. the building of the oity Of Allahabad, 
1 
which has become famous as Alia Bas. 
Rebellion of As already mentioned, 
Muaaffar Shah 
Gujr&ti. because Sultan Muaaffar (jujra 
expressed loyalty ana joined 
the (royal) service before any of the Gujratis he was 
facoured «lth the grant of a good fief. He remained 
in service x'or a long tiiae bat ultimately he ran away 
towards Gujrat. At this tima when the king was at 
Allah Bas, he left along with Sher Khan of oujrat and 
became a source of disturbance. The king sent Itmad 
Khan oujrati who had won his complete confidence for 
the government of (jujrat and summoned to the court 
a 
Shahabuddin Ahmad Khan weshapuri the hakim of Ahmadaba 
After itaad Khan had reached shahbuddin Ahmad Khan 
came out of Ahmadabad and stayed at Patna for a few 
days in order to make arrangements for the journey. 
His soldiers, most of whom had their families and 
children with them, and could not bear the hardships 
3 
of the journey went to Muaaffar Shah cjujrati in a body 
1. A (B) III p.618. 
2. A (B) III p.608,609. 
3. rChey set out to join Fannu, an officer of 
Muzaffar Shah. A(B) I I I p.609. 
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Huzaffar Shah gujrati assembled a great force and sat 
out for AhmadaDad. itmad Khan entrusting the city to 
his men came to shahbuddln Ahmad Khan at Patan. Huaaffi 
Shah oujrati proved powerful and aoquired the posaeasic 
of Ahmada"bad. itmad Khan with great insistanoe took 
Shahbuddln Ahmad Khan along with him and turned to 
2 
AhmadaDad. Muzaffar Shah Gujrati came out, fought 
(a battle) and routed Itmad Khan and shanbudoln Ahmad 
3 
Khan, itmad Khan and shahbuddln Ahmad Khan being defeat 
4 
ed went to Patan. They sent to the court a petition 
embodying a full account of the state of affairs. Akbax 
appointed Abdur Bahim son of Bairam Khan who had come 
to he known as Miraa Khan along with the Jaglrdar amira 
5 
of Ajmere to suppress this rising. Bat Mirza Abdur 
Bahim had not reached that place as yet, when Muzaffar 
Shah oujratl beseiged and overcame Qutubuddin Khan 
Atka, the Jaglrdar of Bharoach, in the fort of Baroda. 
He killed qutuhuddin Khan and took possession of fourte 
lakhs of rupees belonging to the king which were in 
the fort of Baroda and the belongings of qutubuddin 
1. According to Abul Fazal, Itmad Khan went to 
Bhahabuddin Ahmad Khan in order to conciliate him. He 
left Ahmadahad in the hands of his officers. In his 
absence, $annu who had intended to invade Oambay turned 
from the way and captured AhmadaDad. A (B) III p.610. 
2. A (B) III p.610. 
3. sometime hefare the engagement, a body of 
Shahbuddln Ahmad Khan's men deserted him aid went over 
to the enemy, A (B) III p. 611. 
4. A (B) III p.611. 
5. A (B) III p. 615. 
6. A (B) HI p.628. 
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i 
Khan which exceeded ten orores (In value}. He 'brought 
it to Gujrat end busied, himself in securing horsemen 
and equipage. Mirza Abdur Bahim known as Miraa Khan 
reached patan (oujrat) and "bringing together Shahabuid 
2 
Khan and the other amirs, turned to Ahmadabad with 
eight thousand sowar3, When he reached the town of 
3 
SargaJ, which is at a distance of three kos from the 
city, Muzaffar Khan sas of u-ujrat along with the 
4 
aamlnfiara and the (gratis, with thirty thousand 
Mughal and aajput sowars case opposite and drew up hii 
lines for 'battle on the fifteenth of Moharram, nine 
hundred and ninety two, A-H. The combatants and the 
braves on Twth sides attaoksd each other with the fur] 
of the wind. Loosening the reins and riding boldly 
they gave proof of their manhood and bravery with 
arrows, spears, swords and daggers. In this fight, 
when a large number of persons had been killed on botb 
5 
the sides the hama of victory oast its shadow upon the 
head of Mirza AMur Bahim known as Mirza Khan and 
6 
Musaffar Shah Gujrati went out from the other side. 
1. A (B) III p.628,629. 
2. A (B) III p.631. 
3. The Sarkheoh of jarrett. A place famous for 
tombs of princes such as Sultan Ahmad after whom Ahmad 
"bad is named. Ala (J) II p.241. 
4. Abu! *mzal*s account that the forces of the 
en.em.y comprised forty thousand troopers and a hundred 
thousand infantry seems rather exaggerated. A(B) III p.i 
5. A bird of Eastern faisle, supposed to fly cons-
tantly in the air without touching the ground aid look 
upon as a bird of happy omen, prognosticating a crown 
to &T9ry head it overshadows. 
6. (see next page w*6) 
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AS Qulioh Khan with the amirs of Halwa oame op fran 
"behind, Mirza Ahdur Bahim along with these people 
started towards Khamhait, in the pursuit of Muzaffar 
Shah (jojrati who fled away and entered the hilly ragioj 
a 
of ffadoot. He halted there and gave "battle, A* the 
cannon shots of Mirza Khan struck the men of Muzaffar 
Khan Qujrati, some of whom were killed, he lost the 
firmness of his feet, and took refuge in the vicinity 
4 
of junagarh. Mirza Abdur Bahim sent Qulich Khan to 
heseige the fort of Bharoaoh, and himself came to 
Ahmada'baa. Kasir Khan, the hrother of Mhzaffar Shah*s 
wife, who was the hakia of the fort of Bharoaoh with-
stood the seige for a period of seven months and then 
fled towards the Deccan. The fort came into the posses 
5 
sion of Qulich Khan. Muzaffar Shah with the help of 
jam and Amir Khan, the hakim of junagarh acquired fore 
for a second time, and came to a place at a distance o: 
¥ 
(contd from pre-page notes) 
6. According to the account of Abul pazal Huzaffa: 
Shah fled towards Mamurabad towards the uehndri, owing 
to excessive fighting the fugitives were not followed. 
The army encamped on the field of victory and entered. 
AhaadaDad the next morning, A (B) H I p.635. 
1. Khambait or oamhay, a part of (jujrat province, 
according to ADUI Fazal, is a large city where marohan 
of diverse kind reside, a m wherein are many fine toulli 
ings and much merchandise.she vessels arrive in Ghogah 
(another port of oujrat) and tne cargoes are put in 
"boats and transported to Khambait. Ain(j)ll p.&4i. 
2. A (B) III p.639,640. 
Kadoot, jarrett points out, is the wandod of 
I.a*,capital of Eajpipla State within the agency of 
Hew & Kantha. its capital is on the river KarJan. Three 
fourths of the state are occupied oy a continuation of 
the Satpura range, known as the Bajpipla hills. 
Ain (J) II p.251, N 1 A 3. 
3. A (B) IH p.642. 
4. oondal,according to Afcol ?azal.A place fifteen 
kos from junagarh. The present capital of the oondal (oontd next page notes) 
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Chapter 17. 
Minor oon^uests : The Deccan. 
Aziz Koka in this year, Burhan Nizac 
invades the 
D e c 0 a n. shah Behrl, the son of Husain 
Nizam shah Behri ran away from 
his "brother Martaza Nizam shah Behri, came to the court 
1 
and was enlisted in (royal) service, shah Fathullah 
Sherazi who was the greatest scholar of the time also 
came from the Beooan and was ahonoured "by "being present* 
2 
to the king, in the year nine hundred and ninety three, 
syed Murtaza sahazwarl and Ehudawand Khan, the Ahyssinii 
1. A (B)III p.603. 
2, A (B)in P.593. 
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helng defeated "by salaoat Khan Turk sought refuge In 
1 
tiiis oourt. The king, who was always thinking aDout 
the subjugation of the Beooan, sent that party to Khan-i 
Azam Mlrza Aziz Koka, the hakim of galwa, and issued 
orders for the conquest of the Beooan. conferring the 
t i t l e of Azdud-Dowla on Shah Fathullah sherazi, Akbar 
sent him to Khan-i-Azaffl Mirza Aziz Koka in lalwa to 
3 
conduct the campaign in the Beooan. when Khan-i-Azam 
Mirza Aziz Koka who had arrived at the frontier of Malwa 
saw that Baja All Khan Faruki, the hakim of Khandesh, 
was inolined towards the people of the Beooan, he sent 
4 
Shah Fathullah shirazi to admonish him. But as this 
5 
did not prove effective he returned, she amirs of 
Murtaza Hlzam shah Behri - Mirza Mohammad Taqi naziri 
and Behzadul Hulk, along with Saja All Khan earns against 
Khan-i-Azam Mirza Aziz Koka who was staying in the ter-
6 
r i tories of Hindia. The Khan-1-Azam realising the 
inadvisability of fighting, entered the territories of 
7 
Beooan "by another way and went to Elachpur. Be plundere 
1. A (B) III p.686. 
B. A (B) III P.701. 
3. i s was sent to Khandesh. A (B) i n p.701. 
4. From ADUI Nazal's aooount i t appears that the 
appointment was made directly toy Akbar.A (B) III p.701. 
5. A (B) III P.740. 
6. A (B) III p.740. 
7. Blachpur was the capital of Berar. The Khan-i-
Azem captured and plundered it on new Tear's Bay. 
A (B) III p.740. 
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that city for three days, "but as Mirza Mohamad T»q.i 
Kaziri, Behzadul Mulk and Baja All Khan laruki had 
returned to the outskirts of alachpur and Khan«i-Aza» 
Mirza Aziz Koka was unable to withstand them, he left 
1 
the Deooan again "by way of Badarbar. Because at this 
time royal firmans summoning Mirza A"bdur Rahlm, known 
as Mirza Khan and entitled Khan-i-Khanan, were received, 
2 
he proceeded to the oourt from (jujrat. Muzaffar shah 
Gujrati getting an opportunity came to Behzadul Mulk whc 
had Deoooe faaous as lawal-ul-Mulk, and began to oolleot 
a foroe. Having secured nearly seven thousand sowars 
and two thousand infantry, he exerted to the test of hia 
ability, but as he could not achieve anything he fled 
from place to place* in this year Shah Bukh Mirza, the 
hakim of Badakhahan "being ousted "by the ascendancy of 
Abdullah Khan uzbeg, cane to the oourt and was enlisted 
3 
amongst the royal aalrs. Also in the sane year, the 
daughter of Baja Bhagwan Das was married to Shahza&a 
Mohammad saleem and a great oanquest and festivities 
4 
were held. 
Death of Mirza Hakim: in the year nine 
Annexation of Kabul: 
Tne Roshaniyes: sawad hundred and ninety four, 
Dejaur. 
during the days of the 
1. A (B) I I I p.741. 
2 . A (B) I I I p. 709. 
3 . A (B) I I I P.671. 
4 . A (B) H I p.678. 
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Khan Koka was sent against the if ghans of Sawad and 
1 
Bajaur with a well-equipped army. Kanwar Han Singh, 
son of Bhagwan Das, was dispatched to exterminate the 
2 
Boananiye if ghans who were notorious for their infidelit 
and heresy, it is said, that a Hindostani assuming the 
name of pir Boananiye had gone to the Afghans and made 
them his disciples, when he died his son jalalah who 
was in his fourteenth year came to the kxigmx king, feat 
after some time he fled hack to the Afghans and gatherin 
a large following "blocked the roads to Hindostan and 
Kabul, when the king came to know of the real strength 
of the Afghans in the vicinity of Sawed and Bajaur, he 
sent Saeed Khan Ghakhar, sheikh Faizi the poet, Mullah 
Sheri the poet, and Saleh AQ.il to reinforce aeen Khan 
4 
Koka. Following these people Hakim ADUI ?ateh Gillanl 
5 
along with orave amirs, was appointed to help zean Khan. 
(contdj from pre-page). 
BOhtas because of its lying in the same direction. 
*7. A. (B) III p.715. 
1. A (B) III p.715. 
a. Abu! fazal mentions them as Tariki Afghans. 
A (B) III P.717. 
3. Kanwar Man Singh was sent to Kabul and ordered 
to halt on the way and chastise the Tariki Afghans of 
the Khyber. A (B) III p.717. 
4. A (B) III p.718. 
5. A (B) i n P.7S0. 
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la spite of such a force, they sustained a severe defeat 
at the hands of the Afghans and Khawaja izzat Bakhahi, 
Ha J a Bir Bal, Mulla sheri and some other leading men 
tasted the syrup of annihilation along with eight thousa 
soldiers, zaen Khan Koka and Hakim Abul Fateh Gillani 
after many hardships, came before the king at the fort 
of Attook Bohtas in the year nine hundred and ninety 
2 
live A.H. Kanwar Man Singh, son of Kaja Bhagvan Das, who 
had gone against the Boshaniye Afghans fought with them 
in the hills of Khyber and slew a number of them. The 
king came to Lahore from Attook Bohtas and appointed 
Kanwar Man Singh, son of Raja Bhagwan Das, to the 
government of Kabul and to punish the Afghans of Khyber. 
Kashmir. in this year, the daughter 
of Bal Singh who was a leading 
amir was married to shahsada 
4 
Mohammad Sleem. Shah Rukh Mirza and Baja Bhagwan Das 
1. Abul jazal ascribes the defeat to dissension 
amongst the commanders and the topographical difficulties 
of the country. He seems to have under-estimated the 
casualties and says that five hundred men were killed. 
A (B) III p.731. " — — — -
2. They joined Akbar at vjLar, which Mr. sereridge 
points out as a place likely to be in the Tusuf zai 
territory. A (B) III p.733. 
3. Akbar had appointed Raja Bhagwan Das to Kabul,"but 
as he fell ill about this time the appointment of Kanwar 
Man Singh was renewed. A (B) III p.745. 
4. A (B) III p. 748-749. 
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who had gone towards Kashmir, were reduced to straits 
by snow, rain and shortage of provisions, and made peace 
2 
with the Kashmiris. They "brought saffron and the mint 
3 
of Kashmir under royal control and returned. The king 
4 
did not aooept (the terms of) this peaoe. Mohammad Kasim 
Khan K&Duli, the jyair-i-Behr, along with some of the 
amirs was dispatched for the conquest of Kashmir a 
5 
.second time, AS the people of Kashmir fought with one 
« 
another, the Boyal army entered Kashmir leisurely and 
took possession of it, in the way it is described in the 
/, account of the sultans of Kashmir. In this year sulaimaj 
^ 
Mirza, the grandfather of Shah Bukh Mirza also came from 
6 
Kabul to Lahore and entered the royal service. Akbar 
I 
U 
1. They went on the 20th December 1535 A.D. 
A (B) III p.715. 
2. trhe officers formed the intention of returning 
to the court along with Tusuf Khan the ruler of Kashmir. 
Akbar approved of the coming of Yusuf hut asked the 
officers to remain in Kashmir, Because in the meantime 
Yusuf's son,Taojab,had started opposition. 
A (B) III p.724. 
3. The officers entered Kashmir and patched up a 
peace with the Kashmiris who agreed to include Avar's 
name in the Khutba and on the coin. The mint of Kashmir 
was "brought under royal control and saffron, silk and game 
were to he regarded as imperial preserves, A darogha was 
to he appointed for each of these departments. 
A (B) III p.725. 
4. Though Akbar did not approve of the settlement, h 
had regard to the circumstances of the army and of the 
Kashmiris and accepted the agreement. A (S) III p.725. 
5. The Kashmiris did not adhere to the peaoe, so the 
second expedition was sent, A (B) III p.752-753. 
6. Bis was defeated hy Abdul Momln uzbeg, son of 
Abdullah Khan. A (B) III p.785. 
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granted the ambassador of Abdullah Khan TJzbeg, the king 
of Turan, who had previously presented himself before 
1 
him at At took Bohtas, leave to return in the company of 
Hakim Hamam, "brother of the •Scholar of the time* Izaduc 
Dowla, Hakim Abul Fatah Gillani and Mir Sad^r jahan who 
was from the Hussalni Syeds of Kanairj with presents and 
2 
gifts valued at about one lakh and fifty thousand rupeei 
jalalah-yani in the year nine hundred 
Beg of sind. 
and ninety six A.H., because 
jalalah had acquired domiance 
3 
and killed 3yed ohand Bokharl and made Kanwar nan Singh 
fly towards Bungashj the king appointed AMul imtlab 
Khan, Mohammad ouli Beg and Hamaah Beg Turkoman to make 
5 1 
amends for it. They defeated jalalah and killed many 
6 
(persons) of that set. in this year sultan Khusro, son 
of 'the shahzada of mankind* Shah&ada Mohammad sleem was 
born of the daughter of "Raja Bhagwan Das. Akbar was 
over-joyed at the birth of the first of his grandsons an 
1. A (B) H I p.735. 
2. A'bul yazal gives a copy of the letter Akbar sent 
to Abdullah Khan. A (B) III p. 753-761. 
3. syed Hamid Bokhari according to A'bul ifezal. He 
was the fief holder of pashawar. A (B) III p. 777. 
j 4. A'bul Fasal says that Kanwar Man slngh defeated 
jalalah after a hotly contested battle in the defiles of 
All Masjid. A (B) III p.783. 
5. A (B) H I P.794. 
6. A (B) III P.795. 
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i 
exerted to his utmost in arranging the celebrations. 
Daring these days Mohammad, sadiq. Khan laid seige to the 
fort of sehwan in sind in accordance with the royal 
2 
orders, jani Bag, the hakim of Thatta, "becoming helples 
sent messengers to the court with presents and gifts 
3 
(thus) expressing (his) submission and homage. Mohammad 
Sadiq. Khan raised the seige as ordered and went to 
Bhakkar. in the "beginning of the month of naMus-saal 
of the year, seen Khan Koka was appointed to the govern-
ment of Kabul and Kanwar Man Singh, son of Raja Bhagwan 
4 
Das returned to Lahore, in the end of B&bius-Sani i&rza 
Abdur Banim, entitled Kban-i-Khanan, the son of Bairam 
Khan Turkoman, and the 'scholar of the time*, izadud 
Dowla Shah tfathullah Shirazi came to Lahore from (jujrat 
as ordered and had the good fortune of kissing the royal 
5 
carpet. Likewise Mohammad sadiq. Khan came from Bhakkar 
and had the honour to present himself. Akhar entrusted 
the administration of Bihar, Hajipur and Batna to Kanwar 
Man Singh, son of Baja Bhagwan Das and sent him in that 
1. A (B) III p.799. 
2. When sadio Khan invested the fort of sehwan, Mir a 
jani, the ruler of Bind, sent a strong army against him. 
consequently, he retreated, A (B) III p.751. 
3. £bul Faisal does not mention the raising of the 
seige at the orders of Akfcar. A (B) III p.776. 
4. ADUI yazal points oat that the -Rajputs behaved 
with injustice towards the inhabitants of the country and 
Kanwar Man Singh disliked the country owing to its cold-
ness. Therefore, he was replaced oy aeen Khan Koka. 
A (B) III P.790. 
5. A (B) III p.789. 
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i 
direct ion, The government of Kashmir was conferred upon 
Syed Toauf Khan ifeshhadi, and Mohammad qasim Khan Kabuli, 
the A^ir-ul-Behr, who had "been unable to oope with the 
2 
Zamindars of Kashmir was recaUed to the court. Mohammad 
SadlQ. Khan was sent o^ Sawad Bajaur in order to suppress 
3 
the lusufzai Afguana, and Ismail quli Khan who was there 
was summoned and sent to Gujrat. x qulich Khan who had 
succeeded Klrza Ahdur Rahim Khan, en t i t l ed Khan-i-Khanan, 
aamaxtejLfchBiawrfc to the government of aujrat came to 
the court . 
Kashmir: In the year nine hundred 
K a D u l j 
3 1 n d: and ninety-seven, on the twenty 
third of jamadius-sani, AKbar 
resolved t : v i s i t Kashmir, the praise of which I s on the 
4 5 
tongue of everyone, when he reached Bhimbhar from where 
the h i l l s of Kashmir begin, A^bar lef t there the harem 
with Shahzada Morad and the main cam and with a small 
"body of horsemen he went to Srinagar, the capi ta l of 
1. A (B) i n p.790. 
2. Aoul Fazal says that he was sent with a number of 
s tone-cutters , mountain-miners and diggers In order to 
prepare the road for A v a r ' s v i s i t to Kashmir. 
A (B) I I I p.417. 
3 . A (B) I I I p.809,810,812. 
4. A (B) I I I p.817. 
5. A mountain pass on the way to Kashmir. Abul 
Fazal points out that the Kashmiris called it Kajiwar 
and other hill-men - Adi Dat. 
A (B) H I p.819. 
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1 
Kashmir. The • Scholar of the time' Izadud Dowla Shah 
ja thu l lah fttilrxat shirazi* who had returned from Gujrat 
and joined Akfear, passed away to the eternal world in 
2 
Kashmir. The king was greatly affected fey th i s , sheikh 
Faizi the poet composed an elegy on h i s death, the 
f i r s t verse of which i s : 
AS the time came when a scholar l e f t the world; 
evening f e l l in the world of wisdom and learning. 
After v i s i t ing the pleasant country of Kashmir Akfear 
resolved to go to Kabul and s tar ted on the journey. 
Hakim Afeul Feteh Gillani who was a supporter and courtiei 
of the king and had the good fortune of feeing in the 
royal service angraved the writing of sincerity on the 
3 
page of the mind, started on h is eternal journey at 
4 
the stage of phanpur and was hurled a t Bafea Hasan Afedal. 
TShen the king reached Attock Bohtas he appointed Shahfeaz 
Khan Kamfeu to suppress the Yusufzai Afghans and went to 
5 
Kafeul fey continuous marches. At that place Hakim Hamam 
and Mir Saaar jahan, the "brother of a ' the scholar of 
the time* Hakim Ahul ?ateh Gil lani who had gone as 
1. A (B) I I I p.819. 
2. Akfear ordered his "body to fee conveyed from the 
Khanqah of Mir syed Ali Hamdani to the top of the Koh-1-
Sulaiman, a delightful spot, for "burial. A (B) I H p. 
3. He was suffering from diarrhoea and was in great 
pain. Akfear v i s i ted him a number of times.A(B) I I I p.850. 
For h i s death see p.851. 
4. A (B) I I I P.852. 
5. 'She nofeles had expected that Akfear would return 
to the capi tal a f ter hanting in the banks of the Indus, 
"but i t proved otherwise and he proceeded to Kafeul. 
A (B) H I p.855. 
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ambassadors to AMullah Khan Uzt>eg to Mawara-un-Naht, 
returned with the ambassador of Abdullah Khan uzbeg and 
presented themselves to the king. The king spent the 
period of two months In yisltlng the pleasant spots and 
carefully tended flower-gardens and surrounded the 
2 
residence of Kiabul with his henefieenoe and kindness. 
3 
As news were received that Baja Todar Hal and Raja 
4 
Bhagwan Das had died at Lahore, Akbar entrusted the 
5 
government of Kabul to Mohammad Qasim Khan Kaouli, the 
Afflirul-Behr, who was a aeh-hazarl amir ami l e f t Tokhta 
Beg to help him, on the twentieth of ifoharram, nine 
hundred and ninety-eight A.H., he returned to Lahore* 
He assigned the administration of aujrat to Khan-i-Azam 
Miraa Aziz Koka and sent him there from Malwa. 
7 
Shahabuddin Ahmad Khan was made the hakim of Malwa. 
When Khan-i-Azam MLrza Aziz Koka reached Qujrat, he 
marohed an army against Jam, one of the zamlndars of 
that region, jam also along with Daulat Khan, son of 
Amin Khan, who had "become the ruler of junagarh on 
the death of his father, and twenty thousand sowars oame 
face to face (with Mirza Aziz Koka) and a fierce "battle 
1. A (B) III P.856-857. 
2. A (B) HI P.858. 
3. A (B) III p.861. 
4. A (B) III p. 863. 
5. A (B) III P.861. 
6. A (B) III p.865. 
7. A (B) III p.865. 
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took place, oonseq.uantly, Mohammad. Bafi Khan Bakhshi, 
Mohammad Husain and Mix Sharf uddin, the nephew of Mir 
Abu Turab, who were from amongst the renowned royal 
amirs, attained martyrdom. Jam's eldest son and his 
wazir were killed with four thousand Rajputs; and 
Tietory and triumph fell to the lot of Khan-i-Aaam 
2 
Mirza Aziz Koka. 
Shahzada Murad Beoause Abdullah Khan 
in Malwa. 
TJzbeg had seized Badakhahan 
and was oontemplatlng (the 
conquest of) Kabul, the king did not leave Lahore and 
its environs for some years, AS at that time, Mirza 
janl, the ruler of Sind, in spite of his having been 
in the neighbourhood (of the king) and having received 
summons, did not come to the oourt, His Majesty nominated 
Mirza Ab&ur Bahim Khan, Khan-1-Khanan, with some other 
renowned amirs such as Shah Beg Khan K&bull, Fareedoon 
Beg sarlas, Mohammad Khan Niazl and syed Bahauddin 
Bokhari, etc, with one hundred elephants and a strong 
park of artlllary for the conquest of sind and aubjuga-
3 
tion of the Baluchis. in nine hundred and ninety nine A.H. 
1. Muzaffar oujrati was also with them. 
A (B) I H p.903-905. 
2. A (B) III p.905. 
3. He had "been appointed for the conquest of Qaadhar 
hut left the nearer road through Qhazni and Bangash and 
took a long route in order to look after his fiefs in 
Multan and Bhakkar. At that time he obtained leave from 
Akbar for conquering sind. 
A (B) III P. 917. 
Also see N4 en the same page. 
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Shahahuddin ahaad Khan died in Malwa. Ak&ar sent f oar 
nan as amfcassadars to the four rulers of the Deooaa - -
Sheikh, falsi the poet to ASir and Burhaapur, Khawaja 
Afltlrwiflflln to Ahmad Nagar, Mir Mohammad Amia Meshha&i 
to Bijapur and Mirza Masud to Bhankar. They ware 
followed hy the appointment of shahaada Murad known as 
Behari to the government of Malwa and his dispatch 
2 
thither with I small Qui! Khan as his Italia* When the 
Shahzada reached the vicinity of Qwallor he heard that 
Mudhkaran, a leading garnindar of the neighbourhood, was 
molesting the royal parganas, therefore, he turned in 
that direction. Mudhkaran came against him and fled to 
3 
the jungle after an engagement and died soon after. His 
son, Bam ohandra, suooeeded him, rendered submission 
4 
and waited on the Shahaada. Then the Shahaada marched 
on from that place, when Khan-i-Azam, Mirza Aziz xoka, 
heard that Daulat Khan, son of £min Khan, who had "been 
wounded In "battle and gone to junagarh, had died, he 
resolved to conquer junagarh and proceeded in that 
5 
direction. After a selge of seven months he conquered 
that fort. __________ _ 
1. Abul ifazal writes Mir xuair Instead of Mirza 
Masud. A (B) III p.909, 
2. A (B) III p.911 and 914. 
3. Mudhkaran had sent his two sons to the prince and 
asked quarter. Becoming angry for some reason the prince 
"broke his promise and attacked the fort. This "brought 
down severe censure upon hla from Akbar. A(B)III p.923. 
4. He fled away as soon as the prince Stroke his 
word and later on submitted to Aknar through Sadlq. Khan. 
A (B) III p. 923. 
5. A (B) III p.910. 
ID2 
Khan-i-Khanan in the sane year, Hirza 
subdues Bind. 
AMur BAhim, Khan-i-Khan, 
invested the fort of sehwan, 
which is situated on the "banks of the river Indus, 
for a second tiae Hirza jani, the ruler of sind, along 
with zamlnflara of that plaoe and many *ghurabs* ("boats) 
and artillery turned towards him. Beaching within 
seven kos he sent ahead one hundred *ghurabs* and two 
hundred boats full of archers and musketeers, in spite 
of the fact that Hirza AMur Bahim did not have more 
than twenty five 'ghurabs* he offered resistance, right-
ing for a day and night he captured seven * ghurabs* 
of the enemy and about two hundred man were killed. The 
Z 
rest fled away and went to Hirza jani,the ruler of Slnd. 
in the month of Moharram,one thousand A«H. Hirza Jani 
oame to the banks of the Indus and encamped at a plaoe 
surrounded by water and mire. Hirza ibdur Bahim oame 
near and beseiged him. ?or two months fighting took 
plaoe daily and men were killed on both the sides. During 
these days, the people of slnd blocked the supply of 
corn to the oamp of the Khan-i-Khanan so Star, much so that 
4 
a life became oheaper than a piece of bread, (yew verses) 
1. A (B) III p. 918. 
2. A (B) III p.919,920. 
3. A (B) III p. 925. 
4. A (B) III p.923. 
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In these circumstances, the Khan-i-Khanan leaving some 
men to carry on the seige departed from there and pro-
1 
ceeded towards Thatta. Mirza Jani , the ru ler of sind, 
considering the men of sehwan to he small in number, 
attacked them. Mirza AMur Bahim, the Khan-i-Khanan, 
coming to know of th is sent Daulat Khan Lodi, his aipah 
sa lar , with other leading amirs to aid those men. oover-
4 
Ing eighty kos i n two days he oame to sehwan. Mirza jani 
thinking that army to he weary and t i red from the march 
gate hat t i e on the next day with five thousand sowars. 
Although Daulat Khan Lodi did not have more than two 
5 
thousand sowars, he fought and defeated Mirza j an i . 
Encamping in the town of Alwar hy the side of the r iver 
Mirza jan i constructed for t i f icat ions around himself. 
Mirza Ahdur Bahim Khan-i-Khanan coming from one side and 
th i s army from the other hemmed him i n "between themselves. 
They blocked the supply of corn and fodder so effectively 
that Mirza j an i ' a men hegan to k i l l and eat horses and 
7 
camels. Mirza Jani became helpless and sought peace. 
1. A (B) I I I p.929. 
2. A (B) I I I p.930. 
3. A (B) I I I p . 930. 
4. A (B) I I I P.930. 
5. A (B) I I I 9.930-931. 
6. it is Ainpur in Akbarnama, hut in the note Mr. 
Severldge points out that perhaps the place is the ATpur 
of Ain (J) II p.34i. 
*?. A (B) III p.938-940. 
U4 
He gave his daughter in Marriage to Mlrza iraj, the 
1 
eldest son of Mlrza Abdur Bahia, Khan-i-Khanan and 
agreed to go to the court after the rainy season was 
2 
over. 
Rebellion of Daring this time, syed 
T&dgar Mlrza: 
3 i n d. Tusuf Khan Meshhedl leaving 
his younger "brother Mlrza 
Yadgar in Kashmir returned to the court according to 
royal orders. Mlrza Yadgar aarrying the daughter of 
a leading amir of Kashmir raised the standard of opposl-
3 
tion with the help of the people of Kashmir. He had the 
Khutfba recited in his name and strove to assemble an 
army and equip i t . Qazl Ali,Mir-i-Dlwan of Kashmir, 
and Hasan Beg Badakhshi, who were the Tahsildars and 
4 
tributaries of Kashmir, fought with Yadgar Mlrza. oazl 
5 
All was killed and Hasan Beg went out of Kashmir, AS 
Mlrza Yadgar was "bald, when Akbar heard this news he 
recited this verse: 
Alas, alas: how have the cyrus-cap and Shah's tiara, 
Become the portion of a "bald, man? 6. 
1. A (B) III p.940. 
2. A (B) III p.940. 
3. A (B) III p.945. 
4. A (B) in p. 945. 
5. A (B) III P.946. 
6. Adopted from A^barnaaa English translation by 
-g**«idge. 
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Thereat, he nominated to that side, Sheikh ?areed Bakhshj 
1 
a shelkhzada of Delhi, along with some of the amirs. 
Mirza Yadgar oame to faoe them with a large foroe and. 
encamped (nearby) • when part of the night had passed 
suddenly the fortunate star of Akbar did its work; 
Sadiq. Beg and Ibrahim Khan Koka who were old servants 
of syed Yusuf Khan Meahhadi became angry with Mirza Yadgj 
on the distribution of monthly salary and mansabs and 
Z 
feU upon him. Mirza Yadgar hearing this tumult went 
out of his camp and coming to the wilderness lay in 
3 
hiding behind a stone. At the break of dawn Sadiq. Beg 
and Ibrahim Khan captured him and cutting off his head 
4 
sent it to Sheikh Parsed of Delhi. For a second time 
Kashmir came into the possession of the nobles of the 
5 
* victorious government'. Afterwards the king went to 
6 
Tisit Kashmir again. Bnjoying the sights of that place 
1 
for forty days he Tisited the reservoir of zeen Lanka, 
8 
and buildings of sultan zainul-Abidean and watched the 
1. A (B) H I p.947. 
2. Abul Fazal does not mention any quarrel. 
A (B) I I I p.953. 
3 . I t i s brushwood in Akbarnama, but icr.Bereridge 
says that i t i s given as a stone in iqbalnaaa. 
A (B) i n p . 953. 
4 . A (B) I I I p . 953. 
" 5. A (B) I H P.955. 
6. A (B) I I I p.955. 
7. probably the wular lake in Kashmir.A(B) I I I p. 96 
8. A (B) i n p.960. 
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fall of snow. Thereafter, entrusting the government of 
2 
that place to Syed Yusuf Khan Heshhadl he started toward 
3 
BOhtas and the punjaD. At that time Mirza AMur Bahim, 
Knan-i-Khanan, and Mirza jani, the ruler of Sind, came 
from Thatta in the year one thousand and one and waited 
on His Majesty. Mirza Jani, the ruler of sind, was 
seh-
enlisted amongst the aim hazari amirs and the territory 
of sind passed into the possession of the royal servants 
Man Singh cap- In this year, Khan-i-Aaam 
tures orisaa: 
Murad transfer- Mirza Aziz Koka marohed against 
red to oujrat. 5 
Khankar, a leading anminftar of 
(jujrat, who had given refuge to Muzaffar Shah oujrati 
and was living in pride and arroganoe. He oaptured 
6 
Muzaffar shah aojrati "by diplomacy and proceeded towards 
Ahmadapad. During the Journey Muzaffar shah slipped awa; 
7 
to a side on the pretext of performing ablutions, and 
i. A (B) III p.961. 
2. Akoar made Kashmir into crown-land and entrusted 
it to Khawaja Shamsuddin. A (B) III p.959. 
3. A (B) III p. 961. 
4. A (B) III p. 971,972. 
5. Sivabad Hail , the ruler of the country Halar. 
A (B) I I I p.962. 
6. The ru le r of outoh delivered Muzaffar to the 
Khan-i-Azam on the promise of the l a t t e r to give him the 
town of Murll which had belonged to his ancestors. 
A 'B) I I I p.964. 
7. According to Abul Fazal, he retired on the pre-
text of taking repose. A (B) III p.964. 
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committed suicide with a razor which he always carried 
1 
with him for this day. Khan-i-Azam, Mirza Azia Koka, 
2 
sent his head to the court and went to Huaadabad. In 
this year Baja Man Singh, son of Baja Bhagwan Das, 
fought with and overcame the sons and "brothers of Qutali 
afghans and taking the territory of orissa which is a 
3 
dependency of Bengal from their possession, he sent to 
the court one hundred and twenty elephants which also 
4 
he had captured from the Afghans, AS the king had not 
seen Khan-i-Azam, Mirza Aziz Koka, for ten years, he 
summoned him to the court. Rhan-i-Azam Hrza Aziz KOka 
who always had an intention of going An pilgrimage to 
the holy places, took "boat for Hedjaz with his sons, 
5 
family and treasures, $hen Akbar heard this news, he 
transferred Shahzada Murad known as Bihari from Malwa 
6 
to the government of sujrat and appointed sadlq. Mohammad 
7 
Khan as his vakil, shah Rukh Mirza was given the 
1. A (B) in P.964. 
2. The head was taken to the court l>y jrlzamuddin 
Ahmad. A (1) III p. 965. 
5. A (B) III p.934-937. 
4. A (B) III p.985. 
5. He thought that Akbar disliked him and regarded 
the signs of favour as censure, (A (B) III p.979. 
6. A (B) H I p.932. 
7. Ismail Quli Khan who had been previously appoint 
ed to the post did not to well. So he was recalled and 
replaced hy Sadiqi Mohammad Khan. A (B) III p. 985. 
108 
1 
government of Malwa, and sinrtflnf shahbaz Khan Kambu 
who had "been imprisoned for three years was released aM 
appointed his vaid.1. AS 'before th i s ja la lah the son of 
p i r Rosnaniye who had fled from the h i l l 3 of Khyber 
and gone to Abdullah Khan irzbeg returned a t this t ine 
and cooing to the Khyber had blooksed the road between 
India and Kabul; KLrza jafar Kazwlni who had "been d is -
tinguished "by the t i t l e of Aaaf Khan in the previous 
year, was appointed to suppress him. H@ fought and 
defeated him. The f a s i l i e s of the said ja la lah and his 
"brother ¥ahid Ali were captured along with their re la-
t ions and supporters, nearly four hundred persons in a l l 
and Drought to the court. 
Acquisition i s the ambassadors who had 
of Qandhar. 
gone to the Decoan, returned 
and "brought the news of the 
refusal of the Icings of that region to submit (to his 
authori ty) , the king decided upon the conquest of the 
Deooan. He appointed Shahzada Daniyal for the subjuga-
t ion of the Deccan in Monarram, one thousand and two* 
After tha t , when the Shahzada l e f t Lahore and reached 
sultaajur His Majesty changed his mind, summoned "back 
1. Ah out t h i s time A&bar also gave him one of his 
daughters in marriage, A (B) H I p . 990-991. 
2. A (B) I I I p . 991. 
3 . A (B) I I I p.994. 
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the shahzada, and Mirza AMur Bahlm, Khan-i-Khanan, 
along with the army that along with the Shahzada had 
"been sent for the peooan. During th i s year, Mirza 
Bustum, the son of sultan Husain Mirza, the son of 
Behram Mirza, the son of shah iamail Safvi, who held 
the government of qandhar, oame to the oourt owing to 
opposition of his "brother and the dominance of the 
2 
Tjzbegs and handed over the for t of Qandhar. He was 
appointed amongst the panj-hazari amirs and made the 
3 
hakim of Multan. ^ e same year, when Mirza Abdur Bahia 
Khan-i-Khanan, reached Handu, Burhan wlzam Shah Behri, 
who at the time of his departure from the court had 
promised to surrender the t e r r i t o r i e s of Berar to Attwr, 
sent inayat Khan Shirazl as a representative to the 
Khan-i-Khanan about th i s time to offer submission. But 
he f e l l i l l soon af ter and died in one thousand and 
4 
three a.H. His son rbrahim Nizam Shah Behri succeeded 
him. He too was ki l led xfcfcfc in a ba t t l e with rbrahia 
Adil Shah. 
Khan-i-Khanan Mian Manju. Khan Jamgi, 
and Daayal in 
the ieccan. who was his peshwa, proclaimed 
a "boy named Ahmad as king, 
gxving him out to "be from the Kizam Shahia family. The 
1. As the progress of the shahzada was slow and no' 
up to the expectations of Akbar, he called him "back. 
A (B) I I I p.996. 
2. A (B) I I I p.993. 
3. A (B) I I I p . 993. 
4. Abul Fazal mentions a rumour that his s i s t e r 
Ohand BiDi poisoned him. A (S) I I I P. 1025. 
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amirs ref used him allegiance and prepared to revolt. 
Lacking the means to withstand them, Mian Manju shat 
himself up in the fort of Ahmadnagar and sent some men 
to Ahmadahad rjajrat with this message to the shahaadaj 
"Ohaos and anarchy are rampant in these territories. 
If Tour Royal Highness hurries to this side, I will 
surrender the fort." AS the Sh&haada had also received 
a firman at that time for the conquest of the Deccan 
he speedily proceeded towards Ahmadnagar with eight 
thousand sowars. Mirza AMur mhim Khani-Khanan who 
neard this news at Mandu, was also waiting for an oppor-
tunity and with the army of shah Ruich Mixza and shahbaz 
Khan Kanaka, Baja jagan Hath, the uncle of Baja Man Singh, 
Baja Durga, Baja Bam ohand and other amirs, he marched 
1 
towards Deccan with great expedition, Through diplomacy 
he also took along with him Baja Ali Khan, the ruler of 
2 
Khandesh, with five or six thousand sowars, and joined 
3 
the shahzada outside the fort of Kolnah, which is on the 
frontier of Deccan. By oontinuous marches they proceeded 
to Ahmadnagar. Mian Manju who had in the meanwhile, 
1. After collecting his money the Khan-i-Khana spent 
some time in Bhilsa which was his fief. The prince was 
angry at this delay and wrote him an indignant letter. 
A (B) I I I p.1045. 
2. The Khan-i-Khanan made the excuse that as the 
ru le r of Khandesh was of a vasoi l lat ing mind he was pre-
vail ing upon him to join the royal forces for the march 
to Deccan. A (B) I I I p . 1045-1046. 
3 . The for t ress of Gander according to Abul fasa l . 
A (B) I I I p.1046. 
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supreesed the revolt of the anirs and stabilised his 
position, regretted having invited the snahzada and 
handed over the fort along with its stores and 
provisions to ohand Bibi the daughter of Husain 
Hizam shah Behri. HO left reliable soldiers with 
her and want towards the Adilshahia frontier along 
1 
with Ahmad and the artillery. 
Siege of Ahmadnagar: The shahzada and Miraa 
Ohand Blbi:i.oq.uisition 
of Berar. Ibrahim has been described 
in detail in the account 
of the Decoan, reached Ahmadnagar in one thousand 
and four A«H»» oeseiged the fort and "busied themselves 
2 
in digging trenches and constructing sarkobs. Ohand 
3 
Bibi "bravely stood sufcxia up to resist them and asked 
for help from Adil Shah and qutab Shah, when after 
three months five mines had reached under the fortifi-
cations and were fully completed, the men inside the 
fort came to know of this and countermined two of 
4 
them from the inner side. They took out the powder 
from them and then turned towards the others. The 
Shahzada and sadiq. Khan, without informing Mirza 
1. A(B) III, P. 1046. 
2. 1(B) III, P. 1046. 
3. A(B) III, P. 1046. 
4. Abul Fazal does not give the specific number of 
mines. A(B) III, p.1048. 
5. A(B) lilt P. 1048. 
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Abdur nahlm Khaa-l-KhaBaa armed and got ready at tint 
time of toe juma (Friday) prayers on the 1st of Bajab 
of the said year and went near the fort with a view 
to take oredlt for the victory themselves and set fire 
to the mines. Thereat three of the mines which con-
tained powder exploded and about fifty yeards of the 
1 
wall flew into the air creating a wide breach, AS they 
waited for the explosion of the other two mines, which, 
they did not .know, had been emptied of powder they did 
2 
not order the soldiers to enter the fort. Qhand Bibi 
got an opportunity, jut on a Tell and came near the 
"breach, she ordered cannon, pieces of artillery and a 
3 
large number of stones to he fixed in the opening. 
Although the Mughal soldiers attacked many times they 
could not enter the fort and returned to their camp 
4 
at night without attaining their object. Qhand Bibl 
kept standing all the night and engaged the young 
and the old, the men and the women in the fort in 
closing the breach. By the dawn of morning the wall 
of 
was raised nearly to the heights/three yards with 
atones, mud and bodies of the dead (after whioh) she 
1. According to j^pvl razal thirty yards of the wal 
blew up. A(B) III, P. 1048. 
2. The soldiers, points out jfcul Fazal, were 
apprehensive of the repetition of the ohltor incident. 
X$ A(B) III P- 1046. 
3. A(B) III. P. 1048. 
4. A(3) III. P. 1048. 
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again continued the r e s i s t a n c e , in the meanwhile, i t i 
rumoured tha t J ah i l Khan, the Khawaja Sara, was maronin 
towards Ahmadnagar a t the head of any army of M i l Shah 
and the men of Nizam Shah, and out Lib shah, numbering 
1 
about -seventy thousand sowars. A3 the provisions also 
hau. oeooffly scarce i n the oaap and the horses had "Decent 
we&^ c auci feeo la , Mirza Abdur Bahim, iJian-i-Khanan, saw 
2 
the a d v i s a b i l i t y of peace. Moreover', onan Bi*bi a l so 
had become t i r e d of the s t r a i n due t o the seige and 
accepted the peace, i t was arranged that* "As Burnan 
TTizam Shah Bohri had presented the t e r r i t o r y of Berar 
t o iihs king, i t s h a l l remain with the shahzada." Ahoaa 
Fagar along wi th i t s dependencies was to "be l e f t with 
Bahadur Hizam Bhah, a grand-son of Burhan Nizam shah 
3 
Behri«* Thus promises l i k e t h i s being laade "before th« 
Shahzada and KLrza A^dur Bahim departed, and went to 
4 5 
Berar . Hear Balapur they founded a c i t y named Shahpur 
and took up t h e i r res idence t n e r e . 
1. ^rooaoly t h i s i s what Abul Fazal means "by sayifij 
t h a t the men accepted tne peace hy l i s t en ing to i d l e 
t a l e s , A (B) I I I P.1048. 
2 . A (B) I I I P.1048. 
3 . A (B) I H P. 1048. 
4. s i t ua t ed i n the subah of s e r a r according to ADO; 
Faza l , i t l i e s near two streams alx>ut the "borders of 
which e re found various Kinds of prettft stones which an 
cut and Kept as cu r . i o s i t i e s . s i x kos d is tance was the 
headquarters of prince su l t an Murad yrfhich grew in to a 
f i ne c i t y under the name of Shahpur. 
Aln (J) I I p .229. 
5 . j t was founded a t a d i s tance of s ix kos f roa 
Balapur . A (B) I I I p . 1052. 
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The battle of in those days the Shahzada 
sonepatj 
Defeat of arranged a oanquet and festivi-
Sahil Khan. 
ties and married the daughter 
of Bahadur Khan iar*ii. He 
distributed the parganas of Berar amongst th© amirs. 
At that time Shahhaz Khan Kamfcu a leading amir "became 
1 
angry with the Shahzada and went to Malwa without leave. 
Chanel Bi"bi made Bahadur Nizam Shah, son of Burhan Nizaa 
Shah Behri, the hakim of Ahmadanagar and for the second 
time the sardars placed in the hands of Ahhang Khan, the 
Abyssinian, the reins of authority and he acquired 
expensive powers. Although ohand Blhi did not agree 
he aslced for help from 4dil Shah and qutub snah and with 
nearly fifty thousand sowars, he determined to fight the 
2 
Mughal amirs and proceeded towards Berar. Mirza -^ M^ur 
Bahim Hhaa, the Kkan-i-Khanan, leaving the Shahzada 
and sadiq. Mohammad Khan at shahpur, went in parson along 
with shah Bukh Mirza, Baja Khan Faruo,i, the halcia of 
Burhanpur and others and nearly twenty thousand sowars 
3 4 
met the Peooanis on the "banKs of the river Ganges near 
1. A (B) III p. 1060. 
2. A (B) III p. 1070. 
3. A (B) IH p.1070. 
4. Godaveri - A (B) III p.1070. 
It is th© prinoipal river of Berar variously 
called as Gang oautmi or* Godaveri. AS the Ganges is con-
nected with the worship of Mahadeo so is this river with 
Bish Gautama. It is held in great sanctity, it rises fro 
the Trimbak (Nasik district) and passing through the 
country of &hmadnagar enters Berar and flows into 
Telinganah. Aln (Bl) I p.228. 
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3onep&t. He halted a t that place for a few days and 
studied the ways and the customs of the men of the 
j3t.cuan. He arranged his armies and crossed the Ganges 
which was knee-deep. On the X seventeenth of jamadiua 
3ani» ten hundred and five A*H. Sahil Khan an officer 
of the Adil Shahia tcr&y came to face him with many 
soldiers . He appointed the amirs of Nizam Shah to com 
raancl the r ight of his army and that of qtittib Shah the 
l e f t and hastened to the ba t t le - f ie ld with excessive 
pride, ra is ing the cry of "Hal man mazid"(Are there 
2 
any moru?j. Mir^a AMur Kahim, Khan-i-Khanan faced 
him at f i r s t , hut changing his mind afterwards he 
l e f t Baja Ali quli Kiian i'aruqi during the ba t t l e and 
sent Baja Ram ohand and other Rajput amirs against hia 
1. A (B) I I I P.1070. 
2•"One "Day we will 
Ask Hell, "Art thou 
pilled to the full?" 
It will say, "Are there 
Any More (to come)?* — quran - sura L, See.i 
f'tr.A.S.A), p.1415. 
As the capacity of good is unlimited, so is the 
capacity of xx Evil- unlimited. Hell is personified an 
asked, "Art thou sated to the full?" it replies, "if 
there are more to come, let them come." it is not 
satisfied, quran (m.Tr.A.Yusuf Ali) p. 1415, H4967. 
There is also a saying of the prphet reproduced 
"by "both I'uslim and Hokhari, in this "behalf: "but which 
has not "been mentioned "by Mr. Yusuf All. ii is to the 
effect that God has promised Hell to fill it with evil 
spirits and errant men. so in order to fulfil His pro 
mise God will ask Hell whether it is full and it will 
demand more victims. Ultimately God will place Bis 
foot in it and it will he satisfied. 
Here the reference implies the 1, satiable pride 
of the Deccan soldiers, who desired as many victims 
in oattie as possible. 
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They having dispersed, the advance guard of Sahil 
Khan f e l l upon him. He in the "beginning kil led many 
of the Khandesh men and the Rajputs with Gannon,musket 
and arrow shots; then coming out from "behind the 
cannon carts along with the "braves of the Docoan, he 
gave proof of courage and manlin s s . iiaja QUli Khan 
and T a^ja Ram ohand were Id. led along with three thousa 
men and in tha evening when not mora than two gharis 
of the day were l e f t , no one remained to oppose sahil 
Khan. "Believing that he had defeated Mir2a Ab&ur 
Rahim Khau-i-Khanan, he proceeded ahead, AS Mlrza 
A'bdur xxfcmi iiahim had no knowledge of the death of 
•Raja AliQuli Khan and others, he too moved forward 
towards the enemy. The Deccanis reached the camp of 
the Mughals, who having loaded (their "belongings) 
were standing in order, and started plundering them. 
After taking the "booty as they were confident of their 
victory, they hurried to their frontier in order to 
secure their loo t , sahi l Khan encamped at the place 
he had arrived a t with a few men. \s there were no 
torches no one had any knowledge of each other, and 
stuck to thei r places in tha dark. Mirza AMur Bahia 
Khan-i-Khauan who also had driven away the enemy from 
h is front, reached the place where the oannon-oarta 
and the ammunition of sahi l Khan were stationed and 
halted in the dark. Many of the Mughals who thought 
that they had he en defeated, had run away and did. not 
rein*in t i l l they reached Shahpur. in the meanwhile, 
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a few lamps were "brought to Bahil Khan and there 
was l ight , whan Mlrza AMur Bahim zhan on inquiry ca* 
to know that i t was Sahil Khan, ha ordered that soaa 
of the oannon and pieces of a r t i l l e r y that had "been 
captured from the Daocanla and which were loaded and 
ready, should T)e turned and f i red a t them. The shots 
f e l l among3t them and croated disturbance, AS Sahil 
Khan came to know that the enemy was in the f ie ld, he 
put out the l ights and shifted his position. He sent 
men a l l around him and collected soma of his dispersed 
soldiers* Mir^a At>dur nanim also "beooming acaoainted 
with tho exictanco of the eneiJiy "beat tho 'royal drum' 
and Die*? the trumpet. The royal armies that were 
present in that f ie ld started coming in groups to the 
Khan-i-Khanan on hearing the drums, :svery time a sax-
dar or some soldiers joined him, they "blew the trumpet 
with the deepest tone, and a l i e d out Allah, Allah. 
Like t h i s , on that night the trumpet was sounded 
eleven times, sah i l Khan also dispatched men in everj 
direction that night, and collected as many of the 
Deccan troops as he could, when morninj unfurled th t 
f lag of oravery, ana the sun showed i t s face with a 
sword and spear, Sahil Khan with ten or twelve thousan 
sowars turned towaids ij&rza Abdur Rahim Khan-i-Khajaaa. 
In spi te of the faot that he did not have more than 
three or four thousand sowars, ihe Knan-i-Khanan put t i 
hi3 t rus t in QOQ. undertook to confront the enamy. Afta 
a f ierce batt le Sahil Khan, received some wounds and 
f e l l down from h i s horse. His old servants, crowded 
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around him and placed him on the horse again. They 
(supported him "by) holding Doth his arms and carried 
him from the "battlefield. Miraa AMUT Bahim Khan-i-
Khanan who had the reputation of winning every ba t t l e , 
was overjoyed at th is heavenly (granted) victory and 
returned to "hahpur after a few days. 
The Khan-i-Khanan Then Akbar heard 
recal led: Death of 
M u r a d. of the death of Abdullah 
Khan uzoeg, he returned 
2 
from Lahore to Agra with an easy mind. Overjo./ed on 
hearing of th i s victory, he sent a horse and rofces of 
honour for idrza Aodur Bahim xhan-i-Khanan. But after 
some time, as the relat ions of Shahzada Murad with i i irn 
A"bdur Hahim Khaii-i-Khanan "became strained owing to the 
treachery of Sadiq. Mohammad Khan, Akbar sent Syed Yusuf 
Khan Meahhedi and Sheikh A"bul Paaal to the shahzada 
and summoned Mirza Abdur Bahim to the court in the year 
ten hundred and s ix . on account of the machinactions 
and complaints of h is enemies he remained in disgrace 
for some time. After the return of the llhan-i-Khanan 
Syed xusof Khan leshhadi and Sheikh £o\XL l a sal captured 
in a ahort time the for t s of Taraalah, ivawail and Karhla 
1. ATaul laza l i s not expl ic i t ahout the detai ls of 
the "battle and s l ight ly differs from fer lshta in the 
outl ine, A (B) I I I p . 1070-1072. 
2. A"bul Fazal suggests that AMullah Khan probafcly 
died of poisoning. A (B) I I I p . 1099. 
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which are si tuated in the t e r r i to ry of Berar and inform* 
the king of t he i r services, ultimately, aftout the same 
time, the shahzada "being overtaken "by a fa ta l malady 
proceeded to the conquest of the other world (died) 
1 
in shawal ten hundred and seven. At f i r s t , he was "burled 
2 
in the c i t y of shahpur, oat l a t e r on they carried him 
to Delhi and laid him to r e s t "by the side of his grand 
father Nasiruddin Mohammad Humayun Badjahah. This hemi-
s t ich i s the chronogram of his death: 
"Az gulshan-i-iqhal nlhsle shudah gum." 
(A sapling withered away from the garden of 
auspiciousness). 
Akbar marches Akbar was plunged Into 
towards the 
Deccan —Jail lamentation and grief at the 
of Asir and 
Ahmadnagar. death of the Shahzada and pat 
in more effort for the conquest 
3 
of the Deccan. AS tne amirs of Nizam Shah gathered 
strength, they defeated Bher Khawaja the Jagirdar of the 
4 
pargana of Bir, and "beseiged uir. syed yusuf Khan 
1. owing to failure in AhmadaDad and the death of 
his son "Rustum, Shahzada ifurad indulged in excesslre 
drinking which hrought on epilepsy, A little later he 
contracted fever and developed abdominal pains. Ultimate! 
he was seized with violent fits near Dihari on the "banks 
of the puma, twenty kos from Daulatahad and died in an 
unconscious state, A (B) III p.1125,1126. 
2. A (B) III p.1129. 
3. A (B) III p.1132. 
4. A (B) H I p. 1136. 
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Meshhadi arid Sheikh Abul Jazal could not accomplish 
the i r task. The king became indulgent towards Mirza 
AMur "Rahim Khah-i-Ehanan and married his daughter janai 
Begum to shahzada Danyal and dispatched "both ox them 
together for the completion of the conquest of the 
1 
Klzam Shahia t e r r i t o r i e s . He also followed them up 
personally about the middle of the year tan hundred and 
eight and le f t the protection of the conquered t e r r i t o -
r i e s to the• Shahzada of the mankind.' sultan Mohammad 
Sleem. Shahzada Danyal ana me chan-i-Khanan coming to 
the Beccaii found that Bahadur Khan, son of -Raja All 
Khan "Faruqi was not as submissive as his father had 
"been. They came to the fort of Asir on the banks of 
the &anga Godaveri r iver near Monki - patan, halted and 
3 
"busied themselves in reassuring him. in the meantime, 
Akbar reached Mandu and sent word to the shahzada and 
Mirzc AMur Bahim Khan-i-Khaaan that they should proceed 
to Ahmadnagar and capture the for t whilst he himself 
4 
would punish Bahadur Khan Faruqi. The Shahzada and 
Mirza AMur Hahim Khan-i-Khanan turned towards ihffladnagi 
1. A (3) III p. 1140. 
2. About this time Blaem had fallen out of grace 
out the matters were patched up by the intervention of 
Maryam wakani and. Akbar was reconciled towards Jala. 
A (B) I I I p.1140. 
3 . Bahadur Khan did not come down to meet the prime 
when he came to nurhanpur una the prince conceived the 
design of punishing him. A (3) I I I p. 1144-1145. 
4. Akbar gave an opportunity to Bahadur- for mending 
his a t t i t ude . Tjut as he aid not recant Aair was beseige< 
A (B) I I I P.1146. 
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with nearly thirty thousand sowars. Ahhang Kiian,the 
Abyssinian, and other amirs who were men of power and 
1 
territories, fled away without fighting. The royal 
soldiers ami«xi«t&* laid seige. Akhar first of all 
advised Bahadur Khan Faruqi to render submission and 
ohedience, "but when he saw that it had no effect he 
oaxae to Burhanpur from ^ andu and employed the amirs of 
the court for the oonauest of Asir. After that as the 
duration of the seige lengthened, the men inside the 
fort began to die of stench caused "by congestion. 
Although Bahadur Khan Faruqi had ample stores, an 
impregnaDie fort and a strongly equipped garrison, he 
3 
gave way to fear and t»eoame distracted. By excellent 
management, Khawaja A"bul Hasan Tirmzl who was the KLr-l 
Diwan of Shahzada Danyal captured t e fort of Ahmadnaga; 
in the beginning of tan hundred and nine as shall "be 
4 
described in detail later on. Any way, Bahadur Khan 
"became more and more anxious, sought for peace and made 
over the unrivalled fort of isir to the royal agents, 
in the afore-mentioned year. ahe riches, "buried treasure 
1. dissension "broke out amongst the ranks of the 
Deoean soldiers and Abhang Khan fled away without fight 
ing. A ^B) III p. 1157. 
2. nee note 4 previous page. 
3. k (B) III p.1152. 
4. A (B) III p.1107-1159. 
5. A (B) III p.1166 & 1168. 
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arms and c o s t l y wares, the ca lcu la t ion of the price oi 
which i s "beyond the power of ' t h e pen of feeble tongua 
came i n t o the p o s s e s i o n of the servants of the 
1 
august king. According to the royal orders , the 
Shahzada and Miraa AMur Tiahim Khan-i-Khanan came to 
Burhanpur and pr a/anted the spo i l s of Ahm&dnagar "bafor 
His Majesty. 
T>eath of Danyal: Ihen rbrahim Adil shah 
and Alcbar. 
accepted the offer and sought 
2 
for peace, Akbar agreed to 
i t and de 'landed the hand of h is daughter -amed Begua 
Sultan for shahzada Danyal. Mir jamaluddin Anjou one 
of the leading amirs was sent to Bijapur to "brins the 
.5 
•bride and the p re sen t s . Conferring A,sir, Burhanpur, 
4 
Ahmadnagar and "Berar upon the Shahzada, (Akbar) 
appointed Mirza A"bdur Rahira Khan-i-Khanan as b i s i taH 
and himself s t a r t e d on h is r e tu rn t o the c a p i t a l of 
Agra, v i c to r ious and triumphant. He reached h i s desti 
na t ion in the beginning of t en hundred and t en and 
forwarded dispatches of v i c t o r y to a l l s ides , m ten 
hundred and eleven Sheikh Abul Faaal proceeded to the 
court according to a firman summoning him. in the 
neighbourhood of Haraur some of the Rajputs of uroha 
coveting riis_treasur£S ijntjarj^pjbed him, fought with 
hira and having k i l l e d him car r ied away h i s "belongings* 
1. A (B) III P. 1170. 
2. A (B) III P. 1171 • 
3. A (B) III p. 1176. 
4. A (B) III p.1175. 
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in the month of Safer, ten hundred and fourteen, Mir 
jamaluddin Anjou, who had gone to "nijapur, returned 
with the "bride, the presents and the ambassador of 
1 
Ibrahim A&il 3hah. on the "banks of the Ganga GodaverJ 
r iver near uonkl - patan with feasts and celebrations 
he made over the "bride to shahzada Danyal and came to 
Agra, presents which t i l l than had not "been "brought 
th i ther from -&L the Deccan were presented "before the 
king. In the oe^innine of the month of zil-Haj of the 
ai'ore-mentioned year, Shahzada Danyal f e l l i l l in the 
c i ty of "Burhanpur owing to excessive drinking and 
passed away to the eternal world. Akbar on account of 
the death of "both these sons resigned himself to 
grief and mourning, uvery day he became weaker aral 
weaker so that on .Wednesday the thir teenth of jamaalul 
awal, ten hundred and fourteen he died. The duration 
of the reign of that Majestic king was f i f ty one years 
and a few months. "Eternity i s for the Aliaighty alone 
iaut-i-Akhar Shah (death of king Akbar) gives the date 
of that emperor»s death. 
Akbar though not able to read and write , composed 
verses occasionally. Tie had a thorough knowledge of 
his tory. He knev/ well the legends of India. The 
history of am A*air Hamaah which consists of three 
hundred and sixty s tor ies and which the scholars of 
1. Ferishta accompanied the "bride. 
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the oourt had converted i n t o pleasant verse and prose 
wi th I l l u s t r a t i o n s , was h i s innovation, on the high 
ways a f t e r every f ive kos two swift horses and soot 
1 
*mewrahs• were posted. This arrangement i s oalled a 
Dak oaowki, so t h a t when the important finnans and 
p e t i t i o n s of the amirs (posted) on the f ron t i e r s 
reached there the •mewrshs' riding; the horse took i t 
to the next ohowki. Thus a dj stance of f i f t y kos 
could be covered in twenty-four hours, i r o n Agra t o 
^hmadabad news ar r ived in l i v e days. Every time tha t 
a person from the court w-.a appointed somewhere or ha/ 
to oome to the court from anywhere with haste he rode 
the horses of ]">ak ohowki. Four thousand mewrahs who 
were renowned for t h e i r swiftness were employed. Many 
times i t so happened that a mewrah covered a d is tance 
of seven hundred £os on foot La ten days and reached 
h i s de s t i na t i on . The number oC R o a r ' s elephant thou 
not exceeding s ix thousand w^s never l e s s than f ive 
thousand. I t i s agreed tha t no king i n Delhi has had 
so many elephant3. The resi> of h i s property was as 
fo l lows ' nisix a l a i ten crore of rupees; a thousand 
crores or roya l rub ies which i-he king had se t aside 
with h i s o-ygn hands; ten pucca inaimds of uncoined gold 
1. The mewrahs of Fewat arid are famous as runner 
They br ing from grea t d i s tances with zeal anything th 
nay be requi red . They are exce l len t spies and w i l l 
perform th© most i n t r i c a t e d u t i e s . There are one 
thousand of them ready to cprry out orders . 
Aln (Bl) I p .252. 
i n a foot -note on the same page Kr. BlooJtaaaa 
po in t s out t h a t they a re oa l l ed "piyadah-i-khidmatlya 
i n Tauzak-i - jahangir i and adds tha t the mewrahs were 
ch ie f ly postmen. 
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seventy pucoa maunds of uncoined silver and sixty puoca 
maunds of "black coins. Five thousand orores of tankas, 
twelve thousand horses in the stables arid six thousand. 
elephants of the "khasa"; five thousand deer and a"bout 
one thousand panthers, it is said that Akbar tried nla 
utmost that the number or the panthers should reach on* 
thousand "but that was unattainable because when their 
number exceeded nine hundred death overtook then and tin 
number did not ooiae up to one thousand. As the details 
of the "belongings <i-hat Akhar) left were seen on a page 
they have "been reproduced. They should he verified. 
The following quatrain gives the date of the death of 
His Majestyi-
jalaluddin Mohammad shah ,\kbar, 
Laft this world for the world eternal. 
Hizwan,surprised, egq.uired aoout fexos him, 
A voice answered, *Yak 3Lll-i-Ilahi"« 
fA shadow of cod). 
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APPENDIX I . 
i ryry 
THE PJ3IGS OP SHEJ; SHAH SURI X ' ' 
Sher Shah's name was Farid, his fa ther ' s name 
was Hasan and he was from the family of "Rooh" Afghans. 
When Sultan Bahlol Lodhi ascended the throne, the father 
Origin of o f H s s a n S u r i » I t a ' 8 l l l B *y na*ae» Game 
the Suris .
 t 0 D e l h i w i t n t Q e d e 3 i r e Q f Q n t e r t n g 
service. By Rooh i s signified the 
t e r r io ty peopled by the Afghans. I t s description has been 
given in tne introduction to t h i s book. I t i s a h i l ly 
t r ac t extending in length from Sawad Bajaur to the 
town of Suiey a dependency of Bhakarf and in breadth 
from Hasan Abdaal to Kabul. There are many t r ibes 
of Afghans in t h i s land and the t r ibe of Sur i s 
one of the*. They considered themselves to be the 
descendants of the Sultans of Qhaur. They claim that 
a member of that family bearing the name of Mohammad Suri 
l e f t h is home in days past and came to the Afghans of 
Booh. When an Afghan r a i s of the frontier was sat isf ied 
about the correctness of his geneology he gas h is 
daughter to Mohammad Suri and made him his son-in-law 
inspi te of t he i r custom of not giving the i r daughters 
to outsiders. His descendants having increased they 
came to be knom as Suri Afghans. According to 
t h i s statement, the Suris would be the premier Afghan 
t r i b e . Ei short, in the reign of Sultan Bahlol, 
Ibrahim - the father of Hasan Suri, desiring service, 
migrated from His t r i b e . He entered the service of one of 
the amirs of Sultan Bahlol, passed some time in Hissar 
Ferozah, and some days in the pargana of Narnaul. w g g l o l 
*»85"» 
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Bahlol was succeeded by his son Sultan Sikandar, Jamal Kha 
an amir of king Sikander lodi became the hakim of Jauajrar, 
Jaaal Khan favoured Hasan Suri son of Ibrahim Suri, who wai 
an old servant of M s , by giving his the jagir of Sehram-
pur and Ihawaspur Tanda the dependencies of Rohtas and mad< 
him a commander of five hundred sowars. 
Hasan had eight sons: the mother of Farid and lizam wi 
of Afghan birth, while the rest of the sons ieere from 
slave girls* As Hasan 
Sher Shah's early life; 
Governs his father's had no particular 
** * affection for farid*s 
mother and did not care for Farid in comparison with his 
other sons, Farid disappointed in the service of his 
father, went to serve Jamal Khan, Hasan wrote to Jamal 
Khan, "Pacify my son and send him to me, I wish him t© 
study something and learn correct manners," Inspite of 
Jamal Khan's insistence Farid refused to return to his 
father, "Because in Jaunpur there are more scholars than 
in Sehsarsm I will stay and study at this place", he said. 
He stayed there for a long time and prosecuted his studies. 
He read Oolistaan, Bostaan and Dikander lama which the 
Indians used to study at that time, along with M i a and 
its commentary (Hashla) and other learned books. He also 
acquired some knowledge of prose, poetry and history, Aftei 
two or three years when Hasan came to Jaunpur, his relatioi 
intervened, brought Farid to his father and removed their 
differences, Hasan made his son the Darogha of his Jagir 
and sent him there, Farid at the time of parting 
represented to his fathert "The affairs of the world and 
in particular those of administration depend upon justice. 
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If you send me to the Jagir I will not transgress (the 
limits of) enquity. Most of your employees are your 
relations and friends. Whoever exceeds the limit of 
justice I will not show respect for him** After making 
such declarations he went to the Jagir. There he display* 
firmness and tact and treated his relations with justice. 
He consulted his men about punishing some disobedient and 
hostile mukkadams. They said, "The troops are with your 
father, who has been appointed to a distant place; wait ti 
he returns". Farid ordered "Prepare the strappings for t 
hundred horses". Afterwards he borrowed one horse from th 
mukkadam of every village. He summoned a number of 
professional soldiers, some of whom had (only) seen serviei 
as infantry and were living in the neighbourhood. He 
supplied them with expenses and arms and after giving them 
satisfactory promises mounted them on the borrowed horses. 
He then marched against the rebels who had considered him 
of no account and alighting near their villages he construe 
ted ramparts round his campi Every day he cut his way 
through the jungle till he reached the fort of the rebels, 
and overpowered them by constructing sarkobs. Many were 
killed or captured. These proceedings established his 
prestige in the hearts of the rebels; they became obedient 
and submissive and paid their taxes. The parganas became 
prosperous while Farid attained to a position of 
respectability, and world renown for his tsHxgK courage 
and administrative capacity. After a long time when Hasan 
returned to his Jagir and saw the prosperity of the 
parganas and Farid* s method of management he was pleased 
and 
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and praised him. 
It is said that Hasan had a slare girl, from whom he 
had two sons — Suleiman and Ahmad, Hasan was infatuated 
with the girl. The 
mother of Suleiman and 
Ahmad said to Hasan, 
"You had promised the 
Daroghaship of the parganas to my sons when they grew up. 
How that they have attained to majority the promise shoul 
be fulfilled", Hasan out of regard for Farid who was his 
eldest son and representative put off the matter, Farid 
understood the situation and withdrew his hands from the 
administration of the parganas, Hasan gaTe the Daroghashi 
of the parganas to Suleiman and Ahmad and apologised to 
farid, "Just as you hare obtained training and experience 
(in management)", he said, "I wish your brothers also to 
obtain training. You will succeed me ultimately". In 
short when the management of the parganas was assigned to 
Suleiman and Ahmad, Farid, agrieved, proceeded to Agra 
along with his brother Nizam. He established himself in 
the service of X Daulat Khan Lodhi one of the greatest 
amirs of king Ibrahim Lodhi, whom he succeeded in pleasing 
after a long period of service. One day Daulat Khan said, 
"Explain your aim and object so that it might be fulfilled 
farid replied, "My father has become old, and fallen undei 
the charmt and magic of an Indian slave girl. Owing to tb 
influence of that slave girl the entire Jagir of my father 
has fallen into disorder. The soldiers have been demorali 
and distressed. If these parganas are assigned to me 
and my brother; one of us with 500 sowars will always 
•88-
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always be in the serrice of the king, and the other will 
devote himself to the management of the soldiers and the 
raiyat and to the service of our respected father*. One 
day Daulat Khan Lodhi placed this matter before king 
Ibrahim Lodi. The king said, nthe person who complains o 
his father is a bad man*. Daulat Khan conveyed these 
words to Farid and pacified him (with the promise) that h 
would represent the matter to the king again at reasonabl 
opportunity, and obtain Farid*s desires". He increased 
farid* s daily allowance and looked after him, Farid on 
account of his charming demeanour, friendliness, charity 
and loyalty of behaviour made every one his friend, 
Daulat Khan also supported him in every matter, until his 
father died, 
Daulat Khan informed the king of Hasan*s death and 
secured his father's parganas as a Jagir for Farid and hii 
brother. Farid with the firman for the government 
of Sahsram aid 
devoted himself to 
the management of the soldiers and the/ raiyat. Suleiman 
unable to resist him, went to Mohammad Khan Sur who was 
the hakim of the pargana of Jaunpur and had 1500 sowars, 
and complained against his brother. Mohammad Khan Sur sa: 
"King Batfur is coming to India, during these days there w 
be a battle between the Mughals and King Ibrahim. If 
Ibrahim gains a victory, I will take you before him and wi 
recommend your case". Suleiman replied, "I can not waid 
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wait till then, My mother and men are helpless". 
Mohammad Khan Sur sent someone to Farid in order to make 
peace between the brothers, Farid said, RI accept (the 
claim of) Suleiman to his pxa portion and the income he ha 
during the life time of my father. Bui; I am not prepared 
to share the government with him for, 'two swords cannot 
go into one scabard, nor can two hakims remain at peace in 
one city*. But as partnership in government was their 
real object Mohammad Khan Sur consoling Suleiman said, 
"Keep your mind at ease, I will take the government from 
Farid by force and give it to you", Farid coming to know i 
this pondered over his situation, awating the result of th 
struggle between king Babur and Sultan Ibrahim Lodi. When 
he heard the news of Sultan Ibrahim's death and the victor: 
of Babur, he became afraid and took service with Bahadur 
Ehan, son of Darya Khan Lodani, who had taken possession o: 
the territories of Sir Bihar and raised the standard of 
(independent) kingship with the title of Sultan Mohammad. 
On* day Sultan Mohammad went out hunting and suddenly a 
li»n appeared. Farid advanced against it, and killed it 
by a stroke of the araar sword.. Sultan Mohammad rewarded 
Farid, and gave him the title of Sher Khan, Gradually, Sh< 
Khan acquired distinction and status in the service of 
Sultan Mohammad, and was appointed the Italiq I of his 
younger son. After a long time Sher Khan went on leave to 
his Jagir and by chance overstayed his leave. One day 
Sultan Mohammad eomplained in the ma j lis that Sher Khan had 
broken his promise and has not returned. Mohammad Khan the 
hakim of Jaunpur saw his opportunity and said, "He is an 
intrigular 
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intriguer and a schemer and is awaiting the arriTal of 
king Mahmud son of Sikander Lodi*1. After alienating 
Sultan Mohammad* s mind with these words he added, "The 
remedy is that if the Jagir of Sher Khan is transferred 
to his brother named Suleiman, whom his father had 
appointed his deputy in his life-time and who having flee 
from Sher Khan, has been living with me for a long time; 
Sher Khan will be frightened and will come back at a run* 
Sultan Mohammad owing to Sher Khan's former claims did n< 
agree to the transfer of Jagir without any tangible fauT 
(on the part of Sher Khan). He said to Mohammad Khan Su: 
"Go and divide the Jagir among the brothers in a suitable 
manner and put an end to conflict and disorder**. 
Mohammad Khan Sur coming to his Jagir at Jaunpur sei 
his slave named Sawi to Sher Khan with the message; "You: 
brothers Suleiman and 
M v e n amy from, foe Jftfqrs 
fry i o M tiim gur » a h l £ Z 
own step brothers. 
Ahmad have been living 
ffwn step fiffirttorfft Z Z 
with me for a long time 
and have been deprived of their share and income. It is 
desirable tht you should give them their share**. "This 
not the land of Rooh whieh can be (considered) any one*s 
property", replied Sher Khan,"This is the empire of 
Hindostan. A Jagir appertains to the person whom the 
king assigns it. Hitherto the usage of Sultans has been 
to divide the private property of the deceased according 
the law of the Shariat amongst his heirs, but to assign 
his office (Amarat) to the person whom they considered f 
for government and leadership - No one can hold an empii 
by heredity alone; unless he wields a sword by both his 
hands. 
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I am in possession of Sehsram and Khawaspur Tanda b; 
an order of Sultan Ibrahim Lodi". When the slaTe Sawi 
returned and told Mohammad Khan Sur what he had heard, 
which the latter was enraged and ordered Sawi, "Take all 
my soldiers with Suleiman and Ahmad, drive away Sher Ehan 
with a sword, hand over the two parganas to Suleiman and 
Ahmad and return after leaving there a strong force to 
support them". By ehance at that time a slave of Sher Khai 
Malik Sikah, the father of Khawas Khan n/as the Darogha of 
Khawaspur Tanda on behalf of Sher Khan. On hearing the net 
of Sawi, Suleiman and Ahmad's approach, Sher Khan wrote 
to Malik Sikah, "Fight and resist to the utmost." When the 
slave Sawi with Suleiman and Ahmad, appeared outside Khawai 
pur, Malik Sikah came out to fight and was killed, Sher 
Khan*s soldiers were dispersed, and came to Sehsram. 
Sher Khan not having the strength to resist thought 
of going elsewhere. Thereat some advised him, "You should 
to Sultan Mohammad". Sher Khan said, "Mohammad Khan is a 
leading amir of his, 
Reconquers jds feairs wtth the 
,... _ - - ..... **. "—^as-^ he will not displeasi M s Jaj4 jfr ftfAP.or smtanJuMia *&£ 
at tfte court of Babar, — 
him for my sake". He 
finally determined to proceed to Junaid Barlas who held 
the government of Karah and Manakpur on behalf of Babur 
Badshah. His brother Nizam also approved of this. In sho 
Sher Khan after obtaining assurance (by correspondence and 
negotiations) proceeded to the service of Sultan Junaid 
Barlas. He offered many presents and was favourably receiv 
Obtaining the help of a well equipped force from Sultan 
Junaid he marched to his Jagir. Mohammad Khan Sur being un 
to resist ran away to the hills of Rohtas. Sher Khan took 
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took possession of both his own parganas along with the 
pargana of Jaunpur and other parganas of that vicinity. 
Sher Khan .rapjLd his supporters well pleased them with cask 
gifts, and sent then back with appropriate presents and 
offerings for Sultan Junaid Barlas. He called back the mei 
of his tribe and race who had fled to the mountains and 
collected a good following. To Mohammad Khan Sur he sent 
message: "My object was to take revenge from my brothers. 
You are like an uncle (paternal) to me. Come out of the 
fastnesses of the hills and take possession of your pargai 
My personal parganas, and what I hare obtained from 'khals 
of Sultan Ibrahim are enough for me". Mohammad Khan Sur 
came back to his place bound in gratitude to Sher Khan. 
When Sher Khan felt secure, giving the Jagir to his brotht 
Hizam, he returned to the service of Sultan Junaid Barlas 
at Kara. Perchance at the time Sultan Junaid Barlas was 
proceeding to meet Babur, He took Sher Khan to Agra with 
himself. Sher Khan waited on Babur and entered the circle 
of his well wishers. He was a servant of the victorious 
strrups in the Chanderi campaign. After he had passed so: 
time in the Mughal army he carefully noted Mughal customs 
manners and the methods of government; and one day he 
remarked to his friends, "It is (quite) easy to drive awa 
the Mughals from Hidostan". "What is your reason?" they 
demanded. He said, "Their king is pays little attention 
to the affairs himself. He leaves them to the wazirs. Th 
wazirs work by exacting bribes and do not fulfill their d 
towards the king. The fault of the Afghans lies in their 
disunity. If fortune favours me, I will remove their 
disunio 
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disunion and attain By object", lis friends laughed and 
ridiculed these pretentions, which at the time appeared 
impossible of realisation. One day at Babur*s party, fish 
was placed before Sher Khan in a plate. Finding himself 
unable to eat it he placed the fish on a (piece of) bread, 
it into pieces with his knife, put it in a cup and began 
to eat it with a wooden spoon, Babur noticed this and said 
to Aiair Khalifa, "This Afghan has done a strange deed". As 
Babur was acquainted with what Sher Khan had done to 
Mohammad Khan Sur, he was referring to his wisdon and 
intelligence. But Sher Khan concluded from the eonversatio 
of Amir Khalifa with the king that they looked upon him wii 
suspicion. On account of this and other fears that he had, 
he fled away from the royal camp the same night and went 
to his Jagir, He wrote to Sultan Junaid Barlas, "Because 
Mohammad Khan Sur having spoken to Sultan Bfehammad desires 
to send an army to my parganas, I became anxious and hurri< 
to my Jagir with out leave. I donot consider myself to be 
sidethe circle of the well wishers". 
In short because Sher Khan had become disappointed 
with and fearful of the Mughals, at he again went to Suite 
Mohammad along with his younger brother Nizam, Sultan 
Be-enters the service of Sultan Mohammad treat 
Mohammad—becomes guardian of Jalal 
Khan—and becomes master of Bihar— him kindly, 
Sultan Mohamud of Bengal, Opposition 
of the Lohanies—Jalal Khan and the reappointed W 
Lohanies fly to king Mahmud of 
Bengal, Attack of Ibrahim son of the Italiq of 
Qutab Khan, 
his son Jalal 
Khan and raisi 
him to his former status near himself, 14 those days as 
fate would have it, Sultan Mohammad died, his son Jalal K 
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who was of tender age succeeded his father, Jalal Khan's 
mother named Laado Malika took charge of the affairs and 
ruled with the concurrence of Sher Khan. Soon afterwards 
the mother of Jalal Khan also died and the goveynment of 
Bihar came under the firm control of Sher Khan. One of thi 
amirs of the ruler of Bengal named Makhdum Alam who had 
the government of Hajipur formed a friendship and alliance 
with Sher Khan. Sultan Mahmud the ruler of Bengal lost 
confidence in Makhdum Alam and dispatched Qutab Khan the 
Hakim of langhir to conquer the country of Bihar and 
exterminate Sher Khan and Makhdum Alam, Sher Khan tried 
his best to knock at the door of peace and showed mildness 
but it was useless. Ultimately supported by the Afghans, 
and prepared to die, he decided to give battle. When the 
parties met a great battle took place. 3,utab Khan was killi 
Sher Khan was six victorious and took possession of the 
elephants, treasures and equipage of the army of Bengal, H< 
became a man of power more than ever before, on account of 
this the Lohanies were jealous and envious of Sher Khan and 
became hostile towards him. Resolved on killing him they 
conspired about this matter with Jalal Khan who was also 
one of the Lohanies. Some of the followers of Jalal Khan 
informed Sher Khan of this fact. Sher Khan said to Jalal 
Khan, "Your amirs owing to jealousy are hostile to me. If 
you don't try to remedy this, it will be necessary for 
me to leave your service", Jalal Khan replied, "I will 
consider whatever you advise to be binding upon me", Sher 
Khan said, nl!hey (the amirs) should be divided into two 
parties; one party should be sent for the collection of 
revenue 
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revenue to the parganas and the other should be dispatched 
against the hakim of Bengal". Afterwards he strove to 
protect himself in such a way that Jalal Khan and the 
Lohanies despaired of suppressing him and determined to go 
to Sultan Mahmud of Bengal, enter his service and present t< 
him the territories of Bihar. Therefore the Lohanies and 
Jalal Khan leaving Sher Khan in Bihar on the pretext of 
contending with the Mughals went to Sultan Mahmud. He 
appointed Ibrahim son of Qutab Khan to their assistance and 
sent him gainst Sher Ihan. Sher Khan shutting himself 
up in the mud fort that he had constructed, sent a number of 
men to fight every day and continued the skirmishes till 
Ibrahim solicited fresh aid from his master. Sher Khan 
coming to know of this demand for help, arranged his men 
in order of battle. In the morning he collected his men 
and came out of the fort. The army of j& Bengal also 
arranging their ranks of foot, horse, artillery and 
elephants prepared to oppose him. Sher Khan placed an/ army 
of his men opposite to them, and concealed some selected 
and tried veterans behind a hillock. He arranged that the 
army opposite to the enemy should shoot arrows, and turning 
their backs take to flight so that the sowari of the enemy 
in order to pursue them may be drawn away from the artillery 
When this was done, the army that was lying in ambush made 
a sudden attack, and annihilated the Bengalies. Ibrahim Kha 
following the precedent of his father, was killed. Jalal Sara 
Khan half-alive dragged himself to Bengal. All the 
elephants and artillery of the Bengalies fell into the 
hands of Sher Khan, the territory of Bihar was cleared of 
the enemy, and (Sher Khan) acquired the requisites of 
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of kingship. 
It is said tfrt in those days, one Taj Khan had the 
government of the fart oi 
§h*E %*lf. Plains %h* ^ -
 w _. ,, 
fort of Uhunar. Chunar from king Ibrahim 
Lodi. He had a 
childless wife u named Lado Malika for whom he had a great 
affection. The sons of Taj Khan from other wires, owing 
to extreme jealousy and envy determined td kill Lado Malike 
One night the eldest of the sons struek Malika Lado with a 
sword but did not inflict a mortal wound and a noise arose 
that Lado Malika had been killed. Taj Khan betook himself 
to the place with a naked sword and made for his son. As 
the son knew for certain that no escape from his father's 
hands was possible he proceeded to kill him. The sword 
of the wretch was effective and Taj Khanwas killed. As 
the sons of Taj Khan were unable to manage the affairs 
of the fort and the army, inevitably, Sher Khan who was in 
the neighbourhood came to know of this; and started 
negotiations with Mir Ahmad Turkman, who was one of the 
responsible servants of Taj Khan and an uncle (mother's 
husband) of Malika Lado; for punishing the disobedient sons, 
After an exchange of messengers it was settled, that Sher 
Khan should marry Lado Malika and take possession of the tm 
fort of Chunar, Thus Sher Khan married Lado Malika and 
took possession of the fort with all its riches and 
burried treasures. 
After these events king Mahmud son of king Sikander 
Advent of Sultan lahmood son Lodi owing to the 
of Sikander, Sher Shah submits 
to him but intrigues with the attacks of the armies 
Mughals, Humayun defeats the " - „ *. ^ , 
Afghans— and of Sultan Mahaood, of Babur took refuge 
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refuge with Rana Sanga; and with the help of Rana Sanga, 
Hasan Khan Mewati and other Zamindars ^ ejaarched against 
« Babur fought a battle in the precints of Khaawa and austai 
a defeat, as has been related in its place. King Mahmud ? 
passed his days and nights (in distress) near Cheitpur. B, 
chance many lodi amirs who had assembled in the territory 
of Patna sent a man to call king Mohaud. He came and throuj 
their efforts again sat on the masnad of rulership at Patni 
From there with a power ful army Sultan Mahmud came to the 
territory of Bihar. As Sher Khan saw that the Afghans had 
no alternative but to follow king Mahmud he had no choice \ 
to go and enter his service and show obedience and 
submission. The amirs of king Mahmud dividing the 
territories of Bihar between themselves gave a portion to 
Sher Khan, and by way of excuse they said, "When we take th 
territories of Jaunpur from the possession of the Mughals, < 
will give all the territories of Bihar to you". Sher Khan 
took a written promise from king Mahmud in his respect. 
After some time for the reason of equipping his army he 
left for his Jagir and came to Sehsram. When king Mahmud 
was proceeding to fight the Ilughals and capture the 
territory of Jaunpur, he sent someone to call Sher Khan. 
Sher Khan wrote in reply: *V»hen I have equipped the army, 
I will follow you upn. The amirs of king Mahmud said, 
"Sher Khan is a great cheat and deceiver. It will be proper 
if we proceed to his Jagir and bring him along with us". 
King Mahmud with his own army marched to Jaunpur. The amirs 
of Humayun who were in Jaunpur being unable to resist him, 
withdrew, Jaunpur and its environs came into the possession 
of 
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of the Afghans, and they overran the country im upto 
Manakpur. At that time Humayun was encamped near Kalinjar, 
When he heard of the predominance of the Afghans, he turned 
the reins of his determination to suppress the Afghans. 
King Mahmud, Bahan , Bayazid and other Afghan amirs came 
forward to oppose him. As Sher Khan was indignant with 
the leadership and precendence of Baban, and Bayazid 
and desired greatness for himself; and the victory of the 
Mughals seemed visible to him from the trend of events, 
he sent a secret message to Amir Hindu Beg, who was a leadii 
amir and sipahsalar of the Mughals; "As I have been promotei 
by the favours of Babur, I will be the cause of the defeat 
of the Afghans at the time of battle"• Therefore, during 
the day of battle he arranged his troops and retreated to 
a corner. Humayun was distinguished by victory and triumph 
King Mahmood went to the territories of Patna in a sorry 
plight and retiring to a corner gave up fighting, till 
finally in the year nine hundred and fortynine he proceeded 
to tiie country of Orissa and died there. 
After the victory, Humayun turned towards Agra and 
Chunar: Humayun marched against sent Amir Hindu Beg 
Bahadur Shah: Sher Shah clears 
Bihar and conquers Bengal (Gaur), to Sher Khan SD the 
Sultan Mahmud wounded and put 
to flight. Sher Khan may surre 
der the fort of 
Chunar to him. As Sher Khan exeused himself from surrender 
the fort, Amir Hindu Beg returned to the court. When this 
news reached Humayun, he turned towards the fort of Chunar 
and sent in advance a body of the amirs to besiege the fort 
Shar Khan sent a petition: "By the consideration and help 
of 
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©f His Majesty, Firdaus-MIikani I have attained to the 
dignity of a ruler, I have been the cause of your 
Majesty* s victory in the battle with king Mahmud, Baban 
and Bayazid. If Chunar be left under my control, I will 
perform the obligations of service by sending my son 
Qutab Khan with an army to your Majesty". As during the 
campaign the news of the ascendancy and predominance of 
Bahadur Shah of Oujrat had reached His Majesty1 s ears, 
he preferred a compromise at the occasion and Sher Khan* a 
petition was accepted, Sher Khan sent Qutab Khan with Isa 
Khan Hajib, who had the status of his wazir, to the Court, 
Humayun returned to undertake the campaign against Babadus 
Shah of Gujratf In short, Qutab Khan with five hundred 
sowars accompanied the strrups of His Majesty but fled 
from Gujrat to his father. During this time Sher Khan 
finding an opportunity cleared the country of Bihar (of hi 
enemies), and marched his armies upon Bengal, The amirs of 
Bengal fought for a month whilst defending Garhi, Ultimate 
Garni came into the possession of Sher Khan, and he 
advanced to Bengal, King Mahmud of Bengal not having the 
strength to offer battle shut himself up in the fort of Gf 
Sher Khan continued to siege for a long time, but as one c 
the zamindars caused trouble in Bihar he returned to Biha* 
and left Khawas Khan and other amirs to conquer Bengal. 
As the siege lengthened and corn was unobtainable in the 
city, Sultan Mahmud becoming helpless fled by boat to 
Hajipur. Sher Khan having set his mind at ease about the 
troubles in Bihar went in pursuit of Sultan Mahmud, The 
latter having no alternative fought and ran away wounded 
from the battlefield, Bengal coming into the possession c 
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Sher Khan, he drew those territories to his side like a new 
bride. 
When Humayun returned from the Gujrat campaign to 
Agra, he considered the 
Invasion of Humayun; Cfrunar, . _ , _ 
Garni, and Gaurs- suppression of sher Khan 
to be important and move* 
the 'world subduing banners1 towards Chunar. Jalal Khan whc 
was in the fort of Ghunar left Ghazi % a n Sur and others 
incharge of the fort, and went towards the hills of Jharkhai 
After the fort of Chunar had been besieged for six months, 
Humi Khan who was the officer incharge of the royal artilli 
constructed a 'sarkob1 in the river and the fort came into 
the possession of the Mughal soldiers. King Mahmud who had 
run away wounded from his battle with -Sher Khan, came to 
wait on his Majesty at this time* Humayun leaving Dost Beg 
in the fort, turned towards Sher Khan. Sher Khan sent Jala 
Khan and Ihawas Khan with most of his army to safeguard 
Garhi, which forms the frontier of Bengal, Humayun sent Qu] 
Beg and other amirs in advance. Jalal Khan and Khawas Khai 
who were in Garb! gave them battle and were victorious. 
Humayun sent his armies for a second time and followed up 
speedily in the rear. Garni was conquered and Jalal Khan 
moved away further. When Humayun proceeded beyond Garhi, 
Sher Khan evacuated the city of Gaur and went towards Jhar-
khand. 
Owing to its nearness, Sher Khan designed to oonqu 
the fort of Rohtas, 
Sfcer ftto.,.o|?Mna possession 
of Kohtaa. that leaving his 
women and children 
there, he may with a peaceful mind, devote himself %o 
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to conquests and the war with Humayun. As the capture of 
that fort by force and voilence was out of question, he 
resorted to trickery and fraud. He sent some men to Harkish 
the Rsja of that fort which was as strong as the firmament, 
ith the message, "The territories of Bihar have been total! 
disrupted, a large army has collected around me, for this 
reason I intend conquering Bengal. By my mind is not at 
ease owing to the nearness of the Mughals. Now relying upon 
your alliance and friendship, I wish to send my family and 
soldiers to your fort so that I may invade Bengal with a 
peaceful mind". The Raja refused to accede to the reauest. 
Sher Khan again sent eloquent messengers, with presents and 
gifts to the Raja and his vakils. "I will send nothing but 
women and treasures", he said, "If the conquest of Bengal 
falls to my lot, and 1 return safely, I will repay the 
obligations of your kindness adequately. If the result is 
different, it is better that my family and treasures should b 
with you rather than fall into the hands of the Mughals who 
are my old enemies*. The Raja of that fort, greedy of 
treasures skaisldhdaxsLrkk coming into his hands without efforti 
accepted this. 3her Khan arranged one thousand f l i e s ' 
according to the usage of Hisdostan, where women are carried 
from place to place in'dolies* under veils. In every Moli* 
he placed two brave men instead of a women and with five 
hundred other men under the guise of hired labourers carrying 
money bags on their head and lathies (chob dasties) instead 
of sticks in their hands he sent them to the foot of the 
fort. As in some dolies whieh were taken in advance he had 
seated 
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some old women and the •khawaja-saras* also accompanied them, 
the Raja and his servants became careless and did not search 
or investigate. They considered the treasure and baggage as 
their own property and hastened to carry them up. After the 
dolies reached the residence which the Raja had assigned to 
them, the old wolves sitting in the dollies, whom the raja had 
imagined to be women, withdrawn swords, bravely rushed towards 
the door. The labourers who were carrying on their heads 
blaek(oopper) coins as if they were of gold, threw them away, 
raised their lathles, turned towards the door and engaged la 
battle with Raja Hark is nan and his officers who had been utterl 
heedless. At this time Sher Khan who had prepared and equippe 
his army and with his ears set, was awaiting the call, reached 
the gates (of the fort) with the rapidity of a cloud. Seeing 
the gates open, he entered (the fort) with most of his men* Raj, 
Harkishan and his followers fought for a while. But when he 
realised that matters had gone out of his hands, he opened 
the postern gate of the fort and with great difficulty, half-
alive, he dragged himself away. Thus a fort like Rohtas which 
ftad not an equal in the inhabited world fell into the hands 
of Sher Khan with its riches and burried treasures with such 
ease. Before this, in the preceding years, Nasir Khan FaruoJ., 
the hakim of Khandesh, with the same stratagem, had captured 
the fort of Asir from Asa-Aheer. Rohtas without any exaggeratloi 
and immoderate praise, is ao strong a fart that the travellers 
of the inhabited world have pointed out none like It. In 
fhort many buuldings and forts have been visited by the author ut he has seen no fort like Rohtas. As regards the situation 
of tills fort of Bihar, it is founded on the summit of a lofty 
mountain. The fort is more than five kos in eiroumfer«n««. 
From the foot of the mountain to the gate of the fort the 
distance.. 
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distance is a little more than a kos. At many places in 
that fort there are found springs of sweet water. Even at 
places where a well is dug, after digging a yard or two a 
spring of sweet water is found. Whoever oasts his eyes 
on the fortfcm is forced to say that it is from amongst the 
finest creations of the Creator. Inspite of the fact that 
the bird of courage of none of the ambitious kings had 
flown with the desire of conquering the fort, it came into 
the possession of Sher Khan. The hearts of the Afghans were 
strengthened, they brought their families to the fort and 
collected the means for the defence of the fort to perfeotioa 
verse -
By strategy became easy a diffioult task; 
By lapse of time spring comes on a tree. 
Humayun stayed in the city of Gaur which is mentioned 
Chausa - assumption of as Lucknowty in old books, for 
three months, which he passed in 
pleasure and enjoyment. At this time news was received that 
Hindal Mirza raising the standard of revolt and opposition 
t 
in Agra and Mewat, had the Khutaba recided in his name and had 
put Sheikh Bahlol to death. His Majesty turned back, leaving 
Jahangir Qull Beg with five hundred selected sowars in Gaur. 
As owing to excessive rains and mud the royal army had been 
left without any equipment, and the horses of many soldiers 
had perished a great distress overtook them. Sher Khan wel-
coming the opportunity, with an army more numerous than ants 
and locust intercepted their way; and alighting opposite to 
them at chausa built a rampart around his camp. After an 
exchange of messengers he sent a person named Sheikh Khalil, 
whom he considered M s spiritual teacher, to Humayun with the 
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message, "I will hand over the possession of Bihar upto 
Garni to the officers of the state, and have Your Majesty's 
name in the Khutba and on the coins** Accordingly when the 
preliminaries of peace were settled, the royal soldiers 
became more careless than in the preceding days. They formed 
a bridge over the river a Chausa and were thinking of crossinj 
over. Sher Khan finding them negligent marched hastily 
at night and near dawn in the year nine hundred and forty-six, 
with his army drawn in battle array and accompanies by huge 
elephants came forward to fight. The royal armies having no 
time to fall in line v;ere defeated* Humayun in great distress 
started for Agra 
Verse -
A stone does not become a jewel the year roundj 
At times there is peace in the world and at timesw 
Sher Khan turned back and went to Bengal. Jehanfcir Quli 
Beg with the army that was there, fought against him repeatedl} 
As they had not the necessary power they became the victims 
of Sher Khan's sword. Sher Khan assuming the title of Sher 
Shah had the coins struck and the Khutba recited in his name. 
Next year with full strength and grandeu* he started for 
Kanaujs- establishes his power Agra. At a time when 
over northern India - Governor 
of Bengal subdued. strangers should be made 
friends , Kamran Mirza 
leaving Humayun went to Lahore, and the Chughatai amirs on 
the ground that the king was favouring the Rafzl (Shia) 
TurlaaaiMi and striving to honour them turned traitors and laid 
the foundation of opposition as has been described. Inspite 
of these circumstances Humayun hurried from Agra to Kanauj and 
crossed.. 
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crossed the Ganges. At this tide the Mughal army numbered 
a hundred thousand and Afghan army fifty thousand sowars. 
In short, on the tenth of Muhharam nine hundred and forty~sev 
A.N., when the Mughal army made a more with the intention 
of encamping at a different spot, Sher Shah arranging his line 
ceme forward to fight. The Mughal army was defeated without 
a battle and Humayun rode his horses into the river and 
crossing it with a great difficulty started for Lahore. As% 
Sher Shah pursued him till Lahore Humayun proceeded towards 
Singh. Sher Shah pursued him upto Khushab. Ismail Khan, GhaziV 
Khan and Fateh Khan Baluch Dual, who were the chiefs of 
Baluch tribes, came to see Sher Shah. Sher Shah inspected the 
hill tract of Handuna and the Balanath mountain. He laid tho 
foundations of a fort at the place where it was needed and 
named it Rohtas. At this time he made his slave Khawas Khan 
owing to whose efforts and bravery, the reins of Royalty had 
come into his hands, the Amir-ul-Omra and assigned one tenth 
(i/10) of the conquered territories to his as fiet. Leaving 
him with Haibat Khan Mlazi and a large army at that place Sher 
Khan returned towards Hindostan. 
When he reached Agra he heard that Khizar Khan Shirwani 
Khiser Khan Sherwanl and who was the hakim of Bengal on 
ftaal ffazal. 
his behalf, had married the daugk 
ter of Sultan Mahmud of Bengal and observed the etiquette of 
kings. Sher Shah said, "The remedy ought to be provided 
beftftre an event happens". Therefore thinking this campaign 
to be necessary he marohdd towards Bengal. Khizar Khan came to 
welcome him and was imprisoned. Sher Shah apportioning the 
country of Bengal among several men, divided it into small 
principalities.. 
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principalities. He appointed Qassi Fazal, one of the 
scholars of the territory of Karah, who was distinguished 
for his honesty and uprightness and was popularly referred 
to as Qazi Fazeeh (the eloquent Qazi), the Amln of the 
territory (of Bengal) and placed all affairs under his 
authority. He then returned to Agra. 
In the year nine hundred and fortynlne he marched 
Gwaliori Malwa? Kantharnbhor: with the determination 
Shu.hiat Khan appointed governor / 
of Malwa;- of/Malwa. When he reached 
Gwallor, Shujaat Khan 
Afghan one of hiskmlrs who had been previously appointed 
to beseige the fort of Owalior brought Abul Kasim Beg, who 
had been in fort from even before the time of Humayun, out 
of the fort and placed the fort inoharge of the officers 
(Diwanian) of Sher Shah. When Sher Shah reached Malwa, 
Malu Khan the hakim of Malwa, one of the slaves of the • 
Khilji sultans taking-toe path of peace came to see him fuiokl] 
without any summons; and then after some days owing to 
the fear that overpowered his mind he took to flight. Sher 
Shah left Haji Khan in charge of the government of Malwa, and 
also gave to Shujaat Khan a Jagir in the Sirkar of Siwos, 
and left them there, while he himself turned towards 
Ranthambhor. Malu Khan after the departure of Sher Shah again 
came to Malwa, fought with Haji Khan and Shuj&at Khan,and 
being defeated went away. As the credit of victory belonged 
to Saujaat Khan Sher Shah summoned Haji Khan and assigned 
the • • 
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assigned the government of Malwa to Shujaat Khaa. 
Sher Shah on reaching the precincts of Ranthambhor sent 
glib-tongued messenger« and took the fort peacefully from the 
•gumashtaas' Jagentsi of Sultan Mahmud Lodi. From there he 
came to Agra. It Is said that when the news of the battle 
and flight of Malu Khan reached Sher Shah, he said this 
hemistich extempore " You have seen how Malu the stupid 
slave has behaved towards me*. Sheikh Abdul Hayee son of 
Sheikh J"amali supplied the other line of the verse, " It Is the 
tradition of Mustapha - fNo good is to be expected of a 
slave". 
In short Sher Shah stayed In Agra for one yeai and 
organized the army and the country. He sent an order to Haibat 
Khan to sieze Multan from the possession of the Baluches. He 
went, fought with Fateh Khan Baluch, overcame him and subdued 
Multan. Sher Shah favoured him and gave him the title of *Azim 
Multan: Puranmal of Humayun*. In the year 950 Puranmal 
Raises:* 
son of Raja Sulhedi Purnia raised t 
banner of power and predominance in the fort of Raisen and took 
possession of many parganas in the vicinity. He kept two 
thousands Muslim women in his harem and treated them as prosti-
tute-dancers. This exoited Sher Shah's sense of self respect 
and he determined to conquer the fort of Raisen. As the seize 
prolonged Sher Shah opened negotiations for a peaceful settlamer 
and made a compact with Puranmal that his life would be safe. 
Puranmal came out of the fort with his women, children and four 
thousands well-known Rajputs and encamped outside. One of the 
scholars of the time, Mirza Rafi-ud-Din Safvi, insplte of the 
promise and pledge , gave the *Fatlva* for the death of Puranmal 
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Sher Shah put a l l h i s army and huge elephants in order and sent 
them against Puranraal, so t h a t they surrounded him on a l l 
s ides . Puranmal and the Rajputs j£»s reconci l ing t h e i r hea r t s 
on death performed such f ea t s t h a t the s to ry of •Rustram1 and 
'Asfandyar* seamed l i k e a mere p lay . Moth-like they recklessly 
threw themselves on t h e point of the sword, t he arrow and 
the tusks of the elephants in such a way tha t a l l of them with 
t h e i r women and chi ldren k i l l e d or burnt themselves*. 
Maldeo;-
Sher Shah returned to Agra, rested for some months, and 
reorganizing the army afresh, proceeded for the conquest of the 
territory of Marwar. At every stage he constructed trenches and 
fortifications around his army and showed the utmost care and 
foresi^it. When he reached the desert the construction of 
fortifications became impossible,in accordance with his correct 
judgment he ordered sacks to be filled with sand and placed over 
each other so that a rampart was constructed. First of all he 
marched against Maldeo who governed the countries of Hagaur and 
Jodhpur, and was distinguished amongst the Rajas of Hindostan 
for the extent of his army and equipage. About fifty thousand 
sowars had collected under the shadow of the standards of Rai 
Maldeo; and he encamped opposite to Sher Shah in the preolnts of 
Ajmer for one month. Neither side took the initiative in 
(starting) the battle. 
Sher Shah considering his forces, repented of having come 
As Maldeo was not the heir of those territories but had risen 
to power by overcoming the Rajas of those regions by force, 
therefore, inevitably, the rajas finding an opportunity came to 
Sher Shah. In consultation with Sher Shah they wrote letters in 
Hindi addressed tosher Shah purporting to be from the Amirs ef 
ii M M . , ! ii im_.ii i i U . I . I .1 ii i i w i n m i in i i i n ii i.irr ' i - ' ' — T " * — '-
i t m a r a i r k l v thftv bu rned t h e i r woman nnd nhlliliPftTi *mfl A4A4I +i&h±.4n&-
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Amirs of Maldeo : "On account of necessity we have been 
paying homage to Maldeo during this time, and submitting 
to his oppression, we ha Ye been awaiting a divine sign. God 
be praised, that a king like you has turned his attention 
towards this direction, in order to take revenge for all 
these years from him on our behalf* Therefore, whenever the 
conquering army of Islam comes near; we will separate from 
the Raja of Maldeo and join the grand army". And in reply 
to these, they also wrote letters on behalf of Sher Shahs 
"God Willingl After my victory, and the suppression of 
Maldeo; I will treat you with honour and respect, and hand 
over to you all the hereditary fiefs of your ancestors. 
Keep your minds at rest and do not spare yourself in per-
forming the duties of loyalty" These forged letters by 
trickery were made to fall into the hands of Maldeo| and 
Maldeo who was always suspicious and fearful of his zamindar • 
amirs became afraid on reading those letters. Although he 
had advanced three or four stages with the intention of 
.fighting, he halted. One of his amirs named Koniya, who was 
distinguished for his excessive courage and the mumber of 
his followers amongst all the last, emphatically Insisted 
upon advancing and fighting. As one of the letters was in 
the name of Koniya, Maldeo became sure that he was encourag-
ing battle in order to serve his own ends. Maldeo*s suspicion 
increased and he determined to return. Though Koniya and othei 
amirs persisted in their advice, it was of no effe&t. Whew, 
they became acquainted with the subject matter of the deoeptiv 
letters of Sher Shah they became afraid of being blamed of 
disloyalty waieh is a thing of shame and disgranoe in the 
religion of every one especially of the true Rajputs." As 
out loyalty and sincerity is considered to be due to 
hypoericy", they said unanimously to Maldeo, "It is ^ ^ O 
necessary that in order to remove your suspicion we should 
fight with Sher Shah till either we conquer or are slain." 
With this determination willy nilly they said farewell 
to Maldeo. At night, when Maldeo marched off to a distant 
territory of his, Koniya and other great amirs with ten or 
twelve thousand sowers, who had shown courage and bravery 
in all battles; started for the camp of Sher Shah with the 
intention of delivering a night attack. But they lost their 
way and reached Sher Shahja camp at day time. Owing to 
their great courage and self respect they prepared and offere 
battle to the Afghans who without exaggeration amounted 
to eighty thousjaj^ .„^ jojrarf. Many Afghan ranks were overthrown 
and it nearly came to this that Sher Shah might fly away, 
one of " * ™—"-•—»* 
Suddenly,/the leading Afghan amirs named Jalal Khan Jllwani 
who was reputed for his bravery and experience, came with 
fresh army. With the dust of journey still upon him, he 
attached The Rajputs and totally shattered their ranks. 
Koniya and the other Rajputs were killed. Sher Shah who 
was certain of defeat was victorious. "For a handful of 
millet", he said, "I had cast the kingdon of Hlndostan 
to the winds". For in the country of Maldeo, owing to the 
excess of sand and lack of water wheat,barley, grain, sugar-
cane, betel leaves, and rice did not grow well 4 B in the othe] 
parts of India. Millet known in Hindi as "Bajra" is grown 
in most of their arable lands. Maldeo also coming to know 
of the battle and slaughter of his innocent amirs owing tp 
the deception and fraud of the Afghans regretted bitterly a W 
fled in disappointment to the hills of Jodhpore. 
Sher Shah after this victory which was not due the 
KALAHJAR. strength of his arms proceeded to the fort 
of Chittor whiohhe acquired by peaoeful 
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means and returned t o Eanthambhor. As he had given the f o r t 
of Ranthambhor t o h i s e ldes t sone Adil Khan in J a g i r , Adil 
Khan took leave for a few lays so t h a t a f t e r inspecting the 
for t and arranging for provis ions he may come l a t e r on, 
Sher Shah thence marohed towards the f o r t of Kalinjar which 
i s one of the strongest fo r t s i n Hlndostan. The Raja of 
Kalanjar owing t o the breach of f a i t h , whiehhs had seen in 
the ease of Puranraal, refused t o obey and prepared t o 
oppose, Sher Shah surrounded the for t on a l l s i des , and 
busied himself in the construct ion on mines *sarko!fci* and 
, Sabaa ts* . When the "sabaats* approached the fo r t Sher 
Shah attacked in from several sides* At t h e place where he 
was himself standing men were throwing 'Huqq.ahs1' f u l l of 
gunpowder in to the f o r t . By chance one of the •Huqctahs* 
struck the wall of t h e f o r t , reboundedn f e l l amongst the 
other •huajaahs* and exploded* A f i r e broke out . Sher Shah 
was burnt along with Sheikh J a l i l h i s •murshid*, Mullah 
Nizam Daniahraand and Darya Khan Sherwani. Sher Shah in 
tha t t ha t very condi t ion reached t h e entrenchments.Sverytime 
he drew h i s breath and regained consciousness, he cal led 
out and urged the armies on t o b a t t l e . He went those near 
him to b a t t l e with great ins i s tence and in f u l l order. At 
the end of t h a t day, t he 12th of Rabi-ul-wpal nine hundred 
and f i f t y two A.H. he heard the news of the conquest of the 
fo r t and gave up h i s l i f e . Poems-
Sher Shah passed f i f t een years as an Amir ^ a 4 s t s r ^ g t m > 
Pgblie Works of and for f ive years he ruled the 
Sher Shah* 
t e r r i t o r i e s of Hindostan* He was 
g rea t ly d is t inguished for h i s wisdom and sound Judgment* 
He. . 
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He left many admirable monumnets. From Bengal aM 
Sonarvaon, to the river Singjfl which is known as river 
"Neelab", it is a distance of fifteen hundred kos; at 
every kos has be constructed a *sarai*, well and mosque of 
pucka bricks and lijp©5 appointed Muazzin, Qa^i and Imam, and 
fixed their stipends. In every sarai he fixed one door for 
the peiiaanent distribution of food, cooked ana uncooked 
for the Musalmans and another door similarly for the Hindus, 
so that the travellers say not be put to hardships. In 
every sarai he kept two relay horses- (which arrangement) 
in Hindi is called "Dak Chowkl", so that every day the news 
from the Indus and the extremities of Bengal reached him. 
On both the sides of the road he Ranted fruit bearing trees 
such as Khirni and Jamans etc, so that the public may travel 
in the shade. In the same way from Agra to Mandu which is 
distance fcf three hundred kos he planted fruit bearing 
trees and constructed sarals and mosques. During his time 
there was such a peace, that where so ever the travellers 
alighted, in plain or in wilderness, they could sleep with 
peaceful ralnd without any anxiety for their belongings. They 
say that if an old woman with a basket full of gold slept in 
the wilderness at night there would be no need at all of 
a watchman, Svery time Sher Shah saw his white beard in the 
looking-glass he said, "The state and kingship have turned 
their face towards me at the evening (of my life)M, Therefore, 
he bitterly regretted this fact. He composed humorous verses it 
the Indian manner. This rhyining verse was Inscribed on 
his ringstone :-
God the King Eternal, Thou shalt last for ever 
May Sher Shah son of Hasan Sur remain in pcwer. 
He devoted most of his time to the affairs of tit* 
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of the people and attended tothe army and looked after 
his subjects in a suitable manner. He was firm in the path 
of justice and equity. Versu:-
A poet has composed a chronogram onhis death: 
Sher Shah a king from fear of whom. 
The tiger and the lamb drank water together; 
When ha went from this world to the world eternal j 
The date was "Zatish murd*1. 
(He died of fire). 
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Saleem shah Sur son of Sher Shah. 
Shen sher Suah died, his eldest son Adil Khan who 
shmss. was the heir apparent was in Bantnemhhor and tr\e younger 
son Jalal Khan in the sown of Pewan, a dependency of Patna. As th< 
Aooession of Islam Shah • amirs realized that Adil Khan was 
His attitude towards his 
brothers. at a great distance, and the exist-
anoe of a ruler was necessary 
they send some one to call JBJEI Khan. He reached the royal camp 
in five days and with the help of Islam Khan Hajib and other 
amirs on the ISth of }.aDi-ul-awal, 952, ascended the throne at thj 
foot of the Kallnjar fort. He took the title of Islam Shah, hut 
the people called him Saleem Shah. In shirt when Saleem Shah 
succeeded to the place of the father he wrote a petition to his 
elder brother $* Because you were at a distance and I was near J 
in order to prevent disturbance I have assumed charge of the army 
till your arrival. I have no other alternative hut submission and 
obedience to you •• From Kallnjar he started towards Agra. When 
he reached near the town of Kora, Khawas Khan came from his Jaglr 
and waited upon him* He arranged a fresh celebration of enthrone* 
ment and placed Saleem 3hah once more on the throne with the 
concurrence of the amirs. Afterwards Saleem Shah incited hy worldy 
policy wrote anotnar letter to Adil Khan, expressing his affection 
and desire to meet him. Adil Khan wrote to Qutah Khan Naih, Isa 
Khan Niazi, Khawas Khan, and Jalal Khan Jilwani the amirs of 
Salim Shah s"Waat advice do you give about my coming?". He also 
wrote to Saleem Shahi^If these four persons come and satisfy me,I 
will come". Saleem Shah sent these four men to Adil Khan. Sy 
promise and compact they satisfied Adil Khan and arranged that in 
the first meeting lie would he given leave to depart and he could 
take a Jagir wherever he desired in Hindostan. Accompanied by them 
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them Adil Khan proceeded towards Agra. When he reached 
the town of Sikri, now known as Fatehpur, Saleem Shah 
who was tout hunting heard this news, came to the place 
which had been prepared for the meeting, and advanced to 
welcome and meet him* Both parties expressed signs 
of brotherly affection, sat together for a while and then 
started for Agra. Saleem Shah planning treachery against 
his brother, had arranged that not more than two or three of 
Adil Khan's men would be allowed to enter the Agra Fort 
with him. But at the gate his men did not forbid (Adil Khan's 
men to enter) and a large number of them came in. The ±H*X$±J 
intrigue and scheme of Sale m Shah was frustrated and he 
found it necessary to show mi&dness. Flatteringly he said, 
"Till now I hare been looking after the rebellious and leadei 
less Afghans, For the future I entrust them to you**. Then 
taking his hand he seated Adil Khan on the throne and began 
to praise him. As Adil Khan was fond of enjoyment and pleasure 
and discerned the trickery and deception of Saleem Shah; he 
did not accept (Saleem Shah's offer), got up from the throne 
and placed Saleem Shah upon it. He first Salamed him and con-
gratulated him on his kingship, then everyone of the amirs 
offering his congratulations, performed the ceremony of 
offering gifts and (distributing) charities. In the same majll 
Qutab Khan Naib, Isa Khan Niazi, and Khawas Khan submitted: 
"The pledge and promise between us is that Adil Khan will 
be allowed to depart after the first meeting and that Biana 
and its dependencies would be settled upon him as his Jagir". 
Saleem Shah accepted his, permitted Adil Khan to leave for 
Biana, and sent Isa Khan Niazi and Khawas Khan along with 
him. 
After.. 
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After two or three months Saleem Shah sent Grhazi Mahalli 
Defeat of Adil who has one of his confidential 
Khan. 
officers with fetters of gold to 
capture, imprison, and bring Adil Khan. Hearing of this Adil 
Khan went to Khawas Khan who was in Mewat, informed him of 
Saleem Shah*s breach of promise and wept. Khawas Khan's heart 
was touched. He summoned Grhazi Mohalli, placed these very 
fetters on his feet, and raised the standard of opposition* fie 
wrote letters to the amirs who were with Saleem Shah and allie< 
them to himself. Accompanied by Adil Khan he started with a 
large jjJarmy for Agra. Qutab Khan Naib, and Isa Khan Niazi who 
had been parties to the compact were aggBieved with Saleem 
Shah and sent invitations to Adil Khan. They arranged that " 
While a part of the night still remained, Adil Khan was to reai 
Agra, so that the men without hesitation may openly and withoui 
prohibition leave Saleem Shah and join him". As it happened , 
when Adil Khan and Khawas Khan reached the town of Sikri which 
is twelve kos from Agra, they went to meet Sheikh Saleem who 
was one of the great saints of the time. As it was the 
•Shab-i-Barat* {the 14th night of Shaiban), Khawas Khan was 
delayed on account of the prayers that are prescribed for that 
night, and reached the suburbs of Agra at •Chasht' time (fore-
noon). Saleem shah coming to know the manner of their arrival, 
in distraction said to Qutab Khan Naib, Isa Khan Niazi and 
other amirs, "If I had committed a breach of promise in 
respect to Adil Khan, why didn't Khawas Khan and Isa Khan ia-
formwt me? So that I would have refrained from my wrongful 
design"• Qutab Khan seeing the anxiety of Saleem Shah said, 
"There is nothing to fear; matters have not yet gone beyond 
remedy. I undertake to pacity this disturbanee", Saleem Shaa 
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Saleem Shah allowed Qutab Khan Naib, and other amirs, who wer 
in alliance with Adil Elian to go to him (Jtdil Khan) on the 
pretext that they would go and negotiate terms of peace. His 
object was to send away this group from himself, in order to 
oapture the treasures (there); and fly away to the fort of 
Chunar, so that he may be able to wage war by equipping and 
strengthening his army, a second time, Isa Khan Niazi 
prohibited him from doing so, "If you/ do not trust other 
man," he said, "there are 10,000 Farmali and other Afghans 
who have been the serTants of your Khasa (personal) since 
the days you were a Shahzada and are worthy of your reliance. 
In spite of this power and strength it is strange that you 
do not rely on this God given fortune and prefer flight to 
staying. However great the opposition of the amirs to you 
in their hearts may be, sending them over to the enemy is 
for removed from caution and care. Therefore it is proper 
that you should personally precede the whole army, enter the 
field of battle and show firmness of step, for no one in 
your presence will go over to the enemy". Saleem Shah's 
heart was strengthened by these words, and he decided to 
stay. Re-summoning qutab Khan Naib and others whom he had 
allowed to depart, he said, "How can I entrust you to the 
enemy with my own hands? May be, they meditate evil against 
you". After this, preparing for battle, he came out of the 
city and took his position in the open field. The men who 
had given their words to Adil Khan, seeing Saleem Shah in 
the field joined his army out of shame. The battle took 
place outside the city of Agra, divine aid favoured Saleem 
Shah and east the stone of disunity amongst the followers 
of Adil Khan and Khawas Khan, Khawas Khan and Isa Khan Niazi 
retired to Mewat. Adil Khan went to Patna alone and dis-
appeared. • 
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disappeared, so that no one knew any thing about his condition 
or his end, 
Saleem Shah then dispatched an army after Khawas Khan an^  
Isa Khan Niazi. A battle tock place at Ferozepore and the army 
Suppression of the nobles: of Saleem Shah was defeated 
Q.uiab Khan sent J~aainst Khawas 
Khan; Isa Khan in Mamaon? { But when a second army 
Jalal Khan put to death; 
Qutab Khan flies to Halbat Khan (of Saleem Shah) arrive*, 
Niazi at Lahore. 
Khawas Khan and Isa Khan 
unable to contend went towards' the mountains of Kamaon. Saleem 
ShahjC appointed Qutab Khan Naib Qutab Khan established at the 
foot of Kamaon Hills and permanently ragaved and plundered 
the base of the mountains. During this time Saleem Shah himself 
marched towards Chunar. In the course of the journey he captured 
and put Jalal Khan Jilwani and his brother to death on account e 
their alliance with Mil Khan, On reaching Chunar he tood out 
the treasure and sent it to Gwalior while he himself returned to 
Agra. As Qutab Khan too had participated in inTiting Adil Khaa 
and causing the insurrection, owing to the fear and terror that 
was in his heart, he fled away from the foot of the Kamaon 
Mountains rfto Hail at Khan Niazi, who bore the title of 'Azim 
Humayun* , at l>ahore. Saleem Shah sent orders to *Azim Humayun1 
ano demanded Qutab Khan Naib. Azim Humayun sent Qutab Khan, Salei 
Shah imprisoned him along with Shahbaz Khan Lohani, the blind 
husband of Saleem Shah's sister and some other persons, fourteen 
souls in all, and sent them under guard to Gwallor. He 
summoned Shujjaat Khan the hakim of Maiwa and Azlm Humayun. 
Shujaat Khan came and paid his respeets but Azim Humayun 
excused himself. Saleem Shah gave Shujaat Khan leave to depart 
for Malwa and himself proceeded to fetch the treasures of Rohtas, 
Saeed Khan the brother of Axim Humayun, who was always at the 
court fled to Lahore from the way. Saleem Shah also turned back 
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turned back from the journey and came to Agra. He issued 
a firman for the collection of troops and proceeded towards 
"new Delhi. He ordered that, around the city in place of the 
fort will built by Humayun Badahah ramparts of lime and stones 
should be constructed. When Shujaat Khan heard the news of 
Saleem Shah*a more towards Delhi, he came quickly before Saleem 
Shah, with a body of his followers, to express his loyalty 
and was treated with favour. Saleem Shah stayed in Delhi for 
some days, arranged his army and then started for Lahore. Aasim 
Humayun and the rebel group supported by Khawas Khan and the 
Punjab army, who were more numerous than the troops of Saleem 
Shah: hurried to meet him. Hear the town of Ambala the 
opponents met each other. It is said that when Saleem Shah 
approached the army of the Niazles.he alighted {from his horse) 
and with a few followers ascended a hillock in order to surrey 
them. As soon as his eyes fell upon them he stood there and 
said, "My self-respect does not allow me to be patient after 
seeing the army of the rebels". Therefore he ordered his soldieri 
to fall in line and prepare for the battle. On the night fwrnmrntx^ 
preceding the (expected) battle, Azim Humayun and his brothers, dj 
cussed with Khawas Khan as to who was the to be new king. Khawas 
Khan said, MAdil Khan should be found and made king". Azim 
Humayun and his brothers replied: 
Terse:-
"No one can hold an empire by heredity along; 
Unless he wields a sword with both his hands". 
On this subject, differences arose between them. When the ranks 
were arrayed for battle, and the opponents met each other, Khawas 
Khan accepted defeat without fighting and decamped. The Hiazies 
resisted and fought to the best of their ability. But as the resul' 
of disloyalty to the salt Is nothing but disgrace and remorse 
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remorse they also took to flight and dirinely ordained 
victory fell to the lot of Salaem Shah, 
Saeed Khan, the brother of Azim Humayun, with ten of hii 
companions, in order to put an end to Salaem Shah, approach 
him, unrecognized by any one as he was in armour,under the 
pretence of offering congratulation. But one of the elephant 
drivers recognising him struck him with a lance. Saeed Khan 
caiae out from amidst the circle of elephants and the body-
guard of Saleem Shah towards the right side and fled away. 
In short the Niazies after their defeat went towards 
Dhankot which near Eooh. Saleem Shah went in pursuit upto 
the fort of Rohtas that had been constructed by his 
fater. He despatched Khawaja Qwais 3 iirwani with a strong 
army against the Niazies while 
T. T-0 
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he himself returned to Agra, and thence to Gwalior* 
About this time, one day, Shujaat Khan was going up the 
fort to wait on Saleem Shah. A person named TTsman, whose hand 
had been out by Shujaat Khan and had been lying in wait on the 
way, seeking an opportunity} suddenly jumped up and inflicted a 
wound on Shujaat Khan* Wounded, Shujaat Khan went to his home as 
imputed this incident to the instigation of Saleem Shah, He 
esoaped from Gwalior and fled towards Malwa. Saleem Shah pursued 
him till Mandu, But when Shujaat Khan came to Banawara (Saleem 
Shah) left Isa Khan Sur with 20,000 sowars at Juuain and returned 
These events took place in the year 954, Khwaja Owais Shsrwani 
who had been appointed against Azim Humayun, fought with him near 
Dhankot and sustained defeat, Azim Humayun pursued him upto 
Rowshehra* Hearing this news Saleem Shah organised a large army 
and sent them to suppress the Niazies, Azim Humayun again turned 
baek and went to Dhankot, When the army of Saleem Shah reaohed 
near the town of Sunbla, the Niazies offered battle, were declaim 
ly defeated and the mother and children of Azim Humayun were 
captured* The captives were sent to Saleem Shah whilst Niaziea 
took refuge with the Gakhars and entered the mountains adjaoent ti 
Kashmere* Saleem Shah moved with a large army and went to the 
Punjab to settle the Niazi trouble. He fought with the Gakhars 
for 2 years* During these days while Saleem Shah was ascending 
the hill of Mfthanfrftt a man attached him with a naked sword in 
a narrow path, Saleem Shah with great cleverness and agility 
overcame him and put him to death* He recognised the sword as 
the one he had himself bestowed upon Iqbal Khan* When the Gakhari 
were overpowered and punished and no strength was left in them, 
Asim Humayun came to Kashmir* The hakim of Kashmir out of regard 
for Saleem Shah, blocked tke path of the Niazies and gave 
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battle. Azim Humayua and Saeed Khan were killed and he sent 
their heads, to Sal earn Shah* Free from the campaign against th< 
Niaziee, Saleem Shah returned. 
At this tins, l&rza Kamran flying away from Humayua, 
Kamran comes before sought refuge with Saleem Shah. Sal« 
Saleem Shah: Shah treated him with arrogance and 
Humayua^ march to pride and behaved in an unseemly 
the Indus? attempt manner. For this reason Mlrza Kamran 
upon Saleem Shah*a fled from his presenoe to the 
life. Shiwaliic hills and thence to the 
oountry of the Galchars. Saleem Shah 
went to Delhi, and rested for a few days. During this time 
news arrived that Humayun Sadshah had reached the banks of the 
river Hlla'ab. It is said that at that moment Saleem Shah had 
placed leaches around his throat, which were sue icing his blood. 
Immediately he mounted, started and halted after travelling 
three Icos on the first day. As he had a fully equipped artillar; 
with him, and at that time the oxen of the cannon oarts had gone 
to the parganas and he wanted to move in haste he ordered, the 
'pladas' to pull the cannon instead of the oxen. Thus one or 
two thousand *piadas* began to pull every cannon and he pro* 
eeeded to Lahore with all haste. Because Humayun had retired 
before this, as will be described at its proper place, Saleem 
Shah also returned from Lahore and took up his residence in the 
fort of Gwalior* One day while he was hunting in the vicinity 
of Antarl a body of mischief-makers, at the incitement of some 
people stationed themselves on his way with treacherous intent»i 
By chance, Saleem Shah returned by a different route, and they 
remained idle and useless. When this fact reached the ears of 
Saleem Shah, he put to death, Baha-ud-Din, Mahmud and Madar, 
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who were the leaders of the conspiracy, and stayed (himself) h 
Gwallor. He arrested, imprisoned, and killed everyone of his 
amirs whom he suspected of (weUding) power or predominance* 
So much so that Khawas Khan who was a Rustum of his time in 
courage and the Hatlm of age in generosity became suspicious oj 
him and wandered from hill to hill and wilderness to wilderaesi 
till tired of his pregrinations towards the end of the year 951 
under a pledge of peace he went to Taj Khan Kirani, one of the 
pr eminent amirs ( of Sale em shah), who was residing at Sambhal, 
Taj Khan by the order of Saleem Shah broke his promise, and put 
him to death, with the sword of treachery. The men of Khawas 
Khan brought his 'taboot* (coffin) to Delhi and buried it then 
The people Of India considered him a saint and a "man of God* 
and called him Khawas Khan the *Wali'» His death proved 
inauspicious* 
After a short time, in the beginning of the year 960, 
there came out an imposthume pustule on his anus and owing to 
the severity of pain Saleem Shah resorted to bleeding. He came 
out of his room, affected by breeze and died. 
The period of his reign was nine years* from the Indus 
to Bengal he constructed o^ej^a^Jarj^ between (every two of 
the) sarais of Sher Shah. In every Sarai he made provisions fo 
cooked and uncooked food, after the manner of Sher Shah, for al 
travellers whether rich or poor. In the same year Manama Shah 
of Gujrat, and Burhan Nizam-ul-Mulk Behri, also passed away* 
The father of the author indicated the date of this event by th 
chronogram ,Zawal-i-£husravan» (downfall of the kings.) 
One of the strange* events that happened during the time 
of Saleem Shah was the ease of Sheikh Alai, some details of 
ShaikhAlai. ntii«h «*e given bale** His fata** named 
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Hasan, as a *Khalifa' of Sheikh Saleem used to guide his 
diseiples in the town of Biana from the carpet of a sheikh 
(eajjada-i-sheikhi). When he die/, Sheikh Alai who was his 
eldest child, and distinguished in learning and wisdom took 
his father's place and busied himself in the instruction of 
the disciples. By chance, Sheikh Abdullah Afghan Niazi who 
was one of the famous disciples of Sheikh Saleem Chishti, 
returned from his pilgrimage to the holy Meooa; and haying 
adopted the path of the Mehdevies, aocording to whose per* 
nieious opinion Sayed Mohammad of Jaunpur is the promised 
Mehdi, settled in Biana* Sheikh Alai was pleased with his 
ways, became enamoured of his company, and forsaking the 
way of his fore-fathers, began to invite men to the Hehdavy 
path* According to the oust can of this sect he fixed his 
abode outside the city, in the neighbourhood of Abdullah 
Afghan Niazi. With many of his followers, who agreed with 
him and had been won over, he passed a life of •Tawakkul* 
(reliance upon Allah) and •Tajreed* ( abstemiousness}* Eve: 
day at the time of morning prayers he commented upon the 
holy Koran in suoh a way that everyone present in his majlii 
adopted one of these two ways: "Slither he entirely left his 
wordly worlc and forsaking his family entered the circle of 
the Mehdavies, or repenting of sins and prohibited actions, 
attached himself to Sayed Mohammad of Jaunpur and thereafter 
gave one tenth (of his income) from the tillage or trade, ii 
the way of God", It often happened that the father parted 
from his son, a brother from his brother, and a wife from 
her husband, and adopted the path of 'Fa&car* and contents*] 
In the presents and charities that came to him (Sheikh Alai 
the young and old shared equally; if nothing was received 
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they starred fox two or three days without making it known 
and passed their time with careful regard for every breath 
(pass-i-naf a). They kept their shields, swords and arms 
constantly with them. Wherever in the eity or bazars they 
saw anything 'namashroo* (i.e. against the prescriptions or 
recommendations of the Snarl at, or the path of the Prophet) 
they first tried to prevent it by courtesy and kindliness, 
but if unsuccessful then by terror and for00. They tried t< 
help of fleers of the eity who agreed with them but the dis-
believing officers were unable to hinder or stop them* Whei 
Sheikh Abdullah Afghan Hlazl saw that Sheikh Alai was ooralns 
into conflict with the nobles and the commons and trouble wi 
about to arise he advised Sheikh Alai to go on a pilgrimage 
to Hijaz* Sheikh Alai started for Hijaz with three hundred 
and seventy families in the very condition in which he was. 
When he reaohed Khawaspur which is situated within the 
boundaries of Jodhpur, the famous Khawas Khan earns out to 
receive him and joined (the circle of) his believers. But i 
a short time reflecting over the evils (•fasadM of the 
Mehdavy creed he turned away from them. Sheikh Alai, 
comprehending this, expressed his displeasure at Khawas Khan 
on the ground that he did not obey (God) in the proper manne 
by ordering the lawful and prohibiting the forbidden, in the 
prescribed manner. He came out of Khawaspur and cancelling 
the journey to Hijaz, returned towards Biana* At the time,wj 
Sale em Shah ascended the throne in Agra, Sheikh Alai went to 
Agra according to royal' summons. When he entered the royal 
majlis, 
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m a j l i s , disregarding the customs and ways of kings he 
(4) 
aooosted Saleem shah with t he Saleem of the Shar i a t . 
Saleem Shah said *wa-alai»kum Balaam" ( peace he upon ye ) . 
This act ion (of Sheikh Alai) appeared in to le rab le to his 
cour t i e r s and Mull a Mohammad Abdullah of Sultenpur, e n t i t l e 
Makhdum~ul-Milk having re jec ted ( the claims of} Sheikh Ala 
gave the * fatwa* of h i s dea th . Saleem Shah summoned Mirza 
Rafi-ud-Din Aujon, Mulla J a l a l Laheem Danishmand, ISulla 
Abul Fatah of Thanesar and other learned men of the time 
and 
1 . One who possesses nothing and i s possessed by nothi: 
E. In accordance with the time honoured mystic prinoip: 
of self-examination, they considered themselves responsible 
t o God for every moment or b rea th of t he i r l i v e s , which had 
t o be devoted t o du t i e s and devotions* 
3 . Without making preparat ions necessary for such a journey. 
4 . According t o the custom of Indo-Muslim Royal courts 
a man present ing himself before t h e king had t o place his 
forehead cm the ground, or in the a l t e r n a t i v e to bow very lot 
A good Mussalman's head should bow t o God a lone . Neverthel< 
by an i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the s h a r i a t t h i s p ros t r a t ion before 
the king {d,go"J<<~~y \ or saJdah-i-Tahrima ( p ros t r a t ion of 
respect ) as d is t inguished from the p ros t r a t i on of worship 0] 
sajdah-i-shadaat was permi t ted . Religious minded people 
were always pained by t h i s p r o s t r a t i o n required in the 
presence of mortals and t h i s i s one reason why the good 
mystics of the Chishti S i l s e l a never presented themselves 
a t the publ ic da rba r s . Acoording t o the orthodox shar ia t a 
good Jfussalman should address another with the phrase 
* Salaam-Alai-Kum* (peace be on you), without bending, end tl 
other should r ep ly *Wa-Alai-Kum Salaam' (on you too be peae« 
Also according t o a t r a d i t i o n of the Prophet good Musaalmani 
should t r y t o seek precedence In offering the salaam. 
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and assigned to them the decision of t h i s affair . The 
meeting for discussion (Majlis-i-Muhahisa) waa held in th 
presence of Saleem Shah; Sheikh Alai could not prevail 
against anyone, was out-asjued and unable to reply. He 
resorted to commenting upon the Koran and explained the 
meaning of the verses (Ayat) in such a way that Saleem Shi 
was affected. *0h Sheikh*, he said, " refrain from 
asserting this false olaim of the Mahdavies, and I wil l me 
you the 'mohtasib* of a l l my realm, So far you have teen 
ordering the lawful without my fszmans henceforth you shal 
do them under my orders" • As Sheikh Alai did not aooeat— 
th i s suggestion, Saleem Shah, inspi te of the "fatwa" of 
Mall a Abdullah of Sultanpur,did not order his death, but 
expelled him towards the town of Hindis which i s on the 
frontiers of Dee can, Bihar Khan the hakim of that place 
was one of the leading amirs of Saleem Shah, along with hit 
whole army was captivated by him and entered the circle 
of his sincere bel ievers . 2fekhdum«ul-lftilk impressed this 
fact in the worst way on the mind of Saleem Shah and had 
him summoned from tha t f ront ie r . At th i s time Saleem Shah 
again summoned the ulema and alims and was more insis tent 
than before on the decision of the matter. There-at 
nulla 
(1) It must be remembered that this meant raising once 
more the question that had caused trouble for the Loddfci 
kings whom the Afghan chieftains refused to regard with 
the same outward signs of respect as had been exacted by 
the earlier kings of Delhi. 
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Molla Abdulla of Sultanpur said to Sale em Shah, " This man 
also asserts the olalms of being the *Mehdi*himself. The 
•Mehdl* shall be the icing of all the world, therefore, all 
your army has been captivated by him* Even your near re* 
1at!ons hare joined his seet secretly. There is a possi-
bility of danger to your country and kingship**' Sale em Shah 
would by no means lend his ears to the words of Abdullahj 
and sent Sheikh Alai to Sheilch Bar ah Tabeeb in Bihar. So 
that he may aot according to the later*a *fatwa*. While 
Saleem Shah himself proceeded to the Punjab and busied him-
self in the construction of the fort of Mankftt. Sheilch 
Barah was a man of wisdom in whom Sher Shah used to believe 
and whose shoes he used to place before him.Jwith his own 
hands) • When Sheilch Alai reached Bihar, Sheilch Barah wrote 
a •fatwa* in agreement with the 'fatwa1 of Mulla Abdullah 
of Sultanpur, entitled Maichdum-ul-Mulk, and gave It to 
messengers of Saleem Shah* During this time Sheikh Alai wi 
afflicted with plague, which was raging at the time and sue 
a tumour appeared in his throat that a finger-length of ro." 
of cotton (fatila) oould go into it; in addition, he had t< 
undergo the fatigues of the journey. When the Sheikh was 
brought before Saleem Shah he had no power of speech. Sal 
Shah whispered into his ears; "Say, I am not a Mehdavy and 
become free," The Sheilch did not lend his ears to the kin 
words. Saleem Shah in despair ordered the infliction of a 
few lashes and he died under the third lash. This event 
happened in the year 955. Its date is the Chronogram -
*Zakir~trilah,"( the remember of Allah). 
When Saleem Shah died his son Feroze Khan who was 
IZ 
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IS years old ascended the throne la the fort of dwallor i 
ferozs Khan deposed the support of the amirs. 
But before three days had 
passed, Mubariz Khan son of Nizam Khan sur who was She* 
Shah's brother*s son, and the brother of Feroze Khanls 
mother Killed his nephew Feroze Khan, and ascended the 
throne with the support of the wazirs and amirs. He toolc 
the t i t l e of Mohammad Shah Mi l* Khwaja Nisam-ud-Din 
Bakhshi has writ ten in the Tarikh-i-Akbari ( Uabakat«i~ 
Akbari) that Saleem Shah before his fa tal disease had sail 
many times t o his wife Bibi Bais "If you hold your son dee 
permit me to remove your brother Mubariz Khan, for he i s a 
thorn in the path of your son* If you prefer your brother 
then give up a l l hope of the l i f e of your son, because, 
there i s danger to him from Mubariz Khan." His wife rep l i 
w3$y brother i s passing h is l i f e in luxury and pleasure, am 
spends his time in music and song. He i s not an aspirant 
for kingship." Though saleem Shah repeatedly blamed her 
about the matter, i t was of no avail* Ultimately cm the 
third day after the death of Saleem Shah, Mubariz Khan witi 
his supporters came into the palace of Feroze Khan with tha 
intention of k i l l ing ttanochim. Although his s i s t e r wept 
and interceded for her son saying, "Spare him and I shall ta 
him to a place where no one wi l l discover any sign of him," 
i t was ineffective* In short tha t helpless and innocent 
child was ki l led by the oppressive sword* 
• i n xicfflHayy 
tss 
The reign of Mohammad Shah Sur. 
known as Adli* 
When he acquired the externalia of royalty, he 
assumed the t i t l e of Mohammad Shah Adil. The people took 
away from i t an "Alif* ( ) and added a "Yeh" ( ) and rea 
i t as *±±± Adli. Owing to a lack of ab i l i ty Adli attached 
low horn persons t o himself and 
Ascendancy of 
Hemu. assigned to them the responsible 
duties of the s t a t e . There was a 
Hindu named Hemu, who was a Baokal (grocer) and a residenl 
of the town of Rewari. Saleem Shah had enrolled him among 
the new Mansabdars and made him sohohna( controller) of th« 
baa5ar(market). Adli put him in control of the country and 
the treasury, and gave himself up to continuous drinking 
and the pleasant company of singing women. As he had 
heard about the munificence and l i be ra l i t y of king 
Mohammad Tughlak Shah, he conceived the idea of following 
him. At the beginning of his accession he opened the 
door of the treasury and pacified the people with h i s 
g i f t s . Whenever he rode out, or on other similar occasions 
he used to place a baiiboo-arrow with a to la of gold 
at i t s head, in a bow and shot i t in various directions; 
the arrow was recovered from the man into whose house or 
into whose hands i t f e l l af ter a payment of ten rupees. 
He wasted the treasures of Sher Shah and Saleem Shah 
in t h i s manner, in a short time, and considered himself a 
great king. The witty Afghans, seeing his inopportune acts 
called him •Andhll* because •Andhli• in the Hindi language 
means blind or s ight less . As the ascendency of Hemu Bakal 
and h is \ / strength 
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strength passed all limits, the Afghan amirs, were hurt by 
his Impolite ways, and took to opposition. All the sleepin 
troubles arose from erery corner• Many amirs turned away 
their heads from submission and failed to render due 
obedienoe. Consequently Adil oeased to hare any prestige 03 
trust in the eyes or hearts ( of men) and dignity and ordes 
disappeared from his realm. 
One day Adil was holding an open court (Bar-i-A'm) 
in the Dewan-khana of the fort of Gwalior in which all the 
Slkandar Khan famous amirs were present, Adil whilst 
Farmali. 
engaged in assigning Jaglrs ordered, to 
territory of Kanauj which was the jaglr of Mohammad Shah 
Farmall to be transferred from him and given to Sarmast Khan 
Sherwani. As both of them were tribal chiefs they bandied 
words over this matter, Sikander Khan son of Shah Mohammad 
Farmall who was a brave and Impetuous youth, said harshly in 
full court, "Matters have now come to such a pass that our 
jagir is being glren to a tribe of do^sel]U^g^Sh£rw^ies.w 
As the talk became high his father, who was weak and infirm 
asked him to refrain f rom harshness and impropriety. But th« 
son having lost his patienoe said," Father, Sher Shah once 
put you in an iron eage intending to put you to death* 
Ultimately Saleea Shah interceded on your behalf and freed yo 
from that danger. How the juries intend to annihilate you, 
and you do not understand their design. Very soon, they will 
you 
not leave/alive." At that moment Sarmast Khan who was very 
tall and strong built, placed his hands on the shoulders of 
Siicander Shan and said," My son, for what is this harshness,* 
His Intention was to sleze Slkander Khan by this triok. 
sikasder 
*«"W I 
Sikander Khan defined h is object and struck: his dagger on 
Sarmast Khan's shoulder In such a manner that the l a t t e r 
immediately fe l l down l ike a man drunk, and died* He also 
slew same other men who t r i ed t o res t ra in him, and wounded 
many* M i l got up in the turmoil and started towards the hax 
Siicander Khan pursued him. But M i l pushed the door forward 
and ohalned i t* Homy amirs who were in the Dewankhana threw 
thei r swords and ran away. For two gharies Siicander Khan lilt 
a mad man became berserk and ki l led and wounded wherever he 
went* Finally Ibrahim Khan Sur the husband of M i l ' s s i s te r , 
and a son of Sher Shah's uncle, eame upon him with some men, 
and out him to pieces. Daulat Khan Lohani also, finished She 
Mohammad Farmali with a stroke of the sword* 
I t i s said, that on tha t very day Taj Khan Kirani whe 
was one of the prominent amirs of Saleem Shah} eame out of t l 
Revolt of the Dewankhana of the fort of Gwalior and 
Kir ariles. 
was about to leave. Near the gate She 
Mohammad Farmali aooosted him and questioned him about the 
s ta te of a f f a i r s . Taj Khan replied, "Affairs have taken a 
bad turn* I am clearing out of th is show. You should also 
came away and befriend me." Shah Mohammad did not heed these 
words and went to sala'am M i l and what was destined for him 
came to pass* When Taj Khan Kirani, came out of the for t , 
he took the road t o Bengal* M i l sent an army in h i s pursuit 
i t eame upon him at Ohapramapo, whioh i s forty kos from Agra 
and t h i r t y kos from Kanauj. A ba t t l e was fought, Taj Khan ra 
away and turned towards Chunnar* In the way lie captured some 
officers of M i l ' s 'Khalsa', and took whatever cash or oorn 
he oould* He seized hundred elephants from the parganas and 
joined h i s brothers, Imad, Sulaiman, and I l i a s who were 
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the hakims of some of the territories on the banks of the Ganges 
of Khawasp«r Tenia and upreared the standards of opposition. M l 
marched with an army against them and the parties oame face to fat 
on the banks of the Ganges. Hemu Bakal said to Mil, *Xf you sen< 
& number of elephants with me, I will cross the river, fall upon 1 
Kiranles, and take out the Terr life from their bodies'*. Mil did 
as suggested. Memu crossed the river and after a battle overcame 
( the enemy). 
M i l resolved to arrest Ibrahim Shan sur, who had acquired 
great power. His wife who was Mil's sister, came to know of this 
Ibrahim Shah. faot and warned her husband. Ibrahim Shan fled 
from Ohunnar to his father Ghazl Khan who held the government of 
Hindoan. Adli appointed Isa Khan Niazi to pursue him. He oame up 
him near Kalpi and a battle took place. Isa Khan Niazi was defeat* 
and refrained from pursuit. Ibrahim Khan Sur collected an army, t< 
possession of the oapital of Delhi, and had the Khutba read in his 
name, from there he hurried to Agra, took possession of most of tl 
territories in the neighbourhood and acquired complete Independence 
M i l in helplessness drew away his hand from the Kiranies, and 
marched away from Chunnar, to suppress Ibrahim Khan sur. When 
he reached the banks of the Ganges, Ibrahim Khan Sur sent some one 
to him with the message: "If Hussaln Khan, Bahadur Khan Shirwanl, 
Azim Humayun and some other leading amirs come,and stand surety for 
the agreement, I will trust them and come to your service." Mil 
owing to his lack of understanding sent these people. Ibrahim Khan 
Sur by his good treatment won them over to his side and insisted on 
opposing Mali. When M i l oame to know of thishe realized that he 
had not the power to withstand them. He abandoned Agra and Delhi, 
took the road to Ohunnar, and taking possession of the territories 
of that side established himself there. Ibrahim Khan Sur took the 
title of IbraMa Shah and rals«4 the standard of royalty. 
During 
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During th is time Ahmad Khan Sur, the hakim of the 
Punjab who was a eon of Sher Shah's uncle, and was also men 
Sikander SUIT CaJurea to one of Adil 's s i s t e r s heart 
Delhi and Agra. 
the news of Adil 's diaeomfitui 
and the domination of Ibrahim Shah. The desire of soveriga 
and kingship came into his head a l so . He al l ied with himse 
Haibat Khan and Tatar Khan who were amirs of Saleem Shah, a 
taking t h e t i t l e of Slkandar Shah he star ted for the city of 
Agra from Lahore with ten thousand sowars* He alighted nea 
the Tillage of Far ah which i s ten kos from Agra. Ibrahim 
Shah also marched forward to meet him with seventy thousand 
sowars in great pomp and grandeur; in addition to this 
(force) he had two hundred amirs of dignity, most of whom hi 
the privilege of Sarapardah ( ten t ) , banner, and drum (Alum i 
Naqara). Sikander Shah considering his (Ibrahim Shah's) 
power and the number (of h is men) regretted having come. Hi 
opened the portals of peaee and requested that the Punjab be 
l e f t to him. King Ibrahim being proud of his army and 
equipage, paid no at tention to his humility and f la t te ry and 
dressing h is ranks prepared to fight at the aforementioned 
place. Sikander Shah sent forward his standard along with 
amirs, and i t was stationed opposite to t he enemy, while he 
himself with some experienced youngmen stood in ambush .King 
Punjab 
Ibrahim dispersed the/armjr in the (very) f i r s t onslaught. Bui 
when h is soldiers took t o plundering, Slkandar Shah, seeing t 
opportunity, came out of ambush, f e l l upon the centre of ShaJ 
Ibrahim and defeated him in a moment. The words of the 
(Koranic) Terse:"How often a small army overcomes a numerous 
army** were exemplified.Shah Ibrahim went to Sambhal. Sikanda 
Shah having been successful took possession of Delhi and Agra 
When Sikander Shah, with the intention of fighting 
Ibrahim recovering 
Humayun Badshah s tar ted for the Punjab, k ing^his strength 
he eame from Sambhal to Kalpi. At that time Adli seat *"( 
from Ghunnar, Hemu Bakal, his Wazir 
AdTeature of Sultan 
Ibrahim. with a wall-equipped army, huge 
elephants and a good (part of) 
artiHey for the purpose of conquering Delhi and Agra* Hemu 
Bakal thinking the suppression of Ibrahim more important 
defeated him in the neighbourhood of Kalpi* King Ibrahim 
retreated towards his father at Biana* Hemu Bakal marehed 
to Biana and besieged it for three months. As during these 
days Muhammad Khan Smr, the hakim of Bengal, had raised the 
banner of rebellion, and turned to the conquest of Chunnar, 
Jaunpur and Kalpi, Adli summoned Hemu Bakal. Raising the 
seige, Hemu Bakal started bask. King Ibrahim pursued him, 
eame upon him at the town of Mandhkar whieh is six kos from 
Agra, offered battle, sustained a defeat and again returned 
to his father* After some days, Ibrahim went to the territoi 
of Fatna, fought with Earn Chander, the Raja of that plaoe 
and was captured. Raja Ram Chander out of considerations 
of expediency plaeed him on the throne with the utmost 
respeet and adopted the. attitude of a serrant* After some 
time the Afghans of Biana who were in the neighbourhood 
of Raisen, had a dispute with Baz Bahadur the hakim of 
Malwa* They sent some men to Ram Chander, took Ibrahim 
with them and made him their ruler* They wished to oall 
Durgawati, the Rani of the territory of Gadda to their 
aid in order to fight Baz Bahadur. Rani Durgawati, falling 
in with this design, started from her place; but Baz 
Bahadur sent some persons to her and disuaded her from 
this 
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this plan* Wkan Ibrahim saw that Rap. Durgawati bad 
ragrattad aad gone back to her country, be did not con-
sider i t adrieable to remain there. He proceeded 
to Oriaaa wkiok ia on the frontier of Bengal and passed 
his days (there), t i l l in the year 975 Suleiman Ureal 
haying subdued the territories of Oriaaa* called aim 
by promises and pladgaa to himself and pat kirn 
treacherously to tka sword. 
In short, wkan Hemu Bakal joined Adli in Chunnar, 
nawa was received, tkat Humayun Badakak haying pat 
Sikandar Shah to 
ffre 2nd mt\q of j>aB|paf • 
flight, had taken 
possession of Delhi anc 
Agra. Inspite of this 
faot, tka Afghans out of ignorance and yariety which was 
their habit ware constantly engaged in war aad strife. 
Adli failing to gat an opportunity of returning to Delhi, 
marohed against Muhammad Shah Koria, who had raised tka 
banner of opposition. At tka plaaa of Chatperakha 
wkiok ia fifteen kos from Kalpi, a fierce battle 
took plaea batwaan tka parties, and Muhammad Khan Koria 
was killed and Adli returned to Ghannar in triumph and 
began to think of reoorering Delhi* In tka meantime, 
Humayun Badakak joined tka mercy of God* Adli despatched 
Hemu Bakal towards Delhi with nearly fifty-thousand 
sowars and fiye-hundred elephants, in order to 
recover Agra, Delhi and tka Punjab from tka 
possession of tka Mughal amira, while ka himself waa 
unable 
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unabls to laara Chumnar owing to the opposition 
of the Afghan amirs* When Hemu Bakal reached tha 
neighbourhood of Agra, the Mnfehal amirs who ware in 
that city, saw that they could not fight (with Mm) 
and hastened to Delhi. Hemu Bakal entrusted Agra 
to Ms man and proceeded to DalM. Tardi Bag the hakim 
of Delhi, set Ms ranks in order of bat l ie , fought with 
Mm and sustaining a defeat went to the Punjab. Hemu 
Bakal having taken possession of Delhi, proposed 
to go to Lahore also after proper preparations. By 
ehanee Sairam Khan, who was tha man in sola authority 
on behalf of Akbar, forestalled Mm and sent Khan 
2amam Mughal against DelM with all haste. Ha, himself, 
followed Mm up with Akbar. Hemu Bakal heard this 
news and with great pomp and show went to meet Khan 
Zamam. Biding on an elephant ha gave battle to the 
Mughal army in the vieinity of PaMpat. Making a 
brave onslaught, he soattered the lines of the 
right, left end centre. The good fortune of King 
Jalal-ud-Din Muhammad Akbar prevailed. The Afghans 
began to plunder. By chanoe, a party of the Mughals 
came aeross Hemu Bakal, recognised Mm, and 
surrounding Ms elephant, took him prisoner alive* 
They conducted Mm before Slag Akbar, and 
killed him. After tha death of Hemu Bakal, 
Adli became weak k powerless and the Afghans becaae 
2Sh 
host i le (towards him) altogether. Khizar Khan the son 
of Muhammad Khan Koria, strove (to oolleot) a force with 
the intention of avenging his father. He assumed the 
t i t l e of Bahadur Shah and took possession of many 
of the eastern t e r r i t o r i e s . His Kufba and coins were 
introduced in these par ts and he marched an army against 
Adli. After a f ierce "battle, Adli was k i l led and his 
reign came to an end. 
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The Reign of Sikandar Shah Sur 
and the downfall of Afghans. 
When Sifctadar Shah ascended the throne of Agra 
after the usual f e s t i v i t i e s , he summoned "before him 
the Afghan amirs, and leading men. "I am one of you"? 
he said,"and have no precedence". 
Accession of 
Sikandar Suri . "King Bahlol Lodi made famous 
the t r ibe of the Lodi Afghans; and 
Sher Shah with great effort "brought the vast t e r r i t o r i e s 
of India under him and made the name of the tri1>e of Sur, 
soar high. Now a king l ike Humayua, who i s claimant to 
th i s realm, i s waiting for an opportunity and w© should 
not "be unmindful of him. I f willingly you desire my 
kingship, lay aside your mutual discord and jealousyj 
and remove the dust of antagonism to /batSft other, so that 
T>y vi r tue of unity the affairs of s ta te should he well 
ordered. I f you do not consider me f i t for t h i s 
i l l u s t r ious office then place upon the throne whomsoever 
you regard worthy of th i s splendid rank from amongst 
yourselves. I woo wil l swear allegiance and "become his 
sincere friend and well-wisher with my heart and soul". 
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rhe Afghan amirs having heard these words, said with 
one voice, "As you are a eon of Sher Shah*a (paternal) 
uncle, we a l l adopt you aa our king and our lord* We 
swear by the text of the Quran that we wi l l not oppose you 
Soon af ter , disagreement and s t r i fe re-appeared 
amongst them on account of offices, t i t l e s and fief a and 
unity was not established. i t ao happened that Bu&ayun 
Badahah turned towards tue 
The hat t i e of 
Sirhind. Punjab shortly af ter t h i s , 
and Tatar Khan fled away from 
Rohtas to the Punjab and returned to Delhi. The Mughals 
came to Lahore a t fu l l speed and scattered the Afghans* 
ihey took possession of the country and up to sirhind and 
brought i t under control, sikandar Shah appointed 
fifty-thousand sowars and according to one account a hundre 
thousand Afghan and Rajput sowars under Tatar Khan and 
HaibaA Khan Afghan to repel l the Ghughtal soldiers* As it 
should hare been, the Afghans sustained a crushing defeat, 
lost the i r horses and elephants, and did not rein in t i l l 
they reached Delhi* Sikandar shah 3url though fully aware 
of the destiny of his amirs took eighty-thousand sowars 
into his army out of necessity and in 968 proceeded towards 
the Punjab, near Sirhind, he fought with B a i raa Khan 
Turkman who was accompanying shahsada Jalal-ud-Din Mohdt 
Akbar and being defeated went to the aiwalik h i l l s . The 
capi ta l c i t i e s of Delhi and Agra cams once more into the 
possession of the amirs of Humayun Badahah and the country 
became the envy of the court of paradise, i i t h great 
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efforts Bairaa Shan Turkman, dislodged Sikandar shah 
Surl from the Siwalik mountains and he f led towards 
Gaur in 1 engal* fie took possession of that country 
and after a short time diad in that region* Taj Khan 
Kiranl beoame the hakim of Bengal in hie stead* In 
short , the end of th i s discourse should be read in the 
account of the Kings of Bengal where they w i l l be 
mentioned in deta i l by the pen of investigation, if God be 
willing I 
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